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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION.

ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

I. By 3.4if Es II. BAKER.
President of rnivereity of Colorado.

It is important to remember that this is not a question of "short-
ening the college course"; that phrase does not give the significance
of the inquiry, which is upon the length of the whole period of
general education. We do not advocate lowering the standard of
Aerican education, or cramming and hurry, or lessening the period
fpr those who early turn to volutions.. It is the aim rather to
strengthen schola-ship, to educate Without worry or waste, to keep a
class of pupils in school longer than is done under present condi-
tion. We believe that by a more economic use of material and
methods two years at least cffn he saved in the whole period of educa-
tion, including the college, and better results secured than now.

II.--By JAMES M. l;KEEN,
Principal of State Normal School, Trenton, N. J

How can we discuss intelligently economy of time unless we define
a specific thing to be accomplished and the length of time it takes
to accomplish it under given circumstances? .

The term *education is too general; it means too much. It seems
to me that it, would be better to discuss economy ih terms of the
curriculum; for instance, what of geometry or physics, 'general and
special, should we teach in the schools, and how mu 211 time will each

l require?

L Every principalknows how large are the c1aNk of each specialist
for his ciewtment. The teacher of penmanship wants to secure not
only good letter forms, but the relation of good penmanship ro. the
development of good English; the teacher of English wants not only
to secure good forms Of expression, but wants to review .all causes

T.

No.
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of expression.. He is unwilling to recognize the fact that the Correct
expression of a problem in physics is an exercise in English. Indeed,

4 each specialist is disposed to charge himself tith the whole of educa-
tion rather than confine himself to that which is peculiar to his sub-

. ject. In this way we merge and -overlap very much in our efforts.
Whether we do our Latin in the college or university does not seem
so important as how much Latin should we do and how best do it
We need to distinguish between essentials and incidentals.

I

ECONOMY OF TIME IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

JimE8A-11 VAN SICKLE,
Superintendent of Schools, Sprinwleld; Moos.

One of the'conspicuous causes of waste in elementary education
is the attempt to give the same preparation to alli regardless of wide
differences in aptitude and the character of the-life to be led.. Chis-
fifying the grades above the sixth as secondary would facilitate
differentiation in the upper grades, thus permitting all pupils to
make more direct preparation for business or the industries or

...

professional life than is now possible.
We are assuming that it is possible and desirable to end the college'

and begin the university at 20 instead of 22, thus saving two years
-during the whole period_of education. We readily admit the re-
sponsibility of the elementary school for a share of this saving, but
in accepting 20 as the age at which the college course should be
completed, welave in mind the abler students, not all students.

We. can not go far until we can agree upon the essentials of a)course of study and common standards o Measurement, for economy
of time in education must be relative t the results which we wish
to secure. .

Id determining the.essentials of a course of study and adopting
measures of accomplishment, there is danger that too narrow a defini-
tion of " essentials " will be adopted. Fixed knowledge of funda-
mental processes is co more and no. less essential than mental atti-
tude, habits of thought and emotion, and working ideals. Something
.more than drill is needed to get. these ingrained. The selection of
suitable subject matter for work and Study in the grades; the organi-
zation of this material NCith reference to the periods when important.
instincts, interests, powers, and capacities become prominent; the
development of desirable-ideals, motives, and habits in the pupils

. these things must be considered when we undertake to say what are
the "emendate." . - . .
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Recent tidies in retardation have involved the fallacy that the
proper place of a child in school can be determined by age .alone.
What is needed to put education on a scientific basis is an exitmina-
tion of each child's physical state and mIntal power at the beginning
of school life, on the results of which all the work should be based.

In considering ,waste in education, no probleni looms larger than
the preliminary and after training of- suitable principals. Gin a
salary that will enable the superintendent to select persons of tested
strength and characte6 for-these positions, no effort is expended to
better' advantage in checking waste than hat which the superin-
tendent devotes to conferences rincipals. The principal
can either make or mar the mast "catKfully planned scheoe, and in
his hands rests the success or failure of any plans that may be
formulated for economizing time in elementary education.

HIGH-SCHOOL PREPARATION OF CANDIDATES FOR NORMAL SCHOOLS.

I.By DA v LEV,

President of State Normal University, Normal, Ill.

It appears that thrtiughout the country norm ool faculties are
generally not satisfied with the quality of the hig 10°1 preparation
received by normal-school students. The character of the ipstruction
is almost everywhere dominated by college tradition
Hence it appears that the fundamental cause of the defective prep-
aration of our students is in the conscious aim of the highschool.

This conscious aim of the high school determines the choice of
teachers. If the one function of the high school is to fit for college,
what more sensible than to secure as teachers men an wotuen who
have been through college . and know what preps tion will be
needed? In this way the circle is closed and the intro ion of foreign
elements effectually prevented.

Another evil result of this ideal is it tendency in the organization
of the high school to depreciate all student activities that do not
directly fit for college.

The first need of the high school is a change of aim. It must front
the actual needs of life as found in shop and store, in farm and home.
This does not mean Lint all instruction shall be vocational ; the
physical, social, and cultural needs of men and women are facts of

But it does mean that we must assess the actual educational
value of every study in the curriculum, of every detail of organiza-

_tion and method, and conduct our. schools in such a way as to secure
then maximum of useful knowledge, power, appreciation, a4d
character. To Make such an assessment of values is no easy mat r.
We lack a universally accepted standard. We are likely to be misled
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by prejudice, by habit, by traditional doctrines of formal discipline,
intangible and unprovable.

Then our organization'must be in close articulation with the total
environment of the student. Thus, if the high school does not offer
instruction in instrumental music, "it must Hid' a way to supervise
turd credit private instruction and count it far graduation. If the

student of domestic science has regular home duties in this field for
whia the school instruction affords direction, some means should be

found for rating the excellence of the performance and crediting the
same in the high school. The school must not set itself up as the one
institution that shall bend everything else to its calendar and needs.

Such a change of conscious aim is not easy to bring to pass, for
the university looms large above the horizon of the country town.

The second need of the high school is a change in the curriculum
not merely in the interests of future teachers but of all the students.

The question arises, Do high-school students decide to become
teachers early enough to affeet their choice of studies? The general
"opinion is that they do not, but I ant not sure that this opinion is

in many cases bared on actnal iusestigation. In one large normal
school 23 of the 2d women of the faculty had decided to become
teachers before they were HI. A majority of the students in the
same institution had decided at that age. In another State normal
schOol all the high-school graduates were polled with this result :

37 per cent decided to become teachers before entering the high school.

4 per cent during -their tirst. year.
4 per cent during their second year.
14 per rent during their third year: -
22 per cent during their senior-3-44.

19 per cent after graduation.
r

From this it appears that by the middle of the high-school course
enough students have chosen to become teachers to make it worth
'while to Oka any needed courses.

From the reports received it appears, that the high-school cur-
riculum throughout the country contains substantially the same
elements, but varies somewhat in the .relative time devoted to the
different branches of study. The Standard graduation requirements

are usually 16 units, each unitleing a year's work in a subject with

dairy recitations. An approximate composite of the various pro-

grams actually completed, by the high-school graduates in themormal
schools reporting is as, follows:

Units.

English, including gramlnar, rhetoric and composition. English literature,

reading, and public" speaking 8.8

Foreign LanguageiLattn, Greek, German, French, and Spanish 8.4

Social ScienceHistory, sof:m=1es, civil government 2.6

MasthematiotAlgebra, geometry, trigonometry, and arithmetic 2.0

Physical Rolence4-Physles and chemistry- 4. a a l2
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Biologic& ScienceZoology. botany. and human physiology .8
Earth SetetweGeography, physiography, geology, and astronomy .8
MusicVocal or instrummital .2
DrawingDesign, manual training
Agriculture and Household Science

In the East foreign language has a larger place, often constituting
a.full third of the curriculum. In the South the ancient languages
and mathematics receive largest relative attention. In the Middle
West and also in the Mountain and Pacific States larger attention
is paid to the biological sciences. Drawing and design seem best
developed in 'New England: agriculture and the household arts are
just beginningto appear in ratable amount in the high-school curri-
culum of a fk students.

The normal-school faculties reporting are prett,well agreed that
for future elementary teachers there should be less foreign language,
less algebra and -geometry. more arithmetic, more biological science,
more geography. more of drawing and the other manual arts, more
music, reading. and public, speaking than we ordinarily find in the
high-school course. Our students before completing the normal-
school program are usually of the same opinion.

The following course is suggested: Three years' work in English,
four in science. two in mathematics, two in history and civics. two. in
_German or French. two in industrial lines, one in music and drawing.

The third need of the high school from the standpoint' of the nor-
mal school is that the instruction in the various branches be more
thorough and more vital. The fundamental difficulty seems to be
that the high-school study is largely a thing apa4t from daily life
experience.

The sciences should be so taught that the student will feel every
day that his health, his happiness, and his success in life depend;upon
the truths they contain. They should explain natural phenOmena
and industrial processes, fuels. foods, sanitation, and the rules of
right living.

The mathematics of the high school needs thorougrevision. `No
other branch is so universally studied as algebra and with so little
profit. The time devoted to it should be reduced to one year, its
topics limited to those that generalize and extend, arithmetical pro- '
ces.ses. Allyear of plane geometry, with many practical arithmetical'
problems involving geometrical elements, should suffice in this branch.

History should undertake to answer this question: HOw did our
present institutions come to be as they are? Only in so far as they
answer this are events or the lives of men worth knowing. Civics
is a study of rights and duties in society. It deals with the coopera-
tive efforts of men in the State to secure justice, protection, healthful
cdnditiona, education, and sundry other things of everyday 'value.
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It should emphasize function. rather than structure and machinery.
No study in the curriculum is Of higher value than economics. With-
out it. the organization of modern industry can not be understood or
rightly adjusted. But to be of value it must be taught in terms of
the student's environment.

Where the normal-school course is only two years in length, it is
best in the high school to omit foreign language altogether and in-
clude in the last two years a study of the communion branches not
reviewsin the sense of going over grammar-school textbooks, but 'a
fresh study of these subjects from a higher standpoint, a study that
will enlist the best energies of advanced students. A year of physi-
cal and commercial geography will set forth_ the conditions and
purpose of human industry. Grammar is rarely appreciated by the
14-year-old. It really belongs in the senior year of the high school.

The fourth need of the high school is a different standard of prep-
aration for its teachers. Our students usually come from the
smaller high schools, where salaries arq low. Most of the teachers
there are young women recently graduated from college. Few of
them have had any professional training of any sort. Those who
are successful remain but a short time. Consequently our high
schools are taught by a shifting corps of young, inexperienced, and
untrained teachers. All high-sehoo mers need as thorough pro-
fessional preparation as elementary -sc teachers.

We therefore hold that in selecting high-school teachers school
authorities should give due weight to professional education and
training as well as to character and scholarship, and that teachefs of
extended experience, acknowledged skill, and maple scholarship
gained through private study should not be.excluded from the hi,gl-
yhool because of the lack of a degree.

Although this report has set forth what your committee believes
to be certain shortcomings of many high schools, it must not be
inferred that we hold the high school chiefly responsible for poor
work done by graduates of normal schools. These institutions need
to examine their own organization-curricula, faculty, and methods.

J. H. PHiLLIP8,
Superintendentof Schools, BirtniKyhant,

The chief function of the high school in our educatiOnal system is
to provide such facilities as shall enable the pupil to discover himself.

The graduates of normal schools who become teachers in our ele-
mentary schools may be readily divided into two groups: First, those
who have graduated from a good high school prior to their entrance
upon a professional course in a normal school, and, second, those who

have received both their academic and professional training in the

1
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normal schools. It seems to me that a comparison of these two
groups in practical school work may he helpful; it will enable us by
observation and experiment to ascertain the results of high-school
training when that training is controlled by the normal-schoolideal,
and to compare these results with those of 4he regular high-school
course conducted without specific regard for the normal school.

The danger incurred by the special preparation for the normal
school in the high school is twofold: It necessitates the selection of
a vocation and consequent. differentiation in work at too early a stage,
before the pupil has had adequate opportunity for self-discovery; it
further tends to narrow the academic work of the pupil to those
studies deemed of practical use in the vocation +:elected. These objec:
t ions apply equally to special preparation for the law school, or any
other type of school requiring scholarship and culture as a basis for
technical and professional training.

. By JIMA ER IL SEFRISS,
Pr-foil/rut Iowa :nte Tenclorr$' College, Cedar Fall.. Iowa.

The students in the normal preparatory courses may be lacking in
social culture and acquaintance itrith'the World, but they are com-
monly more mature in age and more willinttoo4fonform to demands,
they are more ambitious to attain annrcy ull mastery, and they.
are influenced more by the occupational spirit, than are +the young
students from the high schools who have been making school-going
their occupation and have become. inured4o the tedium. and the
fatigue that continuous work produces.

It is enough to say that-it is not so much a different teaching and
training that is wanted in the high school as it is a different measure,
ment of accomplishment and a different- treatment and management
upon the part of the normal- school professors. There is much room
for readjustment, for review of principles, for ,reconsideration of
things that are fundamental, for sympathy with incompleteness and
imperfection, as all these conditions will be found in the average
high-school graduate. In fact, the wonder is that, in the change of
environment which comes from the new standpoint and from the
modification of object and purpose, the high- school graduate succeeds
RS well as he does when undertaking the class work and the organized
plans of the average normal school.

Then there is another supreme difficulty when viewed from the
nation-wide standpoint. Normal schools can not be standardized as
educational institutions, because they are provincial and statutory-in
their status and in their scope of endeavor.
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IC. By CliALLES S. CHAPIN,
Principal of State Normal School, Montclair, N. J.

I disagree with Dr. Felmley's report in tato. lie has two main
propositions, neither of which applies to normal-school conditions in
the East.

1. He seems to me to disparage scholarship, or, at least., to draw
too sharp a distieictiqn between the scholar and the teacher. The
standing reproach on normal schools has been and is the lack of
scholarly attainments of the members of their facultie4. The con-
flict. between scholarship and teaching ability is largely fictitious and
artificial, and it does not become us of the normal schools to allow
this report to place us in a false position on so vital a matter a*
scholarship.

2. The report. calls for special high-school preparation. for admis-
sion to the'normal schools. We need no such special course as this
report calls for. Such a course will give pupils poorer preparation
than they are getting now.

3. I dissent also from the idea expressed in the report. that. the
normal school shall dictate the course of study in the high school.
We of the normal schools are self-governing, taking our orders from
no higher institution. It is not only just, hut it is very good policy
to respect the autonomy of the high schools..

HIGH-SCHOOL PREPARATION OF NORMAL-SCHOOL CANDIDATES,
FROM THE HIGH-SCHOOL POINT OF VIEW.

J. STANLEY BROWN,

Principal of Township Iligh School, Jolirt,

It is my judgment that it is both unfair and unwise for either the
normal school or the college to dictate to the, high school what sub-
jects shall appear in the course of study, what place they shall have
in the course of study. or in what quantity they shall appear.

I believe the high school ought tote as largely autonomous as the
elementary school or as any other school, and that its supreme par-.
pose ought to be, and in a large measure is, the interpretation of life
in terms of the community's highest need: ..

I do not believe that the higher institutions of learning are to-day
in any considerable degree dictating either the course of study or
the supply of the teachers to the high school. What is true in this
respect to-day was not true 10 years ago.

The growth of the modern high school, its place in the community,
and its importance as an institution in itself have given it such a
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unique place in education that it ill becomes any other educational
institution to interfere with it, to hedge it roundabout, or to make
inroads upon its field of activity.

I see no good reason why the relation existing between the element-
ary school and the high school should not also exist between the high
seal and any other institntiop doing work beyond it.

The function of any public high school is to interpret life in terms
of the needs of the local community. whose it is, by whom it came
into being, and for whose supreme service it exists. It therefore can
not change its aim in order to satisfy the wishes of any other
institution.

HEALTH PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION.

Tio D. Woof).
Professor of Physical Education, Teachers' College, Colombia nirersity.

The most important of all our national resources is the health of
the people. The most valuable asset in our *capital of national
vitality is the health of the children.

Public education is the logical, the strategic, and the responsible
agency of the Nation, of each State, and of each community for the
conservation and enhancement of child health.

To become an effective instrument for the protection and promo-
tion of child health, it is essential that the school should not only he
a sanitary, healthful place for children, but that the various agencies
in public education should be so organized that each pupil may be
given the best possible opportunity to escape weakness and disease
and far more to realize the attainable hest in growth, in development.
of biologic, intellectual, moral, saris], and economic power.

It can not he taken for granted that school Children are healthy.
The maltrity of them are not as healthy as they should or may be.

There are in the schools of the United States to-day approximately
20.000,000 pupils. Careful study of statistics and estimation of all
conditions leads to the following personal conclusions:

(a) From 13 to 2 per cent, or 100.000, of these have organic heart
disease. .

(b) 'probably 5 per cent, 1,000.000 at least, have now or have had
tuberculous disease of the lungs.

(e) About 5 per cent, or 1,000,000, have spinal curvature, flat foot,
or some other moderate deformity serious enough to interfere.to some
degree with health.

(d) Over 5 per cent, or 1,000,000, have defective hearillg.
(e) About 25 per cent, or 5,000,000, have defective.vision.
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CO About 25 per cent. or 5.000.000, are suffering from malnutri-
tion, in many cases due in part at least to one or more.of the other
defects enumerated.

(q) Over 30 per cent, or 6,000p00, have enlarged tonsils, adenoids,
or enlarged cervicai glands which IlePC1 attention.

(h) Over :-)0 per cent, or 10.000.000 (in some schools as high as,
9 per cent), have defective teeth which are interfering with health.

/ Several millions of the children possess, each, two`or more of the
handiCapping defects.

(i) About 75 per cent, or 15.000,000, of the school children in this
country need attention to -day for physical d'efects which are prejudi-
cial to health and which are partially or completely remediable.

About 100 cities in the Vnited States have as ninny different kinds
of organizations for tlw care of health in the schools.
. We need more definite and uniform standards of work in this field.

We need .more convincing demonstration of the value of various
met hods employed for the promotion of child health, so that sufficient
money may he appropriated for school hygiene by those who control
public funds. School hygiene includes much more than health exam-
inations for contagious di -ease and chronic physical defects, although

, such examinations Make the basis for all individual care and adjust-
ment. / /

. Other/ factors of essential importance in the health field are the
following:

(a) Maintenance of sanitary, healthful school environment., with
clean schoolhouses, light. good air. etc.

(1)) Hygienic instruction and school management, with particular
attentiov to influence of teacher upon nervous health of pupils.

(e) effective teaching of health and hygiene to all pupils in the
schools.

(d) Rational supervision and direction of play, games, athletics,
and all healthful and satisfying forms of physical education.

Special feat u resin the schools, or closely related to the schools, which
have direct bearing on health Maude the following: (a) Honies of
the Pupils; (1.) playgrounds and gymnasitmir/r)-dental clinics and
other medical clinics for children; (d) classes for defectives and crip-
ples; (e) open-air schools. -

Improy,ement in school hygiene involves prominently these factors:
1. Recognition of extraordinary value of work of school nurses

and employment of nurses in the schools.
2. More comprehensive and thorough training in school hygiene

in all normal schools and other institutions for professional education
of teachers.

3; Better technical training for school physicians, school nurses,
teachers of hygiene and physical education,andsother special officers
in this field.
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4. Requirements of tests of knowledge and skill in various phases
of school hygiene for teachers in general and certification of hygiene
specialists of different types.

SECURING PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR HEALTH WORK IN SCHOOLS.

WILLIAM 11. ALLEN,

Director of National Training School for Public e:rrricr, Neu Ibr k.

More kinds of work, MOP(' wort, of a kind, art nwre money for its
work is a slogan ha' the United States Bureau of Education which
should be popularized. To back it up with letters to Congressmen
and Senators is the most important step which can be taken in 1912
toward educating communities to support health work for their-own
school children.

Comprehensive. efficient. aggressive service should and could be
given by existing agencies to all strhool children under the Stars and
Stripes. To support the United States, Bureau of Education, which
is in touch with one-half million school-teachers and twenty million
school pupils and Co interest the general public in supporting that
bureau's requests for more money to do more work are concrete
responsibilities of the National Council of Education and school
superintendents.

Every community has the right " to he shown before it spends
money on school health. It is vastly more important that the com-
munity outside of school should understand the need for health work
at school than that this health work he done. It. is worse to have
obstructions t9 ventilation in a school building than to have oblorne-
dons to breathing in a child's throat. Better to have myopia in the
eyes of 20 per cent of school children than to have myopic public
sentiment regarding the schools' duty to discover each child's physical
need and to guarantee. each child a physical environment while at
school conducive to health. Any community which thinks. " sweat-
ing ".school children in ill- ventilated, insanitary. overcrowded school-
rooms is more respectable and more safe than sweating' similar
children in factories and cranberry bogs is not likely to support
school health work.

No public expenditure makes a stronger appeal to the imagination,
conscience, and pocketbook of a general public than expenditure for
school health. The public should not be expected to come to the
school to get its information. The school, should be giving out
information to the public every week in the year.

The health needs of 100 per cent of a city's school children should
be explained to 'the public. Therefore a health program of work
and of education should include private schools.

4815913.-12---2
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Education of the public should be .37 means of charts, uniform
sanitary surveys, photographs, "before:and-after" contrasts, exhibits,
moving pictures, house-to-house explanation, circulars of instruction,
newspaper stories, special emphasis at budget time, and reporting
methods which guarantee the efficient use ofirnoney allowed.

STATUS OF THE CCM:MIRY SCHOOL.

E. T. l'Ativin.D,
Stair ,Pupenniendcnt of Public Inntruolon,

The rural school is the one laggard in the educational prbcession.
Not ttnly has it failed to keep step in the march of educational
progress, but there are those who declare that, taken as a whole, it
is less efficient than it was 25 tears ago. - Many reasons may be ad-
vanced for this lack of development. However, no study of the
situation will be complete that does not recognize as a definite factor
the great change that has taken place ilk community and social con-
ditions. The ever-increasing trend of rural population toward the
cities, and the growing per cent of tenant farmers, have had a dis -,,
tinct and deterrent effect upon our country schools.

The educational thought of our age has been directed toward the
improvement of the city school system, of the high school, the effi-
ciency of college, normal school, and university. And the emphasis
of our thought has been placed long and .devotedly on these educa-
tional agencies at the expense of our tural schools.. We rejoice in
the great things that have been done for higher education, but sub-
mit that the time has now come when the same generous support and
the same ardent labor should he devoted Ito the improvement of the
rural schools. Although they serve directly the interests of the great-
est per cent of our population, and though they are admittedly the
frost inefficient part of our educational syswn, yet they are utterly
lacking that generous an :I unselfish support so freely given for the
advancement of the high schools and colleges.

The fbllowing is a true, though not a full indictment. of the
12,000,000 rural school children, constituting a clear majority of the
whole number of the youth of school age, less than 25 per cent are
completing the work of the grades. The teaching body is immature
and Hicks proper training. Terms ara-43hoart. School buildings are
poor, insapitary, and ill equipped. The school enrollment is Con-
stantly decreasing. The supervision is wholly inadequate. Cost of
instruction is higher than in the grades. High-school privileges are
denied the great majority of these boys and girls. The strong, virile,
rural school of a generation ago has gone, and in its placeis a primary
schooligteak in numbers and lacking in efficiency. The country boy
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and girl of this strenuous and complex twentieth century are not
afforded equal educational opportunities:

A vital weakness in our rural school system is the lack of a genuine
demand for properly trained teachers. I have knowledge of one
State that bears ti,n excellent reputation educationally where, out of
8,000 rural-school teachers in 1910, 4.400 were found to have had no
training beyond the eighth grade. The most constant and most im-
perative requisite of any plan of school instruction is an adequate
supply of competent teachers. No other provisions, however ample,
can be substituted successfully fog: capacity in this respect, nor com-
pensate for the want of it. Not liberal appropriations, nor costly
buildings, nor well-framed theories, but instruction that execs e e
purpose of all these and touches the mind of the scholar a int-
prints thereon its own character and qualities is the dema that
must be inet, and yet it is just at this point that our commo c ools,
particularly our country schools; exhibit their greatest wea ness.

It is a well-known fact that a large majority of the rural teachers
go into the work with 1,111Je, or no special preparation. Notwith-
standing the multiplication of normal schools, it is rarely that a
graduate of; these institutions is to be found engaged in teaching
in the country. It is a striking anomaly that thz lawyer who looks
after our material.intedsts, or the physician who cares for our
bodily health, even the veterinary who doctors our horses and dogs,
the carpenter who builds our houses, or the machinist who repairs
our automobiles. must go through a long professional training or
practical apprenticeship before he is regarded as fit to ply his trade.
Vet, every year thousands of inexperienced and untrained Boys and
girls are allowed even encouragedto step out of the ranks of
the. common schools and to take their places as, the counselors
and guides of the plastic minds and immortal souls of our dearest
possessionsour children.

This condition falls with greatest. severity upon our rural popu-
lation, for the school boards in all our cities and in Most of our
smaller towns have firmly established the rule not to employ a
teacher who has not had practical teaching experience or special
profeitonal training.' So, the only place where the untrained tyro,
with no education beyond' that furnished by the eighth grade, may
begin is some country school. But the beginners must teach and
the schools must have teachers. As a consequence, our rural schools
become the only training school that thevast body of our teachers
ever know, and here these teachers learnby experience and ex-
periment, by practicing upon the tender intellects of the most hope-
ful and virile youth of the landthose pedagogical principles and
educational truths which they should have learned. as- a part of

a
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their preliminary professional training before ever entering the
schoolroom "as one having authority."

No sooner has one of these journeymen or rattier journeywomen
teachers by virtue of quick insight and ready acquisitionby reason
of the born teacher's birthrightgrasped the fundamentals of her
great problem and proved herself callable in the application of them
than the superior inducements of th graded school and the ever-
alert city school board allure her from the d °unto to the town.
And the rural school must begin over again t e training of another
teacher to go the same way; or, it may be this time to expetiment
with one who was intended to have been a hewer of wood and a
drawer of water instead of a teacher of men. 'The. only relief lies
in requiring better preparation and same professional training for
all our teachers. Until the normal schools address themselves. to
the problem of preparing rural teachers, the plan- of devoting the
last year of a nigh-school course to normal preparation seems to be
most desirable.

Authority and money must be giveq the United States Bureau of
,Education that it may undertake a campaign for the reorganization
of the rural school. Other agencies now devoting time and money to
social uplift should be invited and urged to join in an effort to in-
vestigate thoroughly rural school conditions, to propose remedies, to
direct public attention, to suggest remedial legislation. Withal, there
must be a nation-wide campaign of publicity and organized help.

Under the wise and capable administration 'of Commissioner
Claxton the rural schools are to be helped'as never before. We are
earnestly hoping that some of the great foundations' will acid to
their other activities the promotion of education in the-rural schools.
These boards, with the' corps of skilled workers and their great
financial resources, con d accomplish more than any other agency.
This problem is perhaps the greatest. in America t Certainly
it is the greatest educational problem. It is noth g short of
attempting.to secure to 12,000,000 children &heir natural birthright
equal educational opportunity.

If we want to get more out of t rural schools, we must put more
into them. We can never have th best rural schools until we have
aroused public interest in them. he national life and character of.
to-morrow is se r and direc e v the schools of to -day. The country
is the Nation's great recruiting ground. To it the city has always
looked for its supplrof men who do the great things, who command
armies, build industries, take the initiative. It is true that the cities
are the centers of organization, but they are not self-sustaining.
The rural population must always be the bone and sinew of any
country. More than One-half of our school population is trained in
the rural schools.. These schools are inadequate. .

. ,
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CONSOLIDATION OF RURAL SCHOOLS.

ADELAIDE Sl'EELE BALOR,
StatuDeOarfatent of Education, Indianapolis.

Although the matter of consolidating rural sihools in the United
States has been under consideration since 180, rapid strides have
been made in recent years. To-day alt ost every State 'has taken some
steps toward consolidation, and in many States the one-room district
school will soon be a thing of the past.

The advantages promised by consolidation are numerous, and
when the transition has been carefully made they are all in eviv
deuce. They include larger school 'plants; sanitary buildings with
modern conveniences; laboratory facilities; industrial education, in-
Chiding practical agriculture by !near; of farms incpnnection with
the centralized plant; closer supervision; a new ommunit
arousedhy the new comiitions; and the utilization of the p ant as a
social center where parents and^ teachers come together to discuss
mutters acommon interest. Through consolidation the high school
is brought to-the rural community with the same completeness that
chalacterizes it 1n the city. The country boy and girl are not com-
pelled to adapt themselvesmany times to their detrimentto the
city life in order to obtain a secondary education.

The peaceful establishment and progress of the consolidated school
have been aided gieatly by railroadsboth steam. and electric
motor cars, and other improved methods of transportation.

Our thoughts and energies must center not upon the annihilation
of the old, but upon the building of tie 'new. The consolidated
school is not an experiment, but a necessary step in the evolution of
school machinery, and that it may fulfill its purpose in the stall
scheme itinustbe established with care and consideration.

STANDARDIZATION OF THE COUNTRY SCHOOLS.

THOMAS H. HARRIS'
State Superintendent of Schools, Louisiana.

Records of school enrollment and attendance kept in Louisiana
reveal, among other facts, that three-fourths of the children coin-
posing the first grade are hold -ovens from.previous sessions, but that
from th second grade to the seventh there seems to be no alarming
loss of children by dropping out of ischool, and no excessive numbers
of hold - ovens in the different grades. 'From the seventh grade to,
the eleventh, on the other hand, about half of the children fail of
promotion or quit school. ,

It tlso noted that the highest enrollment and attendance are
reached during the early months of the session, usually the sectind,
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and that the average attendance in the different grades falls far below
the enrollment for corresponding mOnths.>The State-approved high
schools, which are required to meet certain standards as to build-
ings, equipment, and teachers, and are regularly inspected by the
high-school supervisor, lose fewer children and have more regular
attendance than the other schools.

I am expected to state how the standardization of the country
schools would prove an important. factor in preventing some of the
waste to which I have called attention.

Many of the small country schools throughout this country are
taught in poor, inadequately equipped buildings, the teachers being
inexperienced, poorly educated boys and ,girls, who are burdened
with a larger number of classes than they can properly teach. Thus
the parents see hut few evidences of progrets on the part of their
children; therefore their interest does not keep up to whitilleat, and
they allow their children to attend school irregularly or to drop out
altogether.

Tomprove these conditions it would seem wise to classify country
schools, fixing certain standards as to buildings, equipment, char-
acter of:instruction, length of term, numbed of grades, and qualifica-
tions of teachers, and to stimulatelocal interest and effort by offering
each school maintaining the required standard a small special State
appropriation in addition to its share of the regular school funds.

RURAL-SCHOOL FENDS THEIR SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION.

EDWARD C. ELLIOTT,

Professor of Education, Unirerlity of Wisconsin.

One portion of our task is to discover ways and, means that wilt
guarantee to every rural school a constant sufficiency of support.
Just wldt this sufficiency ihould be is fairly well established to -day
in the standards of educational economists and engineers. We know
within reasonable limits of variability what sum should be expended
on a rural school, whether it be a 1-room, 2-room, or 10-room school,
in order that there may be a fair chance of producing those
results that approximate- the needs of our civilization and typify the
idealism of our education.

4

One aspect of this extraordinarily complicated problem seems clear,
and that is that the country school inust become far more than it is
to-day a State schob-1. OrganAation, support, control, and super-
vision of the school on , the.basis,of minor territorial jurisdicti
have been proven the country over to be hindrances of no glean rank.
Local self-government In rural education, that deceptive platitude
of the politicians on and off the platform, has meant an insidious
growth of local self-complacency, itself the greatest obstacle to the
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logical and necessary development of the school. The problem of
rural-school improvemlint is one of rural- school funds; the problem
of rural-school funds involves a widespread c,agpaign among the
people of our different States, so that it will be realized that the in-
terests of each rural school are of the deepest concern fo each com-
munity and to each inhabitant of the State. Unity of educational
purpose is bound up with unity of fiscal support.

THE RURAL - SCHOOL PLANT.

LITIIIER L. WRIGHT,
Stale Superintendent of Public Instruction, Mjchion.

The consolidated rural school is-now a part. at least of the school
systems in about two-thirds of the States. So far as my knowledge
goes, there has not been a case of abandonment of a completely con-
solidated school once fullyestablished. However, these do not need
the attention of this committee which the others do. Accordingly,
the recommendations here made will relate to the one-room country
school. Even in the best States and in the richest communities the

'school plants are insufficient, inadequate, and not in keeping with .

the community material resources.
..

The enacting into law of a provision that the heating and me-
chanical ventilating plants of 'every country school should be ap-
proved by sonic competent authority before the building may be
erected is recommended. Such a building should have a. basement
that Will extend far enough above the ground to afford ample light,

- with sufficient room for heating plant, toilets, workshop, and kitchen.
.The ordinary stove should he discarded, heating and ventilating
being much more effectively accomplished by a furnace.

.In the workshop there shoulc he benches and common tools. These
may be provided for as little s $20. In the kitchenthere should be
a cookstove, table, .cooking: utensils for the preparation of noon
lunches and for lesions in domestic science. The ground tloor should

...
provide for the clrokroomsaq schoolrooms.

Ordinarily the `school grounds in rural districts are too small.
There 'should be enOttgh land to allow for lawn, playgrounds, school
gardens, and experitnental farm. Trees, shrubs, plants, vines native
to, the locality should be planted. Such a rural school site should
contain at least 2 acres. Teaching the elements of agriculture in
rural schools should be required by law. The ordinary rural school
teacher is not prepared to teach the subject. Until we haye a larger
Unit of organization,-either the county .or township, and with that
the country high school, we can not hope for great efficiency in the
teaching of the science of agriculture.
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In the schoolroom each child should have at least 15 square feet
of floor space, not less than 200 cubic feet /iir space, and a fresh-
air supply of not less than 30 cubic feet per minute. The -light
must come from windows grouped on the left side of the pupil, or,
on the left side and rear, or on the left side, rear, and rear right..
or in the ceilingnever through front windows. The total glass
area in the windows of each study or r / citation room must equal at
least 20 per cent of the floor space of the room. .111 the seats in
any row in a study room must be of the same size number; that is,
there must not be a No. 4 desk in front of a No. 3 seat. The space
between the back of the seat and the-edge of the desk should vary
from 9 to 13 inches. Blackboards should be placed from 18 to 28
inches from the floor. Every schoolhouse should be provided with
one of the sanitary drinking fountains. No better educational in-
fluence can surround the child than clean, well-kept, and beautiful
surroundings. Schoolrooms must be as carefully cleaned as homes-
floors, windows, walls, and furniture. Unless they are so kept the
schoolhouse may become a breeder of disease. For $350 it is possible
for the rural Schoolto have-satisfactory toilet rooms. The ordinary.
school 'outhouse is a great menace to the moral as well as physical
life of the child. .

The walls of the schoolhouse should be properly tinted and deco-
rated. The subtle, silent influence of good pictures can not be over-
estimatee..Emphasis should be placed on the value of good reprints
of the masterpieces. Gaudy chromos and advertising cards should
have no place on the schoolroom walls. Beauty can not be taught
by preaching it or praising it. Beauty must be taught by creating
it, by living in the midst of it, by having beautiful things come into
the experience of the individual. .

Because the habit of reading good books is a Most -valuable adjunct
to an edueation, a library supplied with interesting reading of the
better class-ls an essential part of the ideal school plant. This habit
should be formed.as soon as a child learns the mechanics of reading,
and he should be encouraged to read books that he will enjoy and at
the same time be benefited by.

110 THE PROBLEM OF RURAL EDUCATION.

Dia ID SNILDDENt

Comonieeioner of Education for Massachusetts. ,

It seems that the problem of rura) education has been greatly com-
plicated by certain traditional forms of organization which are pecu-
liar to America. The elementary school was evolved before the high
school, and as a consequence the former is customarily organized on

C.
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the basis of eight or nine grades, the high -school customarily *in
ning on the top of this. Manyof the problemS of the rural school
would be simplified if the rural:sehool teacher had to deal only. with
children 12 years of age or under, older children being transported:
to centers for the purpose of receiving more advanced education.-
rbelieve it is easy totrain a young woman to be a successful teacher
of children for. the first six grades. whereas I believe it to exceed-
ingly diffictIlt to give..a satisfactory education in the normal school

,.for a person whb must also teach grades. 7 and 8. The we Ituest_part
of our Americaneducation is that which concerns young people over
12 and under 16.

If conditions remain as they are at present. it Will be a longtime
before we shall have teachers who are qualified to handle in rural
schools the upper-grate work. It is probable, indeed, that successful
upper-grade teaching can only. be carried on by means of depart-
mental teaching.

THE PROBLEMS 'OF STANDARPS OR TESTS OF THE EFFICIENCY OF
SCHOOLS OR SYSTEMS OF SCHOOLS.

1.By GEORGE DRAYTON STRAYF:R,
Professor of Educational A timin istra lion, Teachers' College, Columbia rnirersity.

There are three distinct but intimately related fields in which
standards or tests might be applied: pe first with respect to the
husiattegs administration of schools; the second in the field of organi-
zation and administration of the more strictly educ oral activities;
and the third in the measurement. of the achievem of individual
pupils. classes, or schools iu the subjects conunonly tat t

Under the head of business administration are to be-considered
the location of school buildings, the type of building erected in rela-
tion to its cost, the rating of buildings at present in use, and the
standardization of equipment And of supplies. In the field of organi-
zation and administration of the educational activity of a school
tem investigations concerning the attendance of children, involving
a measure of the efficiency of the enforcement of the compulsory-
education and child-labor laws, the amount of attendance in relation
to the profieiency1W--children, the effect of part-time classes, the
results secured froffi vacation schools and from a longer school dory,
are of primary importance. Another important inquiry in the field
of orgspiitition and administration is found in a study of the classi-
fication and progress of children through schools, inv(alving the effect
of size of classes; the amount of retardation, acceleration, and elimi-
nalion; the results of individual instructOn or of special methods of
.classification and prOrnotion ; the value of_ classes organized .to take
account of individual differences, whether of -intellect or physical
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condition; and the success and results of medical and dental inspec-
tion. The evaluation of the results secured from special types of
schools or other special educationdl activity and the measure of the
success-of the teacher's work are also to be included in the discussion
of tests of organization and administration.

In measuring the achievement of individual pupil classes or schools
ill the subjects commonly taught a beginning has already been made
in this direction in scales or units of measurement which have been
derived in some of these fields.

ILBy CARROLL G. PEARSE,
k:uprrinterolent of Schools, Ilifiroulter, II ia.

I recognize, as we all do. the great value to come from these splen-
did detailed studies which are made for the purpose of showing us
how to test the effectiveness of our work. But there are also cer-
tain different signs in which we may read our success or failure as
teachers or as administrators of schools.

One of these tests, which any of us can apply, is to note whether
or not the teachers and pupils in our schools are experiencing the
"joy of life." A very good test of our success, in at least one direc-
tion, nitiy also be reit(' in the street manners and bearing of our
pupils. It is possible for us to _judge without quantitative measure-
ments whether the pupils and the teachers are doing their best,
working up to their capacity, getting out of themselves the best that
is in them.

We may judge our success also by noticing whether or not our
pupils remain in the school and slim some interest to receive all
its benefits, or whether, at the earliest possible moment when the
law or the parental authority will permit, they leave our instruction
to enter upon some other occupation.

The school may also measure its effectiveness by the attitude to-
ward life which its pupils-have after leaving the school. We, as
teachers, are advertised by our product ; unless the school implants

the majority of its pupils good ideals of conduct and of life, a
good disposition toward fellow men, and a high standard of duty
to and responsibility for the welfare of the State, we y know

.that. something, a very important part of our opportunit as teachers
and school adminArators, has been lost sight of or t at we have
failed in its realization.

I 1 LBy CHARLES H. JUDD.
Director of the School of Education, University of Chicayo, 111

One very common method of judging the efficiency of a school
is to observe the work which the students do ire the advanced school
to which they pass after leaving the lower school. The question

S
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which should be asked can be formulated as follows: Does a student
maintain in the school to which he is promoted the same relative
rank that he held in the lower school? Than is, Does the student
who stands in the higher third of the high-school class succeed in
maintaining himself in the higher third of the college classes, or
does he fall to a lower position? If the National Council or the
Department of Superintendence could be interested in this kind of
information it would be possible to develop the plan so as to include
elementary schools as well as secondary schools and colleges.

1 V.-1-ty Loris it CoVFNI AN N,
Nuperrinor of Trainina. State Nor mal Sehoot-, Charleston,

Advancements in education, areillede by varying the emphasis
upon the problems of education. Many of the standards in educa-
tion have been arrived at and have been practiced so unconsciously
that they have become a part of the inures of the teaching popula-
tion. Another type of standard is that. which is created by definition,
generally registered in laws.

In addition to those standards which have been established bY
legiIlative enactment. there are still others that have. been formulated
by organizations, operating under private initiative, or by educa-
tional institutions acting under a cooperative agreement.

The difficulty in handling by scientific measurement problems that
lie within the field of teaching method is found in the fact tilat they
deal directly with human nature. This makes them far more subtle,
complex. and variable than those that pertain to school finance.
Variable quantities can be measured by employing the statistical
technique.

The time when we shall have standards for testing schools de-.
ten fined by thoroughly scientific methods is near at band. Ltro-
sfiction can never in ..ny true sense give us an applied service. The

( real advance must come from an acquaintance with experimental
technique.

STANDARDS AND TESTS OF RURAL SCHOOL EFFICIENCY.

Ems A RD C. FI.I.TOTT,

Professor of EdneatiGn. Unie.ervity of Wigronsln.

There- is a generally recognized standard for urban elementary
and secondary schools. We need also to know the constitution of
a standard rural school, and by this standard to develop among
our country teachers, school officials, and people a consciousness of
the comparative worth of their own schools. This standard rural
schooj needs to exist in reality, not merely in abstraction.
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It has seemed to some of un- that the recent movements to secure
Federal aid for agricultural and other vocational education in the
several States might better have recognized the principle of in-
direct, rather than direct aid, in so far as these movements were
calculated to better rural schools. The establishment and main-
tenance by the Federal Government of one or more demonstration
rural schools, both one-room and centralized, in each of our States
would render incalculable service for the elevation of the standards
of efficiency for rural schools, far inure perhaps than direct appro-

,./ priations in aid. A standard of value in education, whether it be
in finance, organization, or instruction, must exist. as a living ob-
jective value before it will serve to stimulate our people and our
educational workers into an active desire to reconstruct the rural
school. The layman is us sensitive as the expert to the demon-
stration of rural values. The ordering of these values yet lies before
us as one of our great. tasks.

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL TOPICA.
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_TASTE AND EFFICIENCY IN SCHOOL STUDIES.

W. II. Er.sos,
Forme r Napoinlendont of Fehools of Clre land, Ohio.

New criteria of efficiency turn the center of administrative interest
from the needs of the few and the strong to the needs of the majority.

The failure of the school to hold its pupils is one of the great
sources of educational waste. In a typical city it was found that for
a 10-year period but 48 per cent of all the children enrolled in the
first grade reached the sixth. but 3( per cent reached the seventh,
and that but 1 pupil in 4 attained the eighth grade. In a word,
taking the records for 10 years as a basis of judgment, it was found
that only one child in two ever advanced in the elementary school
beyond the fifth grade.

In the high school the records show similarly 1 "rge losses from
withdrawals. It was found that for a 10-year period one Child out
of every three withdrew before the second year, one out of every two
withdrew before becoming a junior, and two out of every three failed
to graduate.

Nor do the records show that these losses within the school are due
to its breaking down in recent years, for, taking the first half of the
10-year period, the per cent of those graduating from high school or
completing the eighth grade is a trifle less than for the last half of
the period, thereby showing a slight gain in holding power on the
part of the school.

When the life- history of 10 graduating classes of high school is
made the `basis of judgment, the losses within the school from with-
drawals are surprisingly large. Broadly speaking. it seems reason-
able to conclude that of those entering the first grade 95 per cent
leave without finishing the high school, 50 per cent withdraw be-
fore reaching the sixth grade, and 75 per cept before attaining the
eighth grade; while of those entering the high school one-third
leave before the second year, and two-thirds drop out before graduat-
ing. This is fairly typical of the country at large. It reveals enor-
mous waste due to.vithdrawals from schools. Naturally the question
Irises, To what 'eXtent is the school itself in organization, instruction,

20
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course of study, standards of value, or otherwise responsible for
the lasses and for its own lack of holding power. Vocational high
schools have a marked influence in tending to keep children longer at
school and even in increasing attendance at college-preparatory
schools.

But losses by withdrawals are affected also by retardation. In a
typical clryelie records show that. exclusive of all special schools,
one-fourth of all elementary pupils were retarded one to four years.

From data available it seems reasonable to conclude that, of all
money spent on public education in American cities, one-tenth to
one-eighth is spent in taking children over the work a second time.
an enormous lass co sidered from any point of view. As a money
$.ax due to the.maladjus of study courses and promotion schemes
to the abilities of children. it is excessive. When the school is tested
for efficiency by its ability to carry children through its course on
time, it shows great waste.

The maladjustment of the work of the school to the capacities and
interests of children is expressed in terms of withdrawals, retarda-
tion, repetition, and nonpromotion. The thoughtful student of edu-
cational waste can not fail to remit the conclusion that the school is
addressing itself to the stronger group, and setting its standards of
attainment beyond the range of the average children.

Methods and standards of promotion must also lw made more
flexible. There is urgent need, too, for standardizing subjects, de-
partments, and schOols.

A. study of educational waste forces the conclusion that in the col-
lection and use of data to guide in measuring the efficiency of the

1school and in determining administrative action. a mere beginning
has been made; that if the efficiency of the school is to he definitely
measured careful record of school losses must he kept, to the end that
study courses and promotion schemes may be7 adapted to the abilities,
needs, and interests of all the children, and the school itself be
thereby enabled to check its own waste:

DEPARTMENTAL TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES.

W. . L. MI.:MIENS.

Puperinfendent of Schools, Lincoln, VrA.

The tendency throughout the country toward departmental teach-
ing in the more advanced grades of the elementary school is pro-
nounced. This tendency has in the main resulted from the following
generally prevailing conditions: (1) The diffictiltiLof securing effi-
cient teacherff for the upper grammar grades; (2) the desirability of
preparing pupils to assume more easily and successfully the larger
freedom and responsibility ,of"the high school; (3) the vitalizing of
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instruction by the *ecialist to the end that t.heavaste resulting from
unskilled teaching may be lessened.

The influence of these conditions led to the introduction of depart-*
mental teaching in the elementary schools of Lincoln three years
ago. Four of the ten grammar schools are using the plan, the essen-
tial features of which, as adapted to our work, are as folloms:

1. The sixth. seventh, apd eighth grades are included in the departmental
scheme.

2. Four clearly defined departments have been created. I. e.. mathematics!'
geography and history. grammar and composition. literature. Music is assigned

Ow one of these departments, art to a second. and writing to a third. Each
teacher gives Instruction in spelling, civic and moral training and hygiene.

Furthermore, each teacher Is held responsible for the instruction of the pupils
In the correct use of Engirkh In speaking and in writing.

a. Etich class has a teacher termed the class sponsor, with whom it spends
inrecitation and study titrout one-third of the time, and who Is responsible for
the general conduct and attendance of thakelass.

4. No pupil recites to more than four teachers. This number does not In-
clude teachers of mantlal training, cooking, and sewing.

5. Weekly conferences of the departmental teachers with the principal are
held, to unify and correlate the work and to discuss the needs of individual
pupils.

This plan has been in operation for a time sufficiently long to jus-
tify the drawing of certain conclusions with reference to its dangers
and weaknesses as well as with reference to its advantages.

If the adaptation of departmental teaching to the upper grammar
grades is made with the following rICCPSSftry provisionsavoidance
of overdepartmentalization. frequent conferences to determine the
needs of the individual pupil and to correlate sanely the work of the'
departments, the hearty sympathy for and belief of principal and
teachers in departmental teaching--results more satisfactory than
those found tinder the single-teacher plan will be secured. The disci-,
pline will he more wholesome. classrooms better equipped. stronger
unity and force in school management evolved. better preparation
for the larger responsibilities of the high school acquired, a more
skillful corps of instructors developed, whose teaching will be vital
ized by the spirit that nourishes the life and growth of the child for
whose welfare the school exists.

THE CHILD r. PROMOTION MACHINERY.

D. E. PlitLuPs, c
Brea Idrnf of Board of Placation, Denver, Colo.

The most insane educational idea that has hypnotically, spread
from the colleges down to the first grade is the idea that a teacher
With 40 children can ask a question, call on a child to recite, grade
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him 0, 4, or 10, keep this up for 5 or 10 months, then present an array
of questions to be answered and graded in like manner, and by the
final addition of these results determine-the child's knowledge and
fitness fo romotion.. Yet college professors and principals stand
up and y that such a thing is a necessary evil. It is only the power
of hal 't and the suggestion that suck things are necessary that domi-
nat r teachers and the community. Only a few days ago I heard a
principal say that he tried to get along without grades and report
cards for three months and found that all concerned preferred the
old system. Can you educate a community or teachers out of a life-
long custom in three manths ? In that same city are schools as good
as were ever run in America in which such necessary evils have never

'existed. $
In some institutes 'where teachers were. inclined to talk glibly

about grading on what the paper was worth and avoiding partiality
I gave the teachers a boy's arithmetic paper to' grade. One hundred
and fifty teachers gave grades ranging from 29 per -cent to 88 per
cent, but they immediately began to say that they would be obliged
to know the boy first. I said, " Very well. But why do you then
pretend that you raise your per cent wholly on the paper: They
then named 14 ditIVent things that should be considered in passing
that boy. Again, what is poor work for one pupil may be excellent
for another and worthy of praise.

Whoever has observed a growing, bubbling child knows that the
expressive side of life never keeps up with the receptive side. The
highest, truest, and deepest value of education can never be measured
objectively.., You feel it, or read it in the soul of the individual.
There is some truth in the paradox that the more we know about a
thing the less able we are to define it. .When a high- school boy, I
could define electricity better than Edison can to-day; and God
knows that I could define him better when a Sunday school pupil
than I can after years of study.

'There is a danger that threatens our country-schools. Some States
hare developed the system by which the county superintendent or a
State board prepares the questions that determine 'eighth-grade
graduation. They are sent to the teachers in closed envelopes, 'to be
given to the pupils, answered, and returned for correction. If such
a vicious system were not found in my own State, I would say what
I think about it. During the whole year both the teacher and the
pupils keep guessing wlift ithe questions may be. e4 Proper interest,
independence, and originality are crucified. How does the superin-
tendent or this clairvoyant board know whether or not a child whom
they- have never seen should enter the high school? ,

Finally, I must maintain that each child should at all times be at
work in the grade and in the subjects that he can get the most out of,
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without regard to what he knows or does not know about studies
behind him and without regard to how much more or less he knows
limn other pupils. I hold that outside of the immediate business
or occupation of an individual. the primary. function of facts is to
create the proper attitude toward the activities and problems Of
life and. to arouse interest and intellectual activity. Will it not
is found that the old system of " know so much before promotion
exactly reversed this order? Under such an idea attention, interest.
and intellectual activity existed for the accumulation of facts and
knowledge.

Overthoroughness and accuracy have been made an immense
burden without sufficient after results in lire to justify then'. Intel-
ligence. not memory. is the most precious thing in the universe.
You :ire doing a rank injustice if you make pupils mark t hue or
keep them back in anything.

To allow the child to make the most of every ffioment of life in our
public schools is not impossible. It is being done. When shall we
learn to teach children and not subjects and textbooks: to look
into the soul of the child and realize how far above our machinery it
might soar if only we would not care more for the machinery than
for the growing soul of the child ?

SOME ADJUSTMENTS AND CHANGES IN THE COURSE OF STUDY AND
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION SUGGESTED BY THE NEEDS AND THE
CAPACITIES OF CHILDREN THAT VARY FROM THE STANDARDS SET
FOR AVERAGE PUPILS.

D. Ti. .IIRIRTF.NSEN.

Superintendent of S1,00la, Salt Lake City, Utah.

It. is manifest to all students of the school irriculum that t he diffi-
culty of meeting the needs of the individual child in class instruction
increases as he moves upward in the. grades. The nature of the pre-
scribed work in primary grades and in the lower part of the grainmar
department is such as to appeal lo the interests of practically every
child and to -meet his general requirements. His marked personal
tendencies and aptitudes begin, however, to assert themselves as he
passes through fifth and sixth grades, which in so many respects
represent a, transition period in his life, and when he enters the
seventh grade his natural bent is likely to be easily discerned_ In
some cases, perhaps, the quality of his previous teaching may be a
factor in predetermining this incliliation. but most likely it is an
expression of his own indiiiduality developed under proper environ-
ment the home and the schooland it may be that heredity has
played its part. At any rate this condition arises, and who will say

465043*--12----3
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that the disinclination to attend school manifested'by -so many fifth
and sixth grade boys, Which all educators recognize and which has
had voluminous discuvion from many leaders in educational thought,
is not due in part, at leastfto the fact that the prescribed Mork in
seventh and eighth grades, which under presenr-conditions has so
little regard for Individual aptitudes and inclinations, is too restrict-
ive in its scope and fails to appeal to them? Germany in her splen-
didly organized system has long since taken cognizance of individual
proclivities and needs and has provided elective work with certain
well-guarded restrictions as early as the third year. We can not hope
to begin so low in the grades, even if it were desirable, but the oppor-
tunity for some degree of choice should be given at the beginning of
the se$nth year.

In the regular classroom an effort is made, tinder conditions not
altogether favoruhh', to provide a condition that 1611 permit th4e
teacher to eliminate in a measure. at least the exclusively group or
class plan of instruction. This tendency finds expression in her
Conscious effort to adapt her instruction to individual needs in the
course of the development of a subject. The difficulty is greatly en-
hanced when sonic of the children. by reason of exceptional native
ability or of development or because of limited capacity, are much
above or behN the class standard. The pupils of a class, a month
or two after flie beginning of the semester, may then be resolved into
three groups, at least two of which are found in most rooms: I. The
middle group, including those that are of average rank and also the
ones just below and immediately above the class standard. II. Those
further below the class standard than the ones already listed. III.
The pupils in advance of Group I.

The cause of the multiplicity of such classes in the modern graded
school is of interest and value only as it aids the effort to meet and
solve the problems that naturally arise. Arid the problem of most
vital concern is that relating to the envirofilment and instruction best
suited to the needs of the childrerrmaterially above or below the class
standard. The so-called ungraded room into which such children are
brought for individual instruction and study. for such time as their
interests may remireq, has demonstrated its suitability over the regu-
lar classroom. Frequently after a few weeks' thaining some of these
children advance until they meet satisfactorily the requirements of
the next advanced class, while others move upward into the middle
or normal group of their, own. As they pass out, Dew candidates
come to take their places, and thus the ungraded room has an ever-
changing enrollment. The experiment of the ungrsitded room in this
city has been tried enough to prove its place in our scheme of educa-
tion, the aim of which is to reach and t9eserVe the interests of the
individual rather than the mass.
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These departments provide a place for the normal child who shows
a r reelable variance from the class st?ndard set. Some of these

pupi s are above the average Add of their grade and some below,
but all of them are capable, at hmst so far as we can determine in
advance of a careful individual study, otmoving eventually into and
through the high school, although those lu the lower stratum will
require more than the allotted time. Int there is still anothe
groupa small one to be surein which the members are deficien't
mentally. sonic bordering on idiocy. Unfortunately. but few States
luive made provision for them. They do not belong in the mental
luispital. and justice forbids that they be excluded fronfihe benefits
of the public school, until such time at least as the State provides for
their care and training. However. these children have no place in
the regular classroom, All are a direct hindrance to the progress of
the other children, and a few are a menace to the general welfare of
the other pupils. For their own sake and for the sake of their asso-
ciates, they should be segregated and phiced in an environment espe-

' Chilly suited to their own needs. The course off instruction for such
children must be quite narrow in its scope, and it should aim largely
to give motor and sensory training. Whether the lower types should
he taught reading, even if possible. is open to grave doubt.

In the consideration of the environmental causes of some lighter
types of mental deficiency. comparatively few in number and prac-
tically all responsive to the right kind of training, ram constrained
to place an indictment against the school.

Is mental deficiency a by- product of the American school? To
seine degree at least, and in a very serious way, this seems to be
true. First, in :u negative way, as a kind of sin of omission, the
schools seem to be responsible, by failing to provide 'passible and
practicable educative means readily at hamt for the elimination and
lessenhig of mental deficiency; and secoudly, in a positive way, as
a kind of Sin of commission. the schools seem to he responsible, first,
by refusing in an aggressive way to permit the child to obtain at will
the kind '()f training. which might stimulate normal mental.develop-
meth. and, second, by forcing upon the child a kind of training which
by its very nature is mentally stunting in its necessary effects.

The first phase of the problem here suggested has to do with the
child who is of recognized normal mental capacity. but who is just
enough below the average in mental ability as to be habitually un-
satisfactory in scholarship and occasionally failing to pass in his
class or grade, altlunigh at the same time he may show continual,
progress under regular class instruction, howeyer slow or even
sluggish it may. be. Many of..such children, who possess oprmal
mental capacity but display sub.normal mental ability, haven
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brought up to grade, to a standard of tisfactory scholarship, by
'means of individual instruction and atteEtion.

The second phase of our proposed problem has to do with the child,
not of 1-ecognized normal mental capacity, but with the child who is
apparently subnormal id mental capacity, the child who is not only
mentally deficient but who is seemingly mentally defective, the child
who is practically at a standstill in school progress and who is in-
crpable of being restored to normality even by the individual instil:le-.
tion of the ungraded class.

Be it observed that this reasonable possibility is not claimed for
all cases of mental deficiency in the schetils, nor is it claimed, at
present, for any particular percentage .of the subnormal children,
On the contrary, it is readily to be admitted that there is unquestion-
able and abundant evidence that 'certain cases of mental defectiveness
in the schools, particularly those boidering on imbecility, are the
products of hereditary influences, or generative conditions, or trau-
matic injuries, or other causes entirely foreign to the school, and
that the defectiveness thus caused continues incurable, whether the
child attends school or not. -

Mental deficiency in any individual is evidently not integral: it is
fractional. Thetis to say, contrary to the generally accepted theory.
it is found that the mind, is not defective as a unit in its sociological-
reactions,- and that, orrA-e contrary, the mind might be extremely
defective in one field of sociologi6I reactions and at the same 'time
entirely normal in other large and complex fields of sociological
reactions. For example, a child might be arrested in school progress
and be extremely defective in scholastic ability, but at the same
time such child might le, normal, or even supernormal, in social
developmept or in vocational ability, or in ethical habits, or in
religious sentiments.

In conclusion I may say, with propriety, that school systems which
still hold exclusively to the method of mass instruction, and provide
no theans for individual attention for the pupil. of habitually un-
satisfactory scholarship, are responsible for an educational waste,

t eY fail to utilize the practical and inexpensive means
readily at hatid for the elimination, or partial elimination, of this
milder.type of mental deficiency.

In the process of adaptation necessary for effective teaching the
course of study must adjust itself to the child and not the child to
the course of study.

e
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A REORGANIZATION OF OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM.

J. H. FRANCIS,
Superintendent of Schools, Los Angeles, Cal.

The plan toward which we are working in our city, broadly speak-
ing. follows:
.1.1t One to two yeaMin the kindergarten.
2. Six years in the elementary schools assuming reponsibilicv for

Lae physical, mental. and spiritual deyelopmeut of the child lyetween
the ages of 6 and 12.

;3. Three years in the intermediate or junior high so]wl, which
may be completed at the age..If 15, covering nine years offl work.

4. .Five years in the high school, which brings the student to the -
age of 20. a good average age to begin the business of life.

This general outline of work designed to meet the needs of .the
largest number of Americiin boys and girls is supplemented by-

1. The trade school admitting pupils according to physical
i

devel-
opment, irrespective of academic attainments.

2. Continuation schools open before and after school hours, offer-
ing work in manual subjects and optional with the pupil. This work.
wr hope, soon will include music, art, mechanical drawing. and pub-
lic speaking.

3. Vacation schools during the summer month< open in th4 fore-
noons and designed to subserve two purposes: (a) To occupy the
time of younger children in music, folk dances, play, girdening,
natural language work, drawing, and manual arts: (b) to furnish
regular academic work for those who wish to make up previous
failures or secure the coveted official certificate in subjects yet, to be
taken before they can be vouched for as educated young men and
women.

,4. Night schools for all graded and fur all classes of people.
5. Special schools for the unsocialized individual who refuses to

adjust himself to the regulations, formalities, and conventionalities_ .

of the schoolroom.
6. A liberal use of the ungraded room.
7. The social center, not. yet a Year old, but a very promising edu-

cational youngster.
Although the similarity of this to the'r4rerman plan is to be frankly

conceded, the latter should not be adopted for ourAteeds but adapted
to them., -

According to the topic printed on the program-this paper should
concern itself principally with that part of the school system covering
the work of the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades done in the organi-
zation known as the intermediate or junior high school. At present
we have five such schools ittLos Angeles, enrolling approximately
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3,000 pupils. .Three uniform courses are offered in each of Intma
general course, a commercial course, and an elementary industrial
course. These.courses are planned witli two classes of pupils in
mind: (a) Those intending to enter the high school, and (b) those
electing to leave school at the end of the ninth year. Both are given
full tenth-year standing in the high school. In the seventh year one
option and in the eighth and ninth years two options are allowed out
of a group of six or seven studies.

For the pupil going through the intermediate school we expect to
accomplish the following:

1. To enable him_ to do some thinking that may he more or less his
Own.

2. To accustom him to departmental work and hence to prepare
him for high-school methods. The pupil who has enjoyed the
maternal care of a conscientious teacher in the common school be-
comes lost in the high school. An easier transition is afforded by
the junior high school. Our experiment so far has resulted in ls per
cent of ninth-year intermediate pupils fail jig in one or more sub-
jects, as agifiust 42 per cent in the same grade of our high spool.

3. To conserve his time and interest.
4. To offer an equipment and organization not possible undlike

grade plan. such as science laboratories, well-equipped scups. art
and mechanical drawing rooms. cooking and sewing rooms, commer-
cial rooms, music halls, gymnasiums, 'auditoriums. etc.

5. To develop in the individual social and self responsibility at an
age when responsibility to society and to self beet)* most inpotant.

6. To offer instruction by male teachers. r
7. To do for the boy and girl not going to higkt school what the

high school is now doing for the boy and gl,cl not going to college.
In the next decade the intertni,diate school will surpass the high
school in importance, because of numbers benefited. The high school.
in its 'efforts to care for the boy apd girl not going to college, has
increased the number of college' students manyfold. So will the
intermediate school increase the high selmol enrollment.

8. To offer opportunities for the child to find himself. The young
people of this country must know earlier what they are to do in lift?
and prepare to do it.

The intermediate has distinct advantages over the six-year high
school. which proposes to admit pupils in the seventh year and carry
them through the twelfth. At least this is true in the larger cities.

.The intermediate school assumes its true significance only when
considered in connection with the extended high school. With but
six yearh given to the mastery of the arts and the remaining eight
years to the development of the individual and his preparation either
for junior college work or for a definite vocation in life, our system

11P
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of education opens up tremendous opportunities and poasibitilies for
the school children of the country and will make returns for the
Nation out of all .proportion to the additional cost necessary to
operate it.

THE VALUE OF THE EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION IN DETERMINING
THE EFFICIENCY OF A CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM.

(7.ALvIN N. KENDALL,
romminsioner of Educatiox for Xeir JC114. )1.

Efficiency tests which excite increased public interest, confidence,
and support are likely to be demanded in public education at a time
when efficiency " seems to be the popular catchword. In this practi-
cal age there is sure to be a search for tangible results of educational
processes. But is it too much to affirm that there must remain some
vagueness and uncertainty in ascertaining the results of ednca ?

In the realm of the intellectind and spiritual, with which edt
has so much to do, there is at very large residuum, the value of w uch
can not be measured by figures and tables. -

As a result of ihy observation of teachers in action in many schools,
I am skeptical of finding, by any known test or commission report,
a definite measure of the value of much of the teacher's real work.
Tlie factory is one human institution, the school is another. The
value of the output of one may be determined in the office, but
the whole measure of the other institutionthe schoolcan not be
so measured.

With this qualification the educational commission affords a means,
available to every community of considerable size, of reaching con-
clusions regarding the efficiency of its schools, measured, first, by
what figures and tables may show ; second, by the extent the ad-
ministrativt methods, the organization, the course of study, the
schoolhouses and their equipment, are in accord with what has come
to be widely accepted as the standard for American schools, so far
as there is a standard; third, by observation of the teaching, and,
speaking somewhat. vaguely, but nevertheless confidently, of the gen-
eral spirit of the schools.

Investigation may be of constructive value in two ivays: In the
first place, it may reveal -to the school board and to the public the

' strong points of the schoolsfeatures which are locally unknown
or unappreciated. In the second place, it may point out the de-
sirability of certain improvements or changes which the superin-
tendent ha haps urged in vain. upon callous boards or an in-
different pttr. The report of the commission may be valuable, in
the third place, by pointing out the need of more money for the
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schools. The iivestigation should also include a consideration of
political conditions.

The activities of a system of schools are now so varied, so complex.
so extensive, that some of these are in the best schools imperfectly
ca ied on. This same imperfection is true of railroads, manufactur-
ing tablishments, &partment stores, scientific farming, and every
organ ed human endeavor. It is true of the best of these, and man-
ager are on the lookout for improved methods. So, likewise, it
shouild be with the schools. In fact, an increasing number of super-
intendents are studying the problems of increased efficiency.

The commission, from its independent study of conditions, with
an u rejudiced point of view, may be able to enlarge the vision,

Aka y the views, land reeast the opinions .of superintendents in re-
s t to sonic of the many-sided activities of his work. Much Be-

nds upon the-manner in which the commission is appointed, or,
father, at whose instance it is appointed.

THE RELATION OF AN URBAN COMMUNITY TO ITS PUBLIC-SCHOOL
SYSTEM,

MARTIN F. BRUMBAUGH,

Fuperinlrndeni of Philodylphia Fehoolo.

Public education is the,State's effort to promote and to provide
efficient citizenship. It best accomplishes this necessayy result by
training each separate individual in its citizenry to cooperate most
freely and fully with all other individuals. The State, for the ends
of democracy, commits to the school the solemn and sacred service of
fitting the child to do his part. for life in that great social and civic
activity which we usually think of us government in its broad sense.
The essence of school training is cooperative and not competitive.

So long as the'school is the only social agency broadly at work in
a community and the life outlook of its pupils is only to a career of
individual industry, one has a rural situation. Education here is
relatively simple process. But when the school is set in a great urban
community, in which all activities of the individual are trenched
upon by a multiform and highly organized economic situation, edu-
cation becomes a vastly more complex process. .

Th%legal and financial limitations which circumscribe thg sthool
should always be considered by-citizens who in their zeal to broaden
and, as they btlieve, enrich the work of the school, insist upon in-
corporating ipto the school's activities certain reforms that are either
legally or finZncially impossible..

. These limits-upon the school tend to make it conservaiiie. Private
initiative frequently outruns public policy and' the school is mile to
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appear as hostile to the progressive spirit of many good citizens.
This situation is always possible in a great city, with its many diver-
gent educational ideals and with its nonhomogeneous communities.

HfIt is, however, wiser and better to be r by some as conservative
than to be held bysiderable

r
imber in the urban group as

extravagant and visionary. The issues of public education are too
inomentotis to allow of radical experimentation. What, then,fis the
nit look ?

The school plant, its physical appointments, belongs to the people
and should,be freely used by the people for all sorts f educational
activities that are not yet demonstrably within the ange of the
school. We are passing rapidly from the old and nary w idea ll of
the school building is merely a place to educate ch dren a cert in
age in a defined way to an understanding of fact th ol-
houses are the people's forumto be used by them for every whole-
some intellectual, social. recreational, and moral purpose that makes
for the common good. We are coming rapidly to the opinion that
the school building should be open day and night for every legitimate
use that the community as a whole nn vision. Private initiative is
thus given a definite relation to constructive educational procedure.
It is.saved the unfortunate relation of destructive criticisma rela-
tion that in general distorts and does not promote the stable e Inca-
Ilona] procedure of a great city.

Private initiative (*tin promote impottant agencies on the intellec-
tual, physical. social, andniora I sides..

vt.

HOW MAY A COMMUNITY LEARN ITS UNMET SCHOOL NEEDS?

Will.tAm II. ALLEN,
Direrior uJ flu. )101 Training Friona for Public Serrire,Yrir, York.

By six lines of attack must a community learn its unmet school
needs:

(1) By democratizing the purpose of the schools.
(2) I3v demanding that the public be continuously informed

regarding school work.
(3) By making it easy for newspapers to report what the schools

do and need.
(4) By denying that the schools are better than the health depart-

ment, police department, tax as:sessor.orthe politics with which school
children Must leant to cope. Schools are weakened, not helped, by
being separated from the main currents of community life, and being
protected against problems which play upon and educate the child
before going to school and after his few short years at school.
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(5) By encouraging school teachers, principals, superintendents,
and commissioners to tell currently what they want, what they need,
and. what, they dislike, and where they fail. This means adequate
comparative statements, first by supervisory officers for schools within
each community and then by county and State superintendents, by
'the United States Commissior of Education, and by national com-
paring agencies such as the Russell Sage Foundation.

(6) By making individuals so proud of their schools and so inter-
ested in school problems that they will paraphra. Louis the Great
and feel and say : "L'ecolec'est moi ! " (The school -,.it is I !)

The community which would see clearly its educational needs should
have a comprehensive system of records and reports and ,should
develop a more definite standard for the responsibilities of the school
trustee. Because familiarity, breeds a =t *mat ism, myopia, despair,
or at least procrastination in dealing with unmet needs, it is necessary
now and then to bring in some outside light. One method of tearing
away cobwebs is to send trustees, superintendents, principals, or
teachers to sc'hools of other communities. Another method of
getting outs ight is to bring in outside investigators.

The opportunity 41 a generation now confronts it in the applica-
tion of the Uni-ted States Commissioner of Education for a big
enough program, big enough staff, and big enough appropriation.
T secure funds for this wider program of comparative study is to
t te trenrendous strides in helping every community in the country
al swer for itself thl question. " What are our unmet school needs? "

QUANTITATIVE TESTS IN EDUCATION.

Ge.olicr; II. CFI ATFIFIJ),
Rreretary of Permanent Crnaus Board, Vein York, N. Y.

he efficiency of our school systems is questioned. Commerce,
in. .t iditics, philanthropy, and other great fields of endeavor
are si ilarly agitated. Elimination of waste is the fundamental !loc-

. trine() ie innovatorsof waste in material, in effort, in energy,
in lives, in roparty, in justice.

When the fficiency of school systems is in question, the material
of discussion 's largely opinion. A technique of investigation and
measurement s slowly arising, but its development is retarded by
the absence of a generally accepted and recorded basis of fact.

How shall t le State measure quantitatively its fundamental prob-
lem? This is the function of the continually recurrent censusin
more'concrete orm to know who all the children are, where they are,
and the conditions under which they live, what they have done in
school and after leaving school, until it may be fairly inferred that
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the aims of the State have been realized. If the underlying theory is
correct, a child can no more be lost to the appropriate training
process in one part of the State than in another. and whether the
community be large or small such may be the result unless the respon-
sibility for continuously recording each individual child be defi-
nitely located.

The wor of the permanent census boards of the State of New
Yorkth re are three, one for each first-class city. New York,'Buf-
falo, and Rochesteris founded Upon this cancept ion. The existence
of these boards is justified because of the immediate concern of the
State for the future citizen and taxpayer.

THE FUNCTION OF THE KINDERGARTEN IN THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL
SYSTEM.

LUCY EELoc K.

1Vheelock Kinderaor ten Trairtirw Hrhool, Boston, Main.

All kindergartners would agree on three fundamental Froebelian
principles. These are the importance of each stage of growth, the
development of self-activity, and the belief that we are all members
one of another. To exemplify these in ractice through specially
selected means and the organizatiOn of the play activities is the func-
tion of the kindergarten.

If-it be true that in America nearly 50 per cent of school children
leave school before the sixth grade, and that the average period of
school attendance is only five years, then every Year conserved for
education at the beginning is of the utmost economic value. It
would also seem ecorinically desirable to give the best tuition and
guidance at the beginning. when the kind of world each child is to
see and to make is largely determined. From the relative cost of

.4education in different sections one would judge that this fact has
not been fully recognized.

The kindergarten is of value to the school system in minimizing .

the number of retarded children. About one-half of all retarded
children are retarded i.n the first two_mrs of school life. The re-
tarded pupils cost the taxpayers upwlikrof $25,000,000 n year., They
cause four-fifths of the nervous strain on the teachers. They rob the
rest of the pupils of much of the teachers'.irttention that belongs to
them. TO save the $25,000,000 waste, the teachers' nervous strain,
the time and effort that belong to all the children, would be a vast
achievement.

The kindergarten can do all of this and more if the primary grades
Hill accept their share of responsibility for 'the adjustment. If the
primary school accepts its responsibility, a kindergarten promoted
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class may keep itself very near a unit for the entire eight grades.
The kindergarten may save the taxpayers many times the cost, may
postpone the teachers' retirement several years, and impart to the
work with the other children an inexpressible impulse.

The advocates of the theory that the young child is a "little ani-
mal " and should be left free to carry out his animal impulses in
some convenient back yard forget me scarcity of back yards in a
congested city district They also ore the world-wide proof of
the assertion that those who guide dm first seven years of a child's
life may make. of him what they will. They fail to see that a
civilization which. desires to "let the ape and tiger die," must view
the child as father to the man. As figures indicate, the State may
later have to pay $.255 a year per convict in ord,.r to protect itself
from the neglected child, who may 1* initiated in his formative
period into the standards and ideals of the social group at a tenth
of that. cost.

kr'or the 30 years of its existence in this country, the kindergarten
has held to special educational materials designed to aid and abet the
child's self-activity. These materials are used to develop the powers
of observation; comparison, investigation, experiment, and inven-
tion. They are organized into a series, that there may be progres-
sive guidance and consecutive exercises. They offer means of sense
training, but this is not their final purpose. Neither is motor train-
ing or manual training the chief end. Their goal is efficiency. which
is the power to do, to produce.

The aim of productive activity distinguishes the kindergarten at
once from the Italian system now so much before the public. The
theory of education through play is common to the two systems, but
the use of play materials to provide a quick and easy approach to
the arts of writing, reading, and arithmetic, which is a characteristic

Montessori method, does not form a part of the kindergarten
scheme. materials are deVetoptuental, not "didactic." It makes
sense using and motor training a parrof its educational plan, but
not the whOle. Nor does it limit its production to handwork. To
make a city is well ; to mal& a cityheautiful is better.

The song, the rhyme, and the story appeal to feeling and influence
the imagination, that faculty which rules the world. The scientific
pedagogy by Dr. Montessori places emphasis on practical life, and
disclaims any appeal to the imagination. But it is most unpractical
to ignore the faculty which has built cities and adorned them, bound
continents together, and given to man the bread of life. .

Finally, we must consider the function of the kindergarten as a
place for social training; which seems to be excluded from Dr. Mon-
tessori's system. It would be difficult in a public-school system to
promote any theory of education which did not recognize the value of
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group and cooperative work. The Meal citizen is the neighbor.
Who is my neighbor? is a question the school is to answer, if it meets
Hie demands of the society which supports it. School is not prePa-
rat ion for society. It is society. Here,as in .the greater world the law
of membership holds: " We are all members one of another." The
preliminary to working together is playingtogether, and at all stages
we mat live together.

Free play gives scope for the development of individuality. It
originates. It discovers. It explores. It gives freedom and power. ,

Organized and guild play gives collective power. It enforces
the virtues of the group loyalty, a sense of law and order, obedience,
self -subordi ion, and cooperation. It its a drama in which each
must act his part. Organization and firredion of the play
impulses, control and obedience to the law of-the whole, are abso-
lutely essential in any group of children where educational and
social motives are considered. Our American., Rept) tic is kanded
on the belief that Unite"! will stand, divided we fall." Men are
willing to bleed and die for this belief. To fail tt5 demonstrate it
in school training would be a serious defect. Because of its ad-
herence to basic principles of education and life the kindergarten
claims its place in a piPic-school system.

By its industrial training it makes the beginning for practical
life, by its culture training for a good life, and by its character
training for-a righteous life. In the past its task has been to leaven
the school with its spirit ; to demonstrate the educational value of
play, resulting in the municipal playgrounds; to show the impor-
tance of the story and dramatic game in education; and the signifi-
cance of group work in relation to community life. Its task to-day
is to improve itself by better practice of its own ideals.

DUTY OF SUPERINTENDENTS IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD-LABOR
LAWS.

OWEN R. LOVEJOY,
General Secretory Nalional Child-1,00r Committrr, Nett' York.

The schools and not child-labor committees must bear the responsi-.
bility of children who are thrown into idleness by child-labor laws.
School superintendents can.help enforce child-labor laws by making
it clear to the public that the school is neither a misfit nor a faihire
and by pushing compulsory education into every part of the country.
Most children leave school to go to work within a few weeks of the
age limit set by law. If the law lets them work at 14, they go to
work at 14; if at 12, they leave school at 12. Where laws protect
children to 16 years the school holds an increasing number to that
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age. It is the duty of the superintendent to get all the children in
school. The public school is public, and the taxpayer has a right, as
a matter of business, to see that every child, not almost every child,
is-educated.

A complete and accurate school census-and an adequate truancy
department are essential. The truant officer now is a sorry joke in
many cities. Ile must be held responsible to the State for every child
in his community. The school is a social agency and must recognize
that the problem 'of education can not be separated from family
problems of food and clothing, employment, recreation and rest,
ventilation and sunlight. No other public official can so well appre-
ciate the needs of school children before 9 o'clock in the morning and
after 4 in the evening.

Children are led out of school and forced into industry frequently
because teachers want to rid their classes of backward :end unruly
children. The development of public interest in these children by
means of teachers' and parents' associations, and adequate treatment
of the special children. is the only way to save them. Driving poor
students into mines and factories does not solve the problem, it only
makes room for more poor ones. Every teacher in every city school
should be compelled by the superintendent to know the child-labor
law of his State. Education must be practical for this industrial age.
We should hold the children in school, win theoyalty of parents, and
eventually win the wholesome respect of the forces that now want to
employ children according as we link courses of study to living
problems. Child- labor existsto-day because employers, parents, and
children want it. If the school can win the loyalty of the children,
we can afford to ignore the desires of the few employers who feed on
the product of child labor. Let the last two years of the primary
grades be filled with-work that will so win the enthusiasm of the
child that he will not automatically fall in the present cleavage
between this and the high school.

But leaders in vocational guidance and industrial training are
resisting the tendency to make the school an adjunct of the factory.
The school in4 properly be so used with youth of 16 or 18 years, but
with those of 12 or 14 years another factor is involved. Our duty
is not to try to fit these children into industries. The tragedies of
child labor are not so much due-to the poor training-of children as
to the poor opportunity offered them by industry. The pressure of
family poverty and the pressure of demand for cheap labor are the
chief factors for drawing children away from school and into indus-
try. Hence if the school men understood local industries they could
often dissuade children from leaving so early to enter them.

Three-fourths of the jobs offered young children are unfit for tglem
under any`conditionlblind alleys frogiwhich they back out in a few

rf
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years to join the ranks of industrial misfits. By bringing industrial
considerations into our school course; by making children intelligent
as to the history, significance, and opportunity of various occupa-
tions; by the development of school gardens and other outdoor labora-
tory work; by teaching the dignity of honest labor and the economic
sin of making bad goods out of good material and the twin economic
sin of paying wages Ikat will not sustain life in reviard for labor,
we shall enrich and enlarge the school curriculum] making it so
attractive that children will voluntarily remain in school one or two
years longer than at present. and we shall save just that much of
childhood to a richer. fuller t,naturity.

HOW FAR SHALL THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM CARE FOR THE)
. FEEBLE-MINDED ?

JAMES H. CAN SICKLE.
i-u purist edden co f Sehuola, fipringfleld, Mau. t.

The opinion is gaining g-Coned that the care of the positiVely
feeble-minded, like that of the insane. is a.State function and not onetfor local communities. Fel States have yet Made adequate provi-

"loll for the care of the feeb e-minded;,consequently for the present
m andcities and towns must do what they can independently till the
State is ready to carry the full burden: The public is slow to realize.
the extant and gravity of the problem. tine of the most competent
authorities places the number Of feeblefinded in any community at
3 to every 1,000 of the general population. These are individuals
who can not sustai themselves in col etitive industry. They re-
main children all their liveschildren I i intellect and will, though
adults in stature and in instincts.

Boys of this class. if left to theinselves, are likely to drift into
criminality. But whether out of prison or in prisol they are a
public charge. ...

The feeble-minded girl, if unprotected. is a still greater menace to
the community. While there are feeble-minded children born into
good families, such cases are sporadic. They amount to less than
20 pep cent of the whole number; 80 per cent of the feeble-minded
are so by inheritance., To prevent the marriage of feeble-minded
girls and to shield them from temptations to which they are noto-
riously easy prey is obviously the duty of sqciety as a plain matter
of self-defense.

While feeble-minded boys are within the usual compulsory-attend-
ance age, they are not a menace to school or society if taught in
separate classes. Moreover, when so segregated HT the public schools
they may be studied, with the demonstrated 'result that a number will.

st#
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prove to be only backward and can safely he returned to the regular
classes after time arid special help have cooperated toward improve-"
ment. It is when those not susceptible. of improvement reach the
age of 14 or 16 that they become a menace,: The feeble-minded girl
ma" become a menace several years earlier The public school can
not, therefore, will' safety retain feeble-minded children very long
without a radical addition to present% means for their care in the
form of residential homes or colonies with farm, garden, shop, and
productive industry such as are now provided only by the State.
There tnust be separate homes for boys and girls, to which they would
be le committed for life. This would not, of course, be necesS
sary w e e the feeble-minded hoy or girl has a good home and reliable
parental protection. It would, however, be necessary in a very large
majority of the cases.

It has been suggested that, if parents are unwilling to ha ,e their
children transferred to such a .olony after they have exhausted
the resources of the special public-school classes and have left school,
the feeble-minded nifty be guarded by teachers or probation officers,
who keep watch of them at their homes, and upon any indication
that they are going wrong or .becoming in any way a menace to..-,
society take immediate steps to have the State interfere and take
such childten to the colony home. Should society adopt this plan,
of self-protection, the school might properly be called upon to aid,
since the teachers of the special classes are the only ones who kitow
intimately the characteristics of the children in question.

The teacher of the special class should be equipped not only with t

technical knowledge of mental defects, but with ability and will-
ingness to enter into sympathetic and friendly relations with parents
of feeble-minded children, gradually and gently acquainting them
with the child's real condition and with the advantages which' the
State colony offers and finally securing their consent to a transfer
to the institutions; .

The school physicians and other physicians of the community and
social agencies of various sorts should be drawn into cooperation so
that each child may be put into 'as good p ysical condition as pos-
sible. The public school will render its eatest service in fittit
these positively feeble-minded children, as far as may be, for sel
supporting under close supervision in some of th* simplest in-.'

dustries that can be carried on in colony honks and in sifting the
human material that it handles so that the various elements wiliceach
their proper goal, this goal being life in society for the curtail°
cases, life under protected conditions for the .incurable.

Another service which the public school can perform is that of
acquainting the public with the gravity of the situation and the
need of greatly increased facilities for dealing with the growing-
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menitce of the feeble-minded. To this end it is important that per-
manent. records be kept,.tvhich will afford cuinulative evidence of a
cottymeing character.

DO SCHOOLS OF TRADES MEET THE NEEDS OF CITY CHILDREN FOR
VOCATIONAL TRAINING ?

CARROLL G. PEAlisE,
.Suptrintendent Fehoola, Milwaukee, W..

Once commercial and industrial establishments demanded service
and trained their young employees for it ; to-day it is the rule that
such plants demand service; they do not train for it.

The State makes doctors and lawyers and engineers anil farmers.
in schools; it even makes bookkeepers and stenographers in high
schools. It mint also now make mechanics, skilled artisans, in
schoolsJrade schools: for not all young people seek the professions
or,desire to work in commercial establishments. Industrial organiza-
tiost is such that', if the supply of craftsmen of the best quality is not
to fall, trade schools must teach them.

The qtiality and value of the" product " of good trade schools
no longer in. question: only those who are not informed now main-.
tain that a trade school can not give a youth an apprenticeship train-
ing as valuable and make hint as effective as the commercial shop.

Trade schools are criticised because they are expensive; because it
costs more to school a boy for a year in one of them than in a school
of the ordinary type. A. report made to the National Education Asso-
ciation sonic gran ago showed that the cost of high-school and nor-
mal training educat:on in many cases approaches or equals the cost of
good trade school instruction; and the earning ability of the trade-
school graduate far surpasses that of the high-school boy.

But assuming that to educate a boy in a good trade school costs
$300 a year$600 for the course of two yearsnn unskilled laborer,
a man without a trade, can earn $500, maybe $600, a year; a good
mechanic can cart. $800, $900, $1,000 a year. The value of a Man
earning $500 or $000 a year, capitalized at 4 per cent, is $12,500 or
$15,000; the capitalized value of a man who can earn 000 to $1,000 is
$20,000. to $25,000. If by paying out $600 for two years' sehooling,
a man4eathing power can be raised from $600 to $1,000, and his capi-
talizetrvalue from $15,000 to $25,000, it looks like a very good in-
vestment.

Track schools are not the solution of all (Mr industrio-vocation
problems, but they meet the need of an important part of the young
people who are leaving our elementary schools at. the end of the
course, and are *meeting that need effectively,

.40596*-12-4
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HOW SHOULD THE SCHOOL SYSTEM CONTRIBUTE TO AN INTELLI-
GENT CHOICE OF VOCATION ON THE PART OF THE PUPIL ?

a
GrzacE PLATT KNOX,

Assisf ant Fuperffltcndept of Echools, St. Louis, Mo.

We must nM be content simply to direct the child, find a place for
him, and launch him forth on his life work, although this process is
easy compared with the better way. Our aim must be to. bring. the
child to understand the real value in his environment and to detect
the best opportunities open to him for a life work, and then, so far as-
possible, lead him to choose intelligentry which calling he will follow.

It should not he our aim to deteimine for the child and his parent
what he should do or into what vocat ion he should enter. Workers
in vocational guidance should .stand most firmly against the sugges-
tion that we are to force the youth of our land into certain established
occupations or trades according to a predetermined schedule or pre-
arranged scheme. If we are true to our, democratic ideals, we shall
not permit any group of men or any authority to dictate what shall
be the occupation of the child, nor should we ourselves make such an
attempt. 'For any organized effoi whatsoever to say that so many
children may be taught a certain trade, or that this child may learn it
and his neighbor may not, is usurpation of function which must not
be tolerated. -

To choose wisely, one's vocation, an appreciative knowledge of the
immediate environment is essential.

We must help him to understand the vocational opportunities open
to him. It is pitiable to what' a large extent choice of vocation is
made quite, in the dark. If we can only give to our youth a fair

'understanding of the nature of tliWiipportunities open in professional
and industrial and commercial lines, we shall make a great advance
over present lamentable conditions. We must help the child to under-
stand also the responsibilities invols'ed in his vocational life. We
must also urge the value of preparation.

What, and how, should the public school contribute to an
gent choice of vpcation on the part of the pupil? In the organiza-
tion of the work very large attention must be paid to investigajion,
both preliminary and continuous. Investigation to be adequate must
cover three great fields: The child, his environment, the vocations.

Unorganized social influences, which come under the head of en-
vironment. have tremendous weight on the growing child. One
scarcely knows where to begin. The street influences, in which all
too often child moves from school until bedtime, vary all the way
from legitimate occupation, such as paper selling, down to loafing

.. and gang rowdyism: Then the heap amusement places claim their
great. army, and with or without proper supervision our school chil-

.
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dren frequent popular amusements and absorb their not. carefully
chosen lessons so vividly presented.

Well down in the grades, even in the kindergarten, the life-work
interests must he developed in keeping with the advancement of the
child. One of the best results which it is hoped will accrue from
.vocational guidances is that children shall be held longer in school,
and better still, with an added interest in their work.

Investigation, organization, cooperation, devotionthese four, and
the gTeptest of these. devotion. The youth of our land call us to
ever-rAewed effort in their behalf. The wide-open door of oppor-
t unity for is public-school workers is to-day labeled "Vocational
guidance." Let us thoughtfully, carefully, briively, and devotedly
enter in.

THE EDUCATION OF GIRLS.

L. D. IlAxyzy,
irresidril t of Moot Institute', Mrnomonte,

Girls and women constitute one-half the population of the country.
I-tome waking is, and will be, the principal vocation for more than $a
per cent of this number. No other vocation can be named which it

-is absolutely certain that so large a percentage of the population will
enter upon. No other vocation is so important for the welfare of
the individual, society. and the nation as this. No other .demands a
wider range ofspecial and general knowledge, nor greater skill in
its use in order to achieve success. -

Eight million girls and women are wage earners outside the home.
Special education is needed for them for increased efficiency, result-
ing in greater earning capacity and better social and industrial ctln.
ditions. lint .it must not be forgotten that for the great majority
of these workers their pre'sent work is but a matter of temporary
choice or necessity, to be given up when opportunity comes to enter
the home anti assume its responsibilities, and that a majority of them
will sooner or later assume these responsibilities, and that without
even the beginnings of adequate preparation for their. proper dis-
charge. . .

Two million children are born every year. One-sixth of them die
within one year, and one-third of them within five yeark A large
percentage of this death rateois due to the ignorance of the mother,
the home maker. Special education will largely reduce the death rate.
The care and nurture of the children are very important parts of the
work for the woman of to-morrow, the girl of to-day. At no other
pe iod in the life of the individual are wise care and proper nurture

.s mpdrtant, and neither is the.result of instinct or accident.
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Girls can be taught and trained in the public schools, in continua-
tion schools, and in the higher educational institutions for efficiency
in this work. Efficiency in the home is the one thing' for which every
girl should be educated, no matter what other fields her education
may cover. It is the one field of educational effort which we have
hardly begun to work. We can not enter upon its cultivation to
soon, nor can we continue its cultivation too assiduously.

THE EDUCATIVE VALUE OF THE STUDY OF AGRICULTURE.

EARL BARNES,
Lecturry. on Edurqtfortol Top lex, Philadelphia, Pa.

Education is everywhere to-day turning from an exclusively intel-
lectual training to the development and discipline of all the individ-
ual's powers.

As a subject of study for children, agriculture has an evil record
which it must outgrow. But we are not here discussing the evils
associated'uith farming for profit. We are discussing the effects of
lessons planned for educational results, not for farm profits, con-
ducted in pleasant school gardens, and on neighboring farms, and
stopping short of the empty weariness that makes many of us re-
member our childhood with pain and regret.

Such a study of agriculture- commands a wide range of interests
conunon to children. It satisfies the child's desire for the active,
the concrete, and the personal. By pitting one chill farmer against
another and both against the fortes of nature, it affords him the op-
portunity for emulation and struggle which he crave-3.

The psychological cycle of educationimpressions registered as
memories, worked up in. associated groups and reasoned sequences,
and passed over into appropriate expressionsis repeated again and
again in the study of agriculture. And it is only by passintethrough
this cycle again and again that the child is 'prepared, when he be-
comes a man, to examine, judge, and act.

The educative value of the study of agriculture is not psychological
alone.. It also calls into use a very wide range of mental powers,

le forces measures and comparisons upon the child, and compels him to
pass judgment upon his observations and comparisons. It admirably
trains hint in all the workaday_ virtues of life, gives scope to his
artistic impulses, and offers ample opportunity for cooperation, as
well as for emulation.

Yet, as a training for life,. agriculture has very definite limits.
It trains for persistence, frugality, and justice, but not for gener-
neity, imagination, and sympathy. It teaches boys and girls to work,

a.
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but they also need to learn how to play. It trains observation, com-
parison, and good judgment, but it discourages pure reasoning.

Any farmer who thinks must be a pragmatist, with strong tenden-
cies toward determination. But meantime the children have minds
that. are rational and that move independently of storms or drought.
Hence they should have pure mathematics, logic, and languages.

And on the moral side, nature is carelessly fecund, shamelessly
prodigal, or niggardly. Of man's higher justice she knows little;
and of his mercy, nothing. From his lesson in agriculture, the child
should turn to the Sermon on the Mount, if he sltould ye the whole
circle of man's possibilities.

In fact, for all the larger and freer vision of life the child must
leave hi garden and go to the mountains and the sea; into man's
heart through history, biography, and literature; into his dreams
through philosophy, music, and the arts.

Our trouble in the past has been that we have tried to take our
school children directly into this abstract world of exact thinking
and exalted feeling without passing them through the preliminary
stages of concrete experience, elemental virtues, and active self-
expressions. Lessons in agriculture will give this fundamental
training on which all the higher development of the faculties must.
rest.

THE NEXT STEP IN TEACHING AGRICULTURE IN RURAL SCHOOLS.

c. Itisnor,
.chorve of Extension Work, MOP _lurk:Otero' Collette, Antes, low°.

There is' no common next step in teaching agriculture, although in
general the next progre=ssive move for which the most advanced com-
munities are now ready may be indicated. This relates to the better
preparation of teachers fol. agriculture in the rural schools and the
high schools. This is the opinion expressed by much the greatest
number of educators mlipse opinions I-sought.

The demand for the teaching of agriculture in the communities
where the preliminiiry work has been done is already much greater
than the supply of properly prepared teachers, We,can not, and
would not if we could, stifle the demand for agricultural teachers.
We must provide the teachers.- The supply of high school and nor-
mal-school teachers of ageici;Iture must come from strong depart-
ments of agricultural education in colleges of agriculture. The
supply of grade teachers in towns and cities and village high schools

. must come from normal schools. The supply of teachers for' the
rural schools must come from the normal training high schools.
While we are prepar4 these needed' teachers, we may well be work-
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ing out- better courses of study in agriculture, not only for rural
schools but for all public schools. Agriculture as a subject has not
yet settled down into its proper place in the high-school curriculum.
A shifting of the entire science course and a better correlation with
other branches are the movements under way which will require the
second " next step " in the better preparation of teachers for the
rural schools. \

TYPES OF SPECIAL SCHOOLS IN THE LARGER AMERICAN CITIES.

ANDHEw \V. EnsoN.

ARIMI iate Superintendent of SlorudN, lurk, N. Y.

It is a fundamental proposition, though not yet fully recognized
in many communities, that ever' child is entitled to all the education
he is capable of receiving. This. proposition implies that it is the
duty of the State to educate the subnormal, physically handicapped,
truant, and incorrigible child as well as the normal child. irrespective
of cost. The birthright of every child is a place in the world and a
training that will fit him to fill that place as successfully as possi-
bleto be happy, self-respecting, self-supporting.

The argument, for the segregation of truants, incorrigibles, and
tuberculous children is based upon the protection and good of the
other children. This argument will not hold in the case of other
special clasSes.

In the case of mental defectivesand by this term is meant
those children who are somewhat subnormal and yet capable of
mental improvement (all .imbeciles and idiots being institutional .

cases)the advantages of providing for their instruction and train-
ing in regular public school buildings are many.

The great argument. in favor of having the blind and deaf in-
structed in the regular school buildings is that parents may not be
obliged to make a choice for their children between ignorance and
institutional life. The-training that they get in their intercourse
with normal children is of the highest value. When parents-under-
stand the matter they invariably prefer the public school to an in-
stjtution for the education and training of their handicapped
children.

It would seem that the child rather than the subject is the center of
interest, and rightly so. 'What a fine thing it would be to have this
idea prevail in grades with normal children!

Time will not permit even a summaily of the development of trade
schools, commercial schools, manual training and technical schools
as a part of the public school system.

v.*
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In any city of 10,000 or more inhabitants there are pupils enough
for classes in all the groups named, save possibly epileptics, pupils
that should be segregaled and be given attention and instruction that
\rill best meet then' needs.

For those boys and girls who must leave school at an early age to
engage in sonic line of Imlustry the city should establish vocational
schools that will offer practical courses in various lines of industrial
activity to all who are 14 years of age without regard to their aca-
demic training or to the fact of graduation frcon any school.

If the board of education can not secure the necessary funds for the
support of any of these special activities, there are. thank (;od, people
of means and wat heads in any comonity who will respond to
any reasonable appeal for financial support of the schools mined
above. All that is needed is a superintendent of positive ideas, warm
heart, good sense.

And in undertaking work along any of these lines, we superin-
tendents should do more thah be sat islied to care for the few excep-
tional children On our hands at the tinie.. We should study causes,
nwthods, treatment. progress. results, and intritt the public of the
saw. as well as puss along our experiences to our neighboring fellow
workers.

A DEFINITE PROPAGANDA TO IMPRESS UPON THE AlegRICAN MIND
THE NECESSITY OF AN EXPANSION OF THE FIELD O EDUCATION
TO PROVIDE AS AMPLE FACILITIES FOR EDUCATION BY WORK AND
EDUCATION BY PLAY AS ARE NOW PROVIDED FOR EDUCATION BY
STUDY.

M. BRUSilihtuti,
Superiolendent of School*, Philadelphia, Pe.

In one city with which I am familiar I found that the wise propa-
gitmla is the direct appeal to the people. SoThe years ago-the super-
intendent called to his assistance a group of unselfish and capable
citizens to consider the importance of providing play and recreation
for the children of the city. In four years this propagandksecured
above 20 playgrounds. maintained summer camps, secired front eimn-
cils funds for a commission to study and report upon needed play
provisions for the city, had an act passed by the assembly creating a
board of. recreation, and influenced the city government to make
provision in its loan items to the amount of $250,000 for play activi-
ties. To-day this city is well on the way to as ample provision for
play as it has for study. this was done by appealing directly to
the people, and the people demanded and secured the splendid results
indicated.

I take it that sot% such propaganda for industrial training in the
schools will produce equally desired resold.

.
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THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF ARITHMETIC WORK IN SCHOOL.

J. T. Guys,
RuprriMrndenS of Nthoolx, Marion, Rd.

I desire to propose briefly a formula by which any teacher may at
any time measure. within reasonable limits, the ability of any school
or pupil-in the fundamentals of arithmetic and in reasoning power
with abstract numbers. The cooperation of a number of superin-
tendents would be necessary to make such a formula valuable for
comparison of different schools of the same grade. The.object of the
formula is to determine the average rate per minute of attempts and
the average percentage of accuracy, together with a measure of the
variation in the various fundamental operations and in reasoning..

The conditions under which the proposed tests are tb be given are
as follows:

1. Time for each test. from 4 to 8 minutes.
2. The tests are to be previously written on the blackboard;

plainly, in a good light, and covered by a screen or curtain until
the tests begin.

3. The tests are to be arranged in rows and columns, each row
containing 10 problems, and a sufficient- numl;er of rows given to
supply more problems than can be worked by any pupil in the time
allowed.

Pupils write on papers previously prepared in cross sections 10
wide to correspond with the arrangement of problems on the-board.

A, All pupils to begin writing, giving answers only, as soon as the
curtain is drawn and continue until curtain falls.

6. The numbers composing the test to be drawn by the teacher by
lot in the following manner: Fifty strips of paper are prepared of
uniform size, on each of which is written at regular intervals the
natural series of digits, omitting 0 and 1. These. strips are then
cut into pieces of uniform size, each piece containing a digit of the
serie4L2-9. These digits are then placed in a bag and drawn out
one by one, as needed in .formulating the test. This arrangement
insures an equal number of each of the digits to draw from. Zero
and 1 are omitted to avoid the possibility of chance combinations
of exceptional ease of solution. Tests four minutes long and over,

:-formed in this way, would vary but slightly in the degree of difficulty.
7.. Where a chance drawing would result in an absurdity, as. in

Nate subtraction of a larger from a smaller number, the order of the
ast two digits drawn should be reversed.

8. The operation to be tested in each exercise is to be explained
to the clasi by the teacher before drawing the curtain. It should''
also be written above the test as well as indicated by placing the

'digits ut the positions usually adopted for performing the various

;
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operations, i. e., one above the other, with a line below in addition.
subtraction, and multiplication, and the usual arrangement for short
division, omitting all the operation signs +, , X,

9. Pupils may grade and mark their own papers, which should be
checked later by the teacher. From these marks the average or
median accomplishment of the school can be qUickly obtained and a
measure of the variation easily derived.

The subject matter of the proposed tests is as follows:
(1) Addition in single conikinations, also double colunin with two

figures-in column.
(2) The same arrangement for subtraction.
(3) Multiplication in whieh both factors are single digits, also

when the multiplicand is composed of two digits.
(I) Short division in N'vhich the divisor is a single digit and the

dividend two, also with three digits in the dividend.
The reasoning tests include (1) three-quantity one-step abstract

problems and (2) four-quantity two-step problems.
The formulte may be expressed by letters which are to be. re-

placed with the digits drawn from the bag. Two letters written
together mean a number of two digits, not multiplication as in
algebra.

The order in which the reasoning problems are given is also to be
determined by lot, two or more sets being used if necessary to pro-
vide sufficient problems for the time allowed.

Problems formed from these formulae by chance drawing and
given to classes under the uniform conditions named above are open
to the criticism that the results obtained from them are only ap-
proximate. It is the belief of the author of this. paper that they
would be sufficiently accurate for the purpose in hand and that they
would have the tremendous advantage of easy availability and of
universal application. The schools as well as other business insti-
tutions must submit to the test for efficiency.

THE UTILIZATION OF THE SCHOOL PLANT.

WILI4A1,4 WIRT,
Superfnfendent of Schools, (Ivry, Ind.

The twentietb-century public school saves the taxpayers money by
prokiding: First, classrooms and librariesovhere the child can study
books and recite from books; second, playgrounds, gymnasiums, and
swimming pools, where the child can play and secure a general physi-
cal training; third, shops, gardens, drawing rooms, and laboratories,
where the child can.work and learn to do efficiently many things by
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doing them; fourth, an auditorium, where by lectures, recitals. drama-
tization, phonograph, player piano. stereopticon lantern, and nHition
pictures the visual and auditory education of the child may he done
efficiently. Four separate and distinct. places are provided lor each
child, but the total per capita cost is not increased fourfold. The
per capita cost for classroom study minder good conditions is from
$100 to $200, for play and physical training from $10 to $25. for Nvork
from $20 to $125. for an auditorium front $10 to $25. The total per
capita cost. for the four departments is from $1.10 to $400. or from
40 to 100 per cent greater than the per capita cost. for the study and
recitation room alone.

But each child can be in only one of the four places at the same
time. The new school Ao arranges the classes that different sets of
children are in the fonr separate departments all of the time. By this
plan the new school accommodates four times as many children, lipd
at it per capita cost of $t to ;4100. By providing facilities for the
hild's play, work, and recreation. as well as facilities for study, the
per capita cost of the school plant is only 35 to 50 per cent that of the
traditional study classrOom school. There is a corresponding sax
in annual maintenance cost. Extra teachers and special supervisors
are also eliminated. and the per capita cost for instruction is less than
in the exclusively study school.

A much more important feature of the. new school is that the chil-
dren want to go to such a school every day in the year and 8 to 10
hours each clay. The universal problem of keeping th ;. children in
school has been solved. The school provides a real lit e. so that the.
child wants to educate himself at the very moment that he has the
opportunity. The play impulse is transformed into a work impulse,
so that the real pleasure is experienced in work; the school life creates
a need and desire for the academic and cnIturatwork of the school.
There is no attempt to remove the difficulties. The supposed distaste-
ful-work.of the school is not 'sugar-coated with sentimentalism. The
wasted time and the misdirected energy of the street and alley are
utilized to awaken ambition, develop initiative, and create power in

. the child, so that he 'can find real joy in.the mastery of difficulties.
The child is busily and actively engaged the year round educating
himself.

The worst possible form of an educational plant is a massive brick
and stone building with every device perfected for keeping children
quiet in-a strait-jacket school seat all day long. Children are anni-
hilated in such a seho,ol, not. educated. The traditional classroom
demands the study of textbooks. But real demands much
more. The new school gives the child one-fourth of his tittle for the
formal study of textbooks and for the formal organization of what
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he has learned during the remlining three-fourths of his time in real
activities. The addition of real activities in n combined workshop.
playground, and school makes real. genuine education possible. The
school does not dispense with books or culture. It provides for a
noire efficient use o ooks and a more genuine and thorough.

of culture. Tlu went ieth-eentury school is planned to Assure
the highest po,silde efficiency from buildings, grounds, and equip -
ntent and the time and t-ner of teachers and pupils.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

M EYER BLOOM

of the Vocation Ittirra is, Butt to is, if ORM.

,t
Vocational guidance is not a new thing. Inat is new about it is

the intelligent and energetic effort now going on throughout the
eQuntry to organize such counsel. .information, and safeguards as
shall adequatOly protect the young people of our land during the
critical passing from school to Avork!..- At the time in life when our
children most need watchful care and wise assistance a vast number
of our boys and girls leave school in the various grades and take their
plunge into working life.

That thousands of children drop out of school. through no eco-
nomic pressure, to go to work as soon as the law allows we wall.
know. In many cases the parents have had no voice' in this decisive
step. Indeed, we all know of instances where the parents did not
even know that. their children had left school and were at work.
If any fair number of those so leaving were in occupations where
they could develop, leant something. amount to something, matters
would not lie so serious. But this is not the ease. How can untrained
and unguided children find their best opportunity? now can they
possibly know where they are going to come out in a few years,
there being nowhere at hand the information which can spire them
years of drifting, waste, and too often tragic demoralization4,

What hits vocational guidance to suggest as a practical way to
cope with this situation? Every intelligent school official, parent,
and teacher admits the value of scientific educational and vocational
information. There is no argument as to the need of wise and well-
informed assistance. In Boston we have made up our minds, first of
all, that the public school is the logical starting point for vocational
advising. The first step taken vies to appoint in each sehooloome
teacher or assistant principal as the vocational adviser. for that
school. This did not necessarily make 'one of them. lint it fixed a

Hain responsibility and made a point of contact between our
v *on bureau, a philanthropic body, and the teacher. Supple-

146
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menting this work we began ,to put into booklet form o'ur studies of
the typical vocations open to Boston boys. Actual placement is not

, yet attempted because it will take some years for these principles
underlying vocational guidance to find themselves in such common
practice that there will be little danger of opening the doors to a
new form of child exploitation.

Three picked teachers from the group of counselors are detailed
this year to give their time to the needed investigations preparatory
to such a vocational-guidance department. One is planning a new
organization of the employment-certificate department. The other
two are investigating the careers of those who left certain schools
five years ago, and those now leaving, and why.

Vocational guidance does not proclaim itself as a. solution of all
the serious problems confronting the child at. work. But it has
within its possibilities hitherto unused relationships between the ent-
ployer and the school. The changes going on in schools are no more
significant than are those in the field of employnwnt. We stand
with the employer in a demand upon the individual for efficiency;
let it be social as well as individual. The employer will ask more
and more of the school; the school will ask more and more of the
employer. School life and waking life must cooperate to make of
the student an efficient producer, to make of the efficient producer a
responsible consumer and it .serviceable citizen.

THE SCHOOLHOUSE AS THE CIVIC AND SOCIAL CENTER OF THE
COMMUNITY.

EDWARD J.-WARD,

l'airersily of Wisconsin, Madison,

It is only through the use of the school building as a civic center
that is, through its use as is citizens' council chamber, a legislative
assembly place, and a final supreme court roomthat this common
institution cal.! serve America's greatest need in the development of a
positive consciousness of democracy.

The responsibility fQr the use of the schoolhouse for the develop-
ment of civic capacity can not be shouldered off .upon the child..
We shall not cease to regard the Government as being located at
Washington, at.the State capitol, or at ihe city hallwe shall not
get the democratic point of view and sense of responsibility except
as we make the schoolhouse the headquarters of an organized citizen-
ship where men frequently assemble to discuss together and with
their public servants the problems of democracy.

Second only to the need of developing the citizens' cappity for
intelligent government in the great enterprise of America's making
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good is the development of a strength-building recreational life,
the capacity to have fun without doing wrong."
The public school as simply. the education center for the child does

not and can not meet this need, because in its nature it is restrictive.
The child in the school is not free to do wrong. The attendance is
compulsory. There is little or no training, in spontaneous play
Npression.

On the other band, the opening of the school building as a center
of enteetainnient to which one to come or not as he will, the
fostering there of (he individual's free . lf-realization in recreational
activities, in musical and dramatic expression, does directly and
powerfully meet this need.

And finally. does or can the public used simply as an.educa-
tion center for children, develop that social consciousness, that'
breadth of human sympathy, that sense of solidarity and .power of
collective action upon which all those who do not accept the doctrine
of " the class struggle " base their hope of human progress?

The individualistic training is vitally important, but it is also
vitally important that there simuld be training in, or at least an
opportunity for, the development of the community spirit, the social
consciousness. 'the community building used only as an education
place for the child is a Paternal training place. Used as a gathering
Mace for adults for self-education through discuSsion, recreation to-
gether, and acquaintance, it is a fraternal training place. Both are
occessav; each supplements the other, and neither.can take the place
of the other.

Not only the fighters against political evils, but those who are inter-
ested in various specific measures of improvement: are turning to the
idea of the establishment of the use of the schoolhouse as a citizen-

"ship organization center and civic forum. Cooperation comes also
from the religious and mond leaders of the community; from organi-
zations formed to promote general *civic, moral and recreational
improvetn nt.

There is also the active indorsement of those who are etgaged in
various specific forms of public service. In nearly every city and
town the public library stands ready to cooperate by making the
schoolhouse a neighborhood branch library. Thisji ow done. in
Grand ,Rapids and other towns. The coopeati f the Richmond
Art, Association is back of the movement to !tyke the schoolhouses
of that citylleighborhood art galleries. The Movement to make the
schoolhouse a community music center has back of it the interest of
such men as Walter. Damrosch. The national board of censorship of
motion-picture films is promoting the idealof making the school-
house the neighborhood motion- picture theater. In some elms Or-,the.

ions cooperate in maintaining special extensions of the use of
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schoolhouses,' For instance, the Rochester Dental Society maintained '46

the service of the first dental office to be opened in a schoolhouse in
that city. Of course the societies formed to promote the public wel-

re in rural communities are practically all in agreement with the
rec, impends t ion of the country life commission looking- toward coin-
mun try center development in the country.

But the social center movement has its roots deeper than the recog-
nition of its need on the part of students of public problems in
America. It is the expression of the great fact that the tide has
turned. The dominant force of this century is not centrifugal, brit
centripetal. We have piissed the time of social analysis and are
entered upon the time of social synthesis.

THE BOOKMAN IN HIS RELATION TO THE TEXTBOOK PROBLEM.

FRANK A. FITZPATRICK,
Manager American Book ro., BoRton, Maar..

4

The bookman, in his first relation to the schools, exists, directly,
to point out and.exploit the aims and Methods of the author of the
textbook that he is trying to sell; Ulrectly, to help the schools
through betterment of methods of teacifing. For these purpol44,,,he
needs opportunity to lay his and
superintendents; otherwise, it might be months and years before
these busy people wouldadiscover what this author has to tell them.
The cost of textbooks of all descrielion does not exceed 3 per cent of
the appropriation for running expenses of the schools. Yet to the
pupils in the schools it may be a question of 50 per cent of their time
and opportunities to have this problem thoroughly studied and
solved, to the end that the tools used by them shall be of the best
quality and latest pattern. Therefore, teachers and superintendents
must and do take all the time quit they can spare from- their other
duties to acquaint themselVes with the'colotents, methods, and aims
of textbooks.

The bookman, coming into contact with the schools at various
points, is quick to find 'excellent teachers, teachers with inventive
minds, and to encourage them to express theirycrwers in the line of
authorship. Through the. bookman a very large number of the best.
textbooks come to be written and published. He is, therefore, au
important factor in the growth and maintenance off; good teaching
and the consequent uplift in the schools, even though thb immediate
results of his work are.not so visible as those resulting from the ef-
forts of others. Another function of the bookman is to secure and
insure a high quality of, workmanship in the manufactureof text-.
irks. He is an important facto? siE this, because he witnesSes in the'
'wear and tear of ks in the schools shortcomings in binding and
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printing, and learnS of defects in, methods of treatment from the
criticisms of teachers and patrons. These faults he is more anxious
to correct thith anyone else. This causes him to .be alert at all times
in the interest of his custoersthe schools.

EFFECT ON EDUCATION AND MORALS OF THE MOVING-PICTURE
SROWS.

JOSEPH It. 1.171.K,

oprrio l Unlrul of Sehoolm, Seward, NI hr.

T61'0 is great truth in this assertion of Mwterlinck: " -It is the way
in which our hours of freedoii are spent that determines, as much as
war or us labor, the moral worth of a nation." The American people
spend abluit one-fouth as much time in moving-pictu e shows as is
spent in the public schools by children from 15 to 18 'ears of age.

uthorities estimate that it least 2:-) per cent of thus who attend
an' chi:Ai:en. A careful investigation of the attendance in 36 towns
and cities of Nebraska shows that 35 per cent of those attending are
children under 15 'years of age. Children and adults of all chs.ses
sit side by side in the dint light of the moving-picture theater. The
public school and the moving-picture show seem to be the only truly
democratic institutions in the United states.

Nly general -study of the moving-picture problem and the special
study of conditions in Nebraska seem to justify these conclusions:

1. The oving-picture show has come to stay and will increase in
numbers and influence. . .

2. The character of the films shown and the general influence of
the s+Tcrwio have improved much in the last three ytlars2._

3. 'there are, important possibilities in the .educational film, but
the public motion-picture theater Itas very little, if any. educational
%alup. The people want to be thrilled and amused, not instructed.

d. The moving-picture show yields a tremendous moral influence
that is not generally understood or considered. At present this in-
fluence in decidedly dettimetlhal.

5. At present the public motion-picture theater is doing more
harm than good, especially in the smaller towns.

STANDARDIZATION OF JANITOR SERVICE.

G. M. W11.811N,

Superintendent of Schnoln, Cdnnerariltr, Ind.

I desire to defend the thesis that it i possible to fix definite stand -
ards and thereby to greatly increase the efficiency of janitorial serv-
ice. As regards-air, we know that each pupil.is entitled to.200 cubic
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feet o air space, with an inflow and exit of 30 cubic feet of air per
minute. It is possible to measure-and insist upon-this ) ndard of
fresh Air. We know that foul air, is conduoive to arrhal and
pulmonary diseases and that contagion spreads under such condi-
tions. We katw, on the other hand, tat fresh air i's very closely
related to a fresh-mind, to progrqss and success. .

We know that lighting the schoolroom is related to cleaning; that
dirty windows mean a reduction in light varying from 10 to 50 per
cent. Knowing,all of the foregoing; it seems possible to determine a
definite standard for lighting and in any particular locality a definite
standard for cleaning the windows. It is just as surely known that
this will not be secured by a direction to wash the winOows" when

.dirty " or " as often as needed." 1...._,

As regards humidity, we know that enlarged tonsils, catarrhal
dikeases,,generally nervous and Ovrnic conditions follow the failure
properly to humidify the air. Washavey'Clefinite standard fixing a
lower limit as 60 per cent arid the upperf limit as a relative humidity
of 70 per cent. We know the methods by which to secure the proper
standard of humidity. So it would se* possible to fix and to carry
our a definite standard with regard to Is midity.

With reference to the temperature of the 'schoolroom, we know
That a uniform temperature of 68° means from 25 to 50 per cent less
coughing and colds in the schoolroom than a temperature 'of 72°.
We. know that excessive temperatures meit'n a weakened condition,
renderinrIlf child susceptible to disease and making progress in
school work almost impossible.

A schedule of janitor's duties and the requirement for systematic
and regular reports would aid in obtaining these results.

Hear the conclusion and summiiry of the whole matter. First,
there is a surprising absenceof standards iri janitorial ,service. Sec-

ond, being physical and manual, almost every phase of janitorial
service lends 'itself readi13. to standardization. Third, increased
effieiency of janitor .service and more sanitary conditions for the child
follow quickly upon standardization.

RELATIVE COST OF EDUCATION OF HIGH AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PUPILS.

E. 0. HOLLAND,
Superintendent of Schools, LowlevUle, Ky. . *ob.

What iroportion of the school revenue should be devoted to the
Cate and instruction, oi the elementary pupils, and what proportion
to the education.of secondary pupils?
4
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At one time, not. ninny years ago, a more careful analysis of the.
relative expenditures of public money devoted to the elementary
and the!' secondary divisions of a public-school system was not of
great importance, since these expenditures could be roughly esti-
mated and a fair proportion maintained. But to-day, with the
establishment of Jnany special types of schools, the task of main-
taining the proper equalizativa in expenditure is much more diffi-
cult and requires a more careful analysis.

This is obvious. since most of the special types of schools recently
established care for children that. belong to. the general elementary
field. Consequentli there is a decided tendenry to maintain. all
these special schools from the funds that have usually been set
aside for the maintenance of the elementary sclicads alone. Another
additional drain on the elementary-school funds which should be
considered here is (lite to the larger enrollment in the grades for
which our more effective compOsorY-education laws are directly
responsible.

So far as I have been able to learn, there is no school system in
this country that to-day is spending- too much money on its graded
schools, but it Is not difficult to give. the names of several large cities
that are spending entirely too large .atnounts on their secondary
schools.

Fortunately, it will not. be long until we shall have $ome definite
standards to set. up in estimating the relative amount of money
?hat should be spent for elementary and secondary education, and
even on the newer phases of public-school work. Dr. lIarlan Upde-
gruff, specialist. in school administration of the Bureau of Educa-
tion, has jest made a careful study of the expenses of schOol systems
in cities of 30,000 inhabitants sad .over. After presenting his data,
the author raises the question, "What is the range of a proper ratio
between average costs of elementary and high schools?" Taking
the detailed' facts concerning the school expenditures . in the 103
cities he studied, Dr. Updegraff states that the best, or at least the
most representative school citiesthose within the middle 50 per
cent of the distributiorot m $1.80 to $2.60 per high-school
child, as against $1 forievery child enrolled in the elementary schools.
The median city spent $2.16 upon itsfiigh school for every' dollar
spent on the grades. If this standard could be enforced in many
of our leading school cities the question of elimination land retarda-
tion would not gist us so much concern, for certainly more children
would be saved to the schools and 'advance inure rapidly in their work.

46596*-12-=-5
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ATTITUDE OF THE NORMAL SCHOOLS TOWARD EDUCATION.

W. J. HANVKINs,
rmident of Hate Normal kzehool. Warrcn.htto,

Research work can alone solve the problems in education. It is

being begun by the schools of education of the universities. These
schtools of education are grappling with the real problems in educa-
tion and life that the normal schools have left. wholly untouched.

It is my contention that the normal schools are now prepared to
enter and should enter this field of .work. They have. in their facul-
ties men and women who are capable of undertaking such work.
The States can devote the public funds to no purposes ghat nuwe
directly concern the people. Everyone. engaged, 4iirectly or indi-
rectly, in the elementary or the secondary schools knows that much
of the work is merely "marking time." It affords neither dis-
cipline, information, nor knowledge. The schools- of to-clay have in
the main an. intelligent constituency. They know that a large part
of the work of the schools unfits rather than fits for life. Only a
small per cent of the children can he held in school to'roiuplete t he
elementary course. In our own State only a small fraction over
5 per cent ever enter a high school, and this per cent is not lower
than in most other States. Educators know that there is great waste.
The schools do not meet the needs of the child in his relations to the
times in which he lives. The results -are deplored and criticized.
The people do not know the remedy. Educators are expected to
know it, but they do not. They are getting anxious to_find out. The
people are pushing them on to find out.

Sorne'years ago Dr. Rice made a severe arraigitment of (be public
schools and gave in many cases expositions showing utter lack (If
value in things they were doing. He could offer no remedy. Neither
could we. Every few months there appears in magazitte cit news-
paper an article that is a severe criticism of present. cowlitions.
Many of the criticisms are only too true.

The attitude of the teachqr toward education is cliaii4..V1"e is
no longer a mere theorist. He hakt.ihnssed that stage. Ile_ is bectiming

06.
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an investigator. He is no longer disposed to follow traditional ways
01. accept mere opinions; he wants fa.cts.

What are the normal schools going to do about it ? In both ele-
mentary and secondary schools there must be elimination, integra-
tion, and correlation. These can nut he done at.random or on mere
opinion. Facts must be determined. -The State normal schools have
the burden of this work upon them. The State normal-schools are
the servants of the people'ho maintain them. They must meet the
people's needs. They must lead rather than follow in the changes
demanded in our public-school curricultim. The State normal school
is the only school at once in touch with the object and content of edu-
cation as they affect public-school efficiency. One who inns given
these problems careful study holds that to enable the prospective
teacher to know the vu ha of a course of study t he State normal school
will need to support a department of re:earch work. In this depart-
ment and under the direction of a skilled investigator the facts, laws,
and principles of education and pedagogy will he discovered and
rediscovered. Material in the diameter of investigators and in-
structors could be seened front the educational laboratories of our
great nniversit its. and thus the normal schools would articulate with
these institutions. Material in the shape of mental problems could
be secured from the public schools. itjal the research department
would connect with the facture field of the prospective teacher. Every
State normal sellout maintains a training and model school depart-
ment which in a ways is a pedagogiml laboratory and might. as well
serve in a degree at least to demonstrate the scientific attitude and
method of procedure in determining values of elementary and second-
ary sehool problems.

To 'Hy mind such an enlargement of the services of the State nor-
mal school is not only a possibility but is an obligation. With a hope
that this body may see its way to appoint a committee to consider
ways and means of entering upon such work, the program for this
meet ing.has been arranged. Pam aware that it is a work which will
require many years, but I believe it .should be undertaken. There
can be no question that there is an increasing demand on the part of
the public for a critical survey and evaluation of.existing methods
of child instruction. The lack of mental development evidenced in
the lack of information and knowledge on the part of children in
eltment 'try and secondary schools is apparent to the mass of the
people, and they are giving expression to their dissatisfaction with
existing conditions. The people are fully a.cqualuted withsthe 'wog-

\ res;s.that hits teen made within the past decade in every condition of
life, material, moral, and spiritual. They know they have a right
to expect for their children conditiobs of mental development fully
in keeping with the times in which they live. They believe that

.
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scientific principles applied in determining values in educative proc-
esses will insure the desired conditions. Their confidence in the
educaeors of to-day will not be maintained unless this is done. The
State normal schools are closest of all schools to the public pulse,
and to them the public looks. for a new order of things.

WORK OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL IN THE REORGANIZATWN OF THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM.

EUGENE W. BOHANNON,

President of ;gate Normal Ne/141. flututh, Minn.

There is a growing conviction among those engaged in the work
of normal schools that they should conic to a clearer understainling
of their duties and opportunities in respect to the cnrriculum of the
elementary school and that they should assume a greater share of
rssponsibility in that. connection.

Sue ? demand for a reorganization of the curriculum as exists is
mainly i behalf of a more liberal recognition of the value of indus-
trial education and vocational training, a better grounding in the
fundamentals of hygienic and sanitary living, and a better oppor-
tunity to develop a saner social life. As a preliminary to this, there
is, by implication, a demand for the elimination of more or less use-
less features of existingcurricula. The modifications here suggested
should be regarded as favoring the children who will never have any
other school experience than may be had in the elementary -school,
but as none the less desirable for those who expect to have a more
extended and varied school life. These results, however, should be
It consequence, rather than the main object, of the work done; and
so they will be when the school and other experience are properly
integrated; when the completion of the work of the school is only
noininally the commencement of life.

The equipment of the teacher is the-primary consideration. The
course of study must be an expression of her conception of the course

"Pito be purs-ued rather than that she be regarded as an instrument for
the administration of the course.

Because it is the special function of normal schools to prepare
teachers of all of the children in the elementary schools, they must
thoroughly understand their needs. It should be Ain invariable re-
uirement that those who teach in them have that training and expe-

rience which combine to make such knowledge a necessary result. It
would be a mean and ignoble conception of the function of the nor-
mal sehool that limits it to the duty-of supplying teachers trained to
meet a demand which the school had neither the ability to appreciate
nor any share:in defining and interpreting. ,.....
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It does not matter so much, as we sometimes think, whether the
curriculum provides for this or that as it does that the teacher be a
living embodiment of the things which should be included in the
curriculum. If they are in the teacher they will be in the school, and
if they are not in the teacher they will not be in the school, even
though they are in the course of study. If it were as easy to make
reforms in the work as in the courses of study, the solution would be
easy enough.

The substance of the curriculum 'should be an inherent part of the
knowledge and experience gained at the normal school and should
be so thoroughly integrated with them as to make any special effort
at adjustment unnecessary. For that reason the curriculum of the
normal school itself is of the greatest consequence. It is incumbent..
'Ton its to devise more effective ways and. means for cooperating
with the several agencies which prescribe the work in the elementary
school.

PLACE OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

E. E. RALCOMI1,
1)(vil II Uf Agricultural Education, Elate Normal and Induntrial College.

Grecnaboro. N. C.

The' movement for agricultural education is broader. and more
comprehensive than the mere adding of a recitation once a day from
a textbook telling in a brief way how soil is formed, how plants
should be raised, and giving a few victures of fancy poultry and
high -bred stock.

If the ;iiliject. of agriculture is mentioned at all among the older
and morelime-honored studies of the curriculum. it is in a slighting
and apoh tic way. Emphasis is laid on studying.tot on thinking
pm' obs.ei ngespecially outside of the schoolhouse. According to
this concei ion, knowledge must be something that can be measured

the tex ooks. But as is matter of fact agricultural education is
more than a collection of uninteresting facts. It is an attitude, it is
a fesling, it is% different point of view, a new method of presentation.

... Every normal school should have a sharp lookout. for teachers wky
are doing excellent work in the rural schools; those teachers who are
not merely doing good teaching, but who are really getting hold of
the people ands raising the standard of living in the community where
they teach. 'There are a number of agencies by whichihis may be
done. .

.

There is no reason why. proper select ion and encouragement in the
field of teaching should not give us many more excellent teachers of
agriculture and ;lira' life in general. Teachers who come from
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rural schools should take. training in normal schools which haw an
environment that will encourage them and stimulate their ambition
for this kind of teaching. One difficulty is that most normal schools

.have an atmosphere which not only does not encourage teaching in
this field, but makes teachers feel that it is a matter of social stand.-
ing as well as finance to teach in the city schools. It is like a very
large State university which I know, where all the students in the

. agricultural department are referred to as being in the "cow college."
The result is that while'many students enter this department. most
of them before finishing the four years' course have transferred to
some other department.

The agricultural education for schools is more than the getting of
new facts, more than the adding of a new study to the curriculum.
Agriculture as studied in the agricultural colleges ha three objects:
First, that of discovering new truths and new methods of attack on
old problems; second, that. of presenting these in such a way that
farmers (the adult individuals in the rural communities) will be

induced to heed them; it includes, of course, training for the wives

and mothers; third, that of spending much time and effort in making
the farmer familiar wiih the facts and methods that are already well

established. The cilia battle is against ignorance. This battle the
teacher and the normal school should be prepared to help prevent in

the next generation. The children they train should lie able and
anxious to apply all knowledge of common methods of farming as
fast as the agricultural college puts its stamp of approval on them.

Agricultural education for schools differs from that of the agricul-
tural college in that it does not attempt to discover new truths. does
not try to add to the sum total of human knowledge, but only endeav-
ors to teach the young people the things that have. been demon-
strated, and means of applying this knowledge. This knowledge is
intended for the children, the immature; and not for the adults..
Agricultural education is preventive medicine, while agricultural
college work is curative. If agricultural education can be properly
taught in public schools, there will be a dearth in the crop of
ignorant farmers. The agricultural college can then devote its ener-
gies to discovering new truths, putting the frontier of knowledge

fiefurther
into the vast wilderness of the unknown, well knowing that

they will have an army of scientific farmers behind them eager to
apply each new discovery and hold every foot of advance ground the
colleges have been able to take.

But how can the students of the normal schools be prepared to do
this unless they have some means of getting this knowledge at. first
handl This calls for equipment, and fearless, well-prepared.teach-
ers. in the normal schools. kfew are doing this, but behold -the lack
of equipment and the infantile efforts of the vast 'majority. of the
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normal schools. They have four brick walls, the common desks,
children saturated with the old ideas of education, a textbook writt
by a college professor who never taught a day in the rural schools,
and a teacher who does not know a Duroe from a Hymn( h Rock.
In striking contrast to this is the equipment and work of such normal
schools as the Kirksville (Mo.) Normal.

But agricultural education as it should presented by the normal
schools. and as it is taught by the hrst teachers, is a point of view, a
metlual of attack, an eatitude toward life. It means that all !studies
she .lil be taught in a different manner. It should enable the chil-
dren to live a fuller. richer, nobler life. It should show them that
mastering problems of raising. crops. baking bread. and sewing gar-
ments is just as truly educational as- the solving of a problem in
algebra or learning a conjugation in grammar. In addition to hav-
ing au equal educational and cultural value, it also has 31 body of
facts-that possess a utilitarian value. which will enable the children
of the rural communities to live a life on a higher materialistic plane.
They will, as a result of this knowledge. get !tetter returns frown the
soil, have 11101V ti1110 for culture and Cif-improvement. \vill be better
prepared to compete with the other classes, and get a "square deal."

In the training of teachers of agriculture at a State normal school,
I would emphasize these points:

First. Candidates Amid be selected who have at natural liking
and aptitude for rural life.

Second. The attitude of mind which the normal students should
be taught to impart to the future.pupils is that of contentment with
rural life. rather than a desire for urban life. Moreover. they must
be hrougt to realize that the studies of immediate value in human
service are as pod 'us any other studies for mental discipline and
culture.

Third. In teaching the sciences entering into a study of agri-
culture, the normal school shoidd not give the subject for its own
sake, but fur the sake of its bearing on the course. Thus, for
practical purposes lotany becomes a division. of font) and garden
crops. and biology turns itself into a concrete study of practical
11:1PriOlOgy.

FOOrth. Less tinge should be devoted to the dead languages and
more to preparation for practical living.

Fifth. Training should be given for leadership in rural affairs.
. Sixth. A rural practice school is necessary.

Seventh. The entrance requirements should be so adjusted that
those with -rural' tastes and training have att. opportunity to pass
which is equal to that of the city-bred girl.
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PLACE OP THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL IN AGRICULTURAL
. . EDUCATION.

OURRENT EDUCATIONAL TOPICS.

W. M. STEW ABT,
Dean of Rchooi of Education. UnIcersitu of Utah, Halt Lake City.

The point of view of social efficiency as the end of education has
brought about a reconstruction of the school. curriculum. Disci-
plinary subjects are replaced by the practical. The function of the
school is determined by the needs of society in the process of its/
evolutionary adjustment. What society and the individual need
/tint can be best done. in the school must be done there, no matter
what be the traditions of the past. In response to this ideal, the
school to-day, as never before, is studying- its own particular social
setting with the view of its own individual adjustment ; so the school,
for the first time in history, is assuming a really scientific attitude.

The problem tinder discussion is to find the place of agriculture
in the new scheme of education and especially with respect. to the
professional training of the teacher. If agriculture has an im-
portant place in the school curriculum, it. follows without further
prgumisnt that it has a similar importance in the curriculum of the
normal school or teachers college.

Using agriculture in its broadest. sense as embracing, especially
in the elementary curriculum, nature study, I out ready to make
the assertion that with its practical activities it is fundamental,
and hence extremely rich in educational resource. The `sociological
expert tells if5 that the present-day menace to our civilization, which
seriously impedes our progress and perhaps threatens our downfall,
is the instability' of the family. I am ready to midi,: the assertion
that. no subject can do more for the stability of the home than
agriculture in the schools. I do not mean the rural schools alone,
but also those of the city. I regard agricultural training as funda-
mental in the common schools and needed by every child. Then, if

414 contention is correct, and I challenge proof. of the contrary, it
is the special and necessary function of the school that is training
teachers to teach this subject in Winne of its phases to every prospective
teacher.

I um ready to concede that there are difficulties in the way which
may make it for the present impracticable to teach agriculture in
some normal. schools and teachers' colleges, and that probably the
agricOltural colleges will need temporarily to train teachers of agri-
culture. This, however, will be necessary only in the training of
high-school teachers of agriculture, domestic science, and domestic
art. But ultimately and ideally the agricultural teachers, as well
as all others, must be trained in a professional school for teachers. It
waa once held by many, and especially by high school and university

10
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!people, that to know a subject was to be able to teach it, but this.
-idea is now only a tradition. The constantly increasing complexity
of education, the social function of the school, and its relation to
the complex problems of our civilization make the pAfessional train-
ing of the teacher imperative; no amateur can be trusted to do so
important and difficult a work. It may readily be showti that. it will
he vastly more economical to place in the teachers' college the agri-
cultural subjects necessary for the training of teachersTthan to dupli-
cate the normal schools in agricultural colleges.

Teaching can only be made more efficient by teaching in terms of
the child's life and interests. We are coming to realize.that educa-
tion should grow out of the lives of the people and back into their
lives. Practical nature study aims to place the child a sympa-
thetic relation with his environment and give hint a broader basis of
knowledge whereby he may interpret his actions. Nature study
should create a sympathy for the industrial activit ijs of the country.
In brief, our sole aim is to give. a child a training which will fit
him for life in its broadest sense. We are not believers in the trade
school; but we do believe that this practical work can not only be
done along with the fundamentals, but that it. will strengthen them.

A PLAN OF NORMAL SCHOOL STATISTICS.

HOMER H. SEERLEV.
President Iowa Stale Teachers' Collor, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

State normal schools are now more numerous and proba[,ly more
essential and more appreciated than any other kind of state educa-
tional institutions. Tiny lieu] with vital problems, they return im-
mediate results, and they are more definitely responsive to. p7iblie
opinion than other educational movements can be. Their organiza-
tion is simple, their support is direct, their management is executive
in most instances, and their conception of their province is definite
and distinct. They seem to' be prevented from having an insti-
tutional conception of education, despite their standards of ex-
cellence, and they are not likely to Wive a national status or to
seek national recognition. With all their popularity, with all their
practicality, with all their success, with all their prospects anti privi-,
leges, the majority of them do not seem to seek to enlarge their
importance as public, organized efforts for improving civatzation,
and they are therefore not aiding to developrtheir field of activity,
or to increase their usefulness, or to demand their part in tice national
and State opportunities that'all other higher education inherits.

The efforts that have been made to pass S. 3 (the Page Bill) and its
predecessOrs, saas to include. the State normal schools as a factor in

_
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the great national Movement for it sensible, vocational education for
public- school teachers, have not been as productive Of results as would
have been the case were these schools as national 44,s are the State
universities and the. State agricultural and mechaaical colleges

A proper study of statistics, a proper classification of organized
efforts, a proper conception of what is done e'erywhere in the en-
deavor to train and to educate teachers, must enlarge the horizon of
these schools, must compel them to recognize their chances, must
urge them to enlarge their field of usefulness and power. and nom
qualify them to enter upon activities and possibilitie.s that would
enable them to participate in the remarkable development that the
United States is receiving. They would thifs keep paCe with the
progress and the largeness that these days of intense thought and
application permit, and continuous development and improvement-
would be the result. Without this view of conditions and undertak-
ings,' without this knowledge-of what is actually going on elsewhere.
without this touch with comparative standards and undertakings,
arhout this chance to keep abreast with the times, this kind of edu-
c,alional work will remain provincial, theoretical, and in eterminate,i.
when its very oppaqunities indicate that it ought to be t ie broadest,
the largest, and the bst that the age affords.

With these reflections in mind four typesorrnal schools mar
be dist ingsished. A. proposed plan of statistics would halm* figures
on income, expenditure,. faculty, students, traininp, department,
graduating class,per, capita expense of instruction, course of study.
'library, and plant and er.iyment.

These points for starslical information would not be considered
as applying very satisfactorily or generically to all the -different
classes of State normal schools. There remain, therefore, s'everal
solutions to the probli?ms involved if the work proposed is at all
worth doing. A few of these are suggested :'

1. Classify the State_normal schools on Atte ,acceptablebasis of
differentiation, and then work out a system of suitable and reasonable
statistics fer each of the classes designated.

2. Adopt a very few points that seem to be in common and be satis-
fied with the very mgiger information thus given as all that can be
deservedly said and recorded concerning this kind of State education.

3, Drop the entire proposition as of not sufficient Importance and
value to deserve either attention or interest, let alone the large amount
of committee and personal work that such an investigation must
regularly and systematically demand ofiois department.

7
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CLASSIFICATION OF PLANS FOR INDUSTRIAL TRAINING.

PHAN K M ITCII I.F:AV11-1.

Ai/oriole I'roff'xsor of 171(11181,40 Filiwativn. the Unit eiNity of Chicago, Ill.

Perhaps nothing serves better to distinguish all vocational schools
ft>oni our traditional educational institutions than the singleness of
purpose with which they are administered, and the classification here
made is based on the fundamental purposes of the different types of
schools studied.

In attempting to meet the very definite demand for training which
is motivated by vocational purpose, two rather distinct types Of
endeavor are to lx' observedone within the present school system
mid the other in a measure outside of, if parallel to, the existing
schools. Generally speaking the prevocational schools and voca-
tional high schools fall under the first classification, while the sep--
arate indiNtroil schools and the trade schools come wick. the second.

The purpose nf, prevocationtil industrial training In the seventh
and eighth grades seems to lie to secure the revision of the course of
study in the upper elententary grades, both as to content and method,
in order that the work given therein may appeal to those children
whose .vocn'tional interests are drawing them away from the school
altogether, and at a time. when their education is extremely limited
and fragmentary.

While intermediate, independent, or separaig industrial schools'
have much in common with the prevocational schools. there is one
radical difference.. They do not commonly prepare their pupils for
high schools.

The vocational high school retains many if net most. of the features
of the traditional high school. giving. however, the maximum amount
of training in vocational ssubject possible without jeopardizing the
pupil's opportunity for advanced training in higher institutions of.
learning.

Neither the prevocational. school, the separate' industrialschool,
nor the vocational high school claims to teach a trade. The. trade
tichonl? generally speaking, does not claim to teach anything else.

76
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The part-time cooperative plan recognizes the fact t# one may be
educated by his work as well asjor his work, and further recognizes
that th re is nothing more unfortunate in.our social order than the
necessi y which confronts so many children of choosing between all
&dug)l a all work at un.eurly age.

The plan Inplates an arrangement of school program and shop
employment whereby the' pupil gains practiod. shop experipee by
working far an emploYer and systematic instruction in the science
and art of the industry in the courses offered in the school. The
pupils work in the school and in the shop during alternate antl,Ispial
petiods, usually weekly, and receive wages from their employers while
in tliesshop.

The continuation §chool also depends upon cooperation between
the employer and the school. A minimum amount of time, however.
is devoted to the school work, generally from four to eight hours a
week.

The cokerative schools organized on the half-time basis are
planned for those who are still in the school system but who are feel-
ingihe pressure of economic conditions or the urge of real life. The
continuation school, on the other hand, is planned for those outside
of iSe system, and already engaged in gainful occupations.

Vocational, guidance is it necessary corollary of vocational educa-
tion, and the ultimate. success of either one will depend uPot the
ability;Of the school system.to furnisft.some measure of the other.

a.

PREVOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN THE SFVENTH ,AND
EIGHTH GRADES.

Ogoit.b&A.
ActinoEuperinfetulent of Rchools, Indianapoiin.

Different policies in prevocational work in the upper granimar
school grades are applied in Indianapolis, Boston, Cleveland, St.
Paul, and Newark. In some particulars all the schools under con-
sideration are irragreement. One point of agreement is in the" call "
for the industrial activity, or to put it differently, in the schoolman's
motive for introducing industrial activities into elementary-school
grades. The most'. fundamental motive appears to lie in the unmet
need of the boy and girl who does not or can not find education arid
culture (assuming that these two,words are not synonymous) through
and by books alone.

A second point, of agreement is inlhe choics.oftnaterial for educa-
tional purposes. The uniform reasoning seems to have,been this:

741.1s11
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" If a child's mind does not react by dealing with the illact and
the symbol, let us try the reality."

A third point, of agreement is the introduction of sec6ndary aim
ow

in elemeatary training.

.41111111

A fourth point of agreement lies in the eitinvictidn that the book
is indispensable in any forni of elementary training, that at least
half time should be given to the book, hilt that the book and the
activity should be so related as to vitalize wit other.

A fifth point of agreetuent re'late's to method and to quality ef
(lpstrial product. School practice should be " shop -p.m:6m" as far
as is 1)nLct icable. However, there appears to be rttnivel-sal convict ion
tItat in this elementari field the educational values must always domi-

/nate rather than the industrial values.
A sixth point of agreement is that the elementary industrial courses

must in' so planned that a boy or girl completing them may at his
opt iokt entey advanced courses Of study 'or enter industrial life. 4`

A seventh point of agreement. is that these children need (quell--
timid or vocational guidance when they pass out from the elemeittary
course and that they. need opportunities for continued education if
t hey enter the industries.

Among the points at which there is not exact agreement, is a ditTer-
ence in the degree of vocational cmphasis. It Would appear that the
cost will increase with thvvocational emphasis, for this emphasis ear-..
ries with it a larger-variel'r of activities, a more varied and complete
mechanical equipment. and more trained and more thor-
oughly experienc"I'teaclwrs.

1)EDUCTIONS.
S

'Flue elementary industriltl plan of education requires for its suc-
ess it school*building constrzted for it. sk. conventional school-
house will not (It). Yach activitSly tould have its room or rooms built
for that particular' activity.

" When it manual acti4ty becomes merely litanual labor, it"ases
to be an educating activity. At this point a labor-saving tool or
madtine must he int minced." If this statement is as it appears to be,
a princi4*. inherent in this plan of education, it will determine the
amount and.variety of machinery that must be made a part of shop
equipment.

"A boy between the ages of 14 years and 18 years is potentially at
his best as a Mechanic. That is, 'during these years lie can, with a
minimum amount of training, 'um out a finer mechanical product
than he can in later life." If this shall be.found to be.a principle, it
can not but profoundly influence all educational prac ce in the upper
elemenhiry and lower high-school grades.
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CONCLUSIONS.

The problems involved in educating girls by the elementary indus-
trial plait are notas yet either_ so successfully worked out (g.. so fully
worked out as arc those for boys.

The least successful part of the plan is the interrelation of the book
811(1 the activity.

It. is becoming evident-that the influence of theindustrial plan of
elementary education is destined to be considerable on both " manual
training" in general and on all elementary education. This forty of
education will not eliminate all the " failures fAn the schools, but

it is diminishing their number.

THE SEPARATE OR INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

M. W. NIUNRAY,

DO ('(or of Induthlul Education, Yen ton, Mars.

The devaltopment of the independent industrial school is duet to a
broadening educational policy which recognizes the right of every
pupil to the kind of training best. suited to hiS individual needs. We
have come to realize that a scheme of education which is intended
primarily for the selZct few who enter the professions-wall not. educate
effectively all children, even if they were comlielled to remain in
school.

It iA the intent of the Massachusetts law to prom9te by State aid
the 'development of a nest- Cite of school which in fitting for wage-
earning occupafions.shall be unhampered by the.tractices and methods
of the regular public whools.

This school aims first to discover what its pupils are capable of
doing and rhat -line of trade work, if any, they are fitted to pursue.
The aimis to offer a four-year course, three yeah in the school and.'
the loinf In the trade, under the sup vision of tilts school.

In the Newton Independent iudu§trilil 864 the shopwork in-
eludes courses in carpentry,, cabil netinaking; pattern making, printing,
'machine-shop practice, and electrical 'work. The. shopwork forms a

tcore for the teaching of drawing, English, mathematics, science, his-
A

tor3%, and eivics, and makes it possible foe mils to see the real use of
much of the bookwoh. The shopwork is all conduked in the way in
which similar work in commercial life would bat carried on.

The aim of the work in English is to enable the pupil tu express
-himself clearly, adequately, and in, correctEnglish, both orally and
in writing; to devel4 his vocabulary' of industrial terms, and the
ability to consult sources of informatios along mechanicallines, and.
tn. organize working facts Ito convenient end useful Im.p; to

- . .

.
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quaint him with the'rapidly developing literature of the mode,rn
industrial world; and to uhivate the habit of reading good books,

Such/a subject as machine-shop practice, through its shop calcula-
tions and shop costs. otters an opportunity to eelich,.with an absolute
application to what the buys are doing, all the practical mathematics
which the average man will ever need to know or use. 'fins school
is reaching those who are hopelessly lost to other types of schools.

The most difficult problem 'nix the industrial schools is to find
teachers who are caliable 44( carrying out the program outlined in
part above. On acrount o the expense of the building and its
equipment, starting these schools has been difficult, and it has_hee' it
the almost universal practice to take buildings which have been dis-
carded for regular school purposes and to adapt them to the needs
of the industrial school. If these schools are to be a success, they
must receive adequate !lousing and equipment.

1 '
THE SEPARATE TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL.

3ANIF.S F. BARK F.R.
1O1114110 of 1hr Eiii4 Terhnirol MO :;ehool. elercland. Ohio.

The seloads that he included under this title would he only
those %vhicli have a course of Andy where English. mathematics,
sience. shopmirk. and drawing are flu fundamentals, and where the
foreigii,lailguages and history play less imPortant parts. Of schools

this tire there are comparatively few ip the United States.
One of the. royplaints made against the.technical high school has

been that it is failing in its purpose of supplying the industrial unit
for work at, the trade and is inspiring lags to seek an engineering
education. Doubtless this provision in the course (4 study is wise
to just'that extent. The technical high school can not and never
should hope to supply, the trade with its workmen, but should fit
boys to enter industrial callings and at the same time should include
techtiii. preparation.

To ITISny.Pupils, in fact., to probably 75 per cent of those oho enter
the technical high schools, the opportunity to get further educafion
is not p'ossible, due largely to the lack of financial means. These
schools must then be the finishing school for most of the boys and
girls, apd to this'end the trade instruction is useful.

Itirarely happens that manufacturers can find 'foremen or shop
sup erintemjents ivho have suitable training for their positions, and.
in nan.y instances our best men are foreign trained. There are two
reasons brick of this: One is the inability of the manufacturers to
offer the proper training to-their men and the other is the lack of
vitker schools.. We can not, therefore, draw our teachers from the. .

at
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shops and factories, except in rare instances. One of lied-unctions
of the technical schools shguld be to train the men who, with ade-
quate additional shop experience, can in turn take the positions in
the technical high schools, or who will be fitted to organize the work
of the grammar grades. Technical schools are ff1Vw suffering as
much from a lack of trained men for the teaching staff as from all
other causes.

In re ulation, these points should be noted:
(a) iroper training must be available in- grammar gradesfirst,

for the trades; second, for the academic stool; and, third, for the
separate technical high school.

(h) Proper training 'must be available in the separate technical
high school forfirst, th trade foremanship; second, for high-school
engineering courses and technical normal courses; and, third, for
technical colleges.

These are to he some of the developments in the larger cities in
public secondary education in the immediate future.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN THE COSMOPOLITIAN HIGH SCHOOLS.

H. B. WapoN,
Superintendent of Schools, Decatur, Ill.

A cosmopolitan high school may be defined, from the vocational
standpOint, as a high school which provides various kinds of voca-
tional education. In such a school are combined the advantages
which some communities seek to provide by establishing special types
of high schools. Such a school offers many courses, and trains for
many vocations in one plant and under one management. Ideally.
such a school will provide equal or proportional representation of
all types of -vocations which the children of a given community may
.wis to pul.sue.

The problem of the public schools in providing industrial training
is essentially one of produRing skilled labor. The school must seek
to render efficient and bitelligent all those who are to serve society
through participation' in the irkdustries. It should proceed in the.solution of this prqblem, however, consciously guided, by the fact
that skilled labor isof t*dwidely different kinds that which de-
'pends mainly din habit'and that which 'depends mainly tupon initia-
tive: Between tile extremes of these types 8f labor we find .a large

livariety of ability with various combinations of habitual action and
initiative, of course.' '

No public high school. which I have been able to study, attempts
to provide industrial trainingfor the first typ4. ornaborer. The
school may do much, to be elute, in tendering these laborers Indus.
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trially intelligent, but the training essential in securing this end is
largely of the type which emphasizes the development, of initiative
rather than habitual action.

THE PUBLIC-TRADE SCHOOL.

Cienal,s,8 F. PERRY,
Supervisor of Industrial Education, Pub 14e schtiolm, Milwaukee, Ma.

Two basic questions propounded to the trade school are: Can a
boy serve a successful apprenticeship in a trade school? If so. what
does it cost the taxpayer? These seem to be the, main questions.
Those who areinterested in educatidnal work have many more ques-
tions in detail to ask.

The cost of the high-school student per year in Milw ukee is ap-
proximately $(0. or $9.-10 for his four-year course. ikfli cost of the
trade-school graduate is approximately twice this amo nt for two
years. laithe trade - school graduate is worth, on leaving school. be-
tween three-And four times the amount of the high-school graduate
Who has not. had. special vocational training in his secondary school
work.

citycity which is fortunate enough to have a municipal trade
school in its public-school system can hold before-every boy,ere he
reaches the age of 11, the incentive to remain in school and make the
most of himself while he has the opportunity.

The best place foe trade schools is in the public-school sygtem, and
its specific place in thatifystem is where it can help directlsLatd in-
directly the boys and girls who feel the desire or need to go to work,
and its influence should be available when thig desire or need pre-
sents itself. Its strategic position can be used as a power for voca-
tional inspiration equal to, if not greater than, its oppqrtunity for
actual trade teaching. ,

THE PART-TIME COOPERATIVE PLAN OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

ADELVERT L. SAFFORD,

'Originator of the Beverly (Alass.1 *opera f fry, Half -tine Public Industrial school; Iwo
Superintendent of Schools,. Chelsea, Man.

In all igthistrial education there are teveral pates in interestthe
manufacturer, the workmen, the pupils, and the public. For the
purposes of bar cijscussieT,t1he interest-of the pupils may be con-
sidered as part of the interest of the pnbhc. In the public cooperative
industrial school the three principal parties in interest may become
active participants in the management of the school. It is in the
harmonizing and fulfilling of the legitimate aspirations of these
. -ti-12-6
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three parties in interest that the cooperative school encounters its
greatest difficulties and achieves its greatest excellence.

The parties in interest have much in common, but each places
greatest stress on some feature that beyond a certain point becomes
antagonistic or prejudicial to the interests of the others. s/ ,

In the management of such a school the manufacturer, the work-
men, and the-public should all be represented, but the degree of suc-
cess of the administration will be largely determined by the extent
to which they merge their interests into one control for both factory
work and school work.

In order to show the relation of the shopwork of the cooperative
school to that of other schools it is convenient to classify the various
forms according to the purposes they serve, as: (a) Cultural, (b) pre-
liminary trade training, (c) trade training.

'While the cooperative school plan has its elements of danger, never-
theless it possesses advantages which can not be claimed to an equal
extent for any other. type. One week in the school followed by one
week in the factory is the:usual plan of 'alternation.

Although continuation schools ;were originally intended to con-
tinue the regular elementary-school"subjects. they are now chiefly
devoted toteachieg the technical and theoretical subjects required in
the trades practiced. The plan of devoting the cooperative school
wholly to the acquisition of technical knowledge and trade efficiency
was greatly encouraged by the exiiiiip e o apprenticeship schools.
maintained by the large corporations, by the emands of manufac-
turers not maintaining their own schools, an' by the desires of the
pupils themselves who hoped to increase the r wages.by this study.
The philanthropic trade schools have also for the most part. limited
themselves to satisfying the demands of the trade, and give no sepa-
rate place on the'program for the cultivation of personal, social, and
civic obligations. .

May not the love of creative work that enables youths to take so
kindly to shopwork serve to motivate the personal, social, and civic.
bettefment subjects? May we not pith profit change our require-
ments from memorizing bNiokS to right actions; from book civics to
intelligent participation in civic life; from formal physiology to
hygienic 'living; froin economics to social service;. from grammar

140dcompOsitiOn to shop records and business and social documents?
e need less formality, but more concentration, effort, and self-

. control. -
- Making an.lionest living contains the elements of living an honest

life. Industrial efficiency, functioning in the person, implies such
.fundgmental virtues as diligence, responsibility, self-control, and. co-
operation. Industry. and right rattions with fellow-workmen are

lit 4
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an excellent approach to right relations to the community and the
State.

Finally, there is a culture resulting from doing and being, more
vital than the culture derived from books alone. Industrial educe-,
tion makes this vital culture possible in greater or less degree to a
class of individuals for the most part hopelessly out.of reach of the
traditional streams of liberal education.

THE CINCINNATI CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.

PIA NY JOHNSTON,

Woodward High School, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A certain sanitarium gave a test for insanity which it always
claimed was absolutely conclusive. It was .very simple. The patient
was given a large dipper and was set to emptying a tub of water set
under a hydrant with the water turned on. If the patient continued
trying to empty the tub without' turning the water off he was de-
clared to be hopelessly insane. We. as schoolmen, are undertaking a
similar task in our battle against ignorance, as long as we allow a
stream of ignorant children to leave our schools, simply because they
are 14 years old.

The continuation school retards the flow. The necessity of a con-
tinuation school for men is not as great as the - necessity of a coil-
tinualion school for women. No one who has ever engaged in any
philanthropic work for girls in our large citieatkwonders why girls
go to fhe bud the wonder rather is how any of them ever remain
clean. It is said that the New York shopgirl meets only one pure-
minded woman in her whole city life, and that is her Sunday;school
teacher. Since the Sunday-school teacher seems to be no longer a
factor in the shopgirl's life, there is absolutely no influence, except
accidental, that works for her good.

The age of 14 to 16. inclusive, is recognized as the period of the
rapid development of interest in self and life. There is need for
care at this age in respect to the social life, and the.reason that the
high school in some of its phases is a most bitter disappointment is
because of the lack of this social life. At this age the question of
what the children learn is not as important as what they get by asso-
ciation, inference, and intuition. These young folks are put to auto-
matic work in tbewahops. Their employers have learned by long
experience that young persons at this age, do not thinkat least
about the interests of their employer or the dire of his machinery.'\
Thus they are set to work at machines, where the only. evidence -of
brains is found in the inventor.. pay. eftet datthq do the rime

4
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thing, the same way, and watch the clock till escaping time comes.
Fatigue toxin has poisoned their bodies and their minds. The relief
from that toxin is sought in amusement, and the amusement at hand
is nfit, the right sort. To meet these various necessities Cincinnati
has developed a system of continuation schools.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

MEYER BLOOM F. "Lo,

Director of the Vocation Bureau of Boston, Mau.

What, has given rise to the nation-wide interest in the subject of
vocational guidance? Advising with young peOple as to their future
is noCa new thing. Reflection must convince one that personal and
individual effort, hOwever invaluable, can not deal .adequately with
modern,conditions. Tenement homes, a laveiwnigrant population
as yet unacquainted with the possibilities of the new country, large
school classes, slid complex conditions of commerce and industry
give rise to a situation which, besides friimdly sentiment, needs facts,
organization, and even science to Understand and rope with.

Whose business is it tofollow up the results of the transition from
school to work? Whose business is it to audit our social accounts
and discover how fur our costly enterprises in education, the pain, the
thought, the skill, and the sacrifice we put forth with the growing
generation are well or ill invested in the field of occupation? The
higher training schools are as profoundly concerned in this prob-
lem as are the elementary schools.. The well-to-do are no less affected
than the poor. Until society faces the question of the life careers of
its youth, the present vocational anarchy will continue to beset the
young work seekers.

Vocational guidance presents itself as a community problem: To
lessen the social waste, to furnish necessary information about various
occupations and their advantages and disadvantages and the training
necessary for efficiency in them, to broaden the range of choice, and
to deepen the " life-career motive" in education and in employment,

.the vocation bureau was organized in Boston, the first of the kind in
the country. The main interest of the bureau is not the employment
of youth, however favorable and pleasurable the Opportunity, but
its best social investment. Underlying all its endeavors is the realiza-
tion that a lknger period in school and continued training are funda-
mental to achievement in every desirable occupation. In accordance
with this plaa 117 teachers were appointed to serve as vocational
counselors, and the opportunities open to boys and girls were fully
discussed .in a course of lectures and discussions conducted by the
vocational director.
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Vocational guidancOis a service in behalf of efficient democracy;
for work and school must join hands in fitting the future citizen for
the highest and best achievements.

TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR SECONDARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

A. 0. 1110NAHAN,

Specialist in Ayricu lineal Education, United States Bureau of Education.

Some idea of the present demand for instructors qualified to teach
agriculture in secondary schools may be derived from the fact that in
the United States at present there are over a hundred' special agri-
cultural schools, located in 17 different* States, supported in whole or
hi part by the States, and that agriculture was taught in 1910 as a
separate subject in more or less complete courses to over 37,000 pupils
in 1,800 public and 140 private high schools, according to the reports
submitted by these schools to the Bureau of Education.

Of these special agricultural schools and the 2,000 public and pri-
vate high schools teaching aeiculture only a very few besides the
institutions giving four-year courses in the subject have instructors
with a college or normal-school training in scientific agriculture, anc1
a large percentage of the active teachers with such training have had .
no training in psychology or pedagogy. Probably no one factor has
had greater influence in retarding the introduction of substantial
courses in agriculture in all high schools whose pupils are drawn in
large nuinbers from farming districts than the shoNage of properly
qualified teachers.

It will be several years before the supply of men available as
instructors in agriculture will be sufficient to fill the demand.
Although the salaries paid -are from 50 to II ler cent higher than

eten
those paid for instructors in other subjects :it: condary schools, the
State colleges of agric4lture are finding difficulty in persuading men
to qualify specially foiteaching, because even these salaries are not
equal to those paid in the agricultural industries to the graduates of
these institutions. It is important, however, that properly trained
men be obtained. Agriculture as a high-school science has not yet
been developed into good pedagogical form, and until such develop-
ment has taken place a higher grade teacher-is netded for the agri-
cultural subjects,, than /or any other subject in the high-school
curriculum.

Men for this work need a,liberal education in the general cultural
subjects and special training: Fi , in the physical and natural
pckences, particularly in their rel ion to the science and art of agri-
culture; second, in nical a radical agriculture and farm prac-
tice; third, in rural socio ogy and agricultural economics; fourth, in
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general psychology and pedagogy; fifth, in special agricultural peda-
gogy, including the history of agricultural and industrial educatiol!,
the place and purpose of agriculture in the high school, the function
of the agricultural high school, special methods of teaching agricul-
ture, and other similar aspects of agricultural teaching. The oppor-
tunity for such preparation in whole or in part is offered by 36 of
the 50 State colleges of agriculture.

THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL: WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS
ON PART-TIME WORK IN AGRICULTURE.

R. W. STIIISON,

.4 gent for Agricultural Education, Board of Education of Momichusetta.

Vocational education in the usage of the State of Massachusetts
includes all forms of specialized education the controlling purposes
of which are to fit for useful occupations. Agricultural education, as
a phase of this subject, means that form of vocational education
which fits for the occupations connected with the tillage of the soil,
the care of domestic anitnals, forestry, and other wage-earning or
productive work on the farm.

Productive work of a high order of efficiency is Coming to be con-
sidered the real test of all systetnipof vocational education of second-

.' ary grade.' ,Particularly in vocational agricultural education .it is
coming to be accepted that the training Must be such as to develop
both skill and managerial ability. The competent farmer must be
not ,only expert in the varied technique of his calling, but also a
sound and progressive business manager. ,

Neither skill nor business ability can be learned from books alone=
nor merely from observation of the work and management of others.
Both require active participation. during the learning period in
productive farming operations of real economic or conxnercial
importance.

small, can put its own land and equipment is that of dem a ion
ePerhaps the best use to which an agricultural rge r

o

and experiment. Most schools appear to have adopted thisil,..is view.
The problem, then, of providing for actual participation, both as

manager. add as worker, in productive farming, simultaneously with
his classrdbM instruction, on the ,part of tlurboy in the agricultural
school; may fairly biJooked upon as thedspost startling and stupen-
dons problem in this pee field of vocational education: How shall
it be solved"( . ,

It is believed that home farm work, supervised by the sehOol, where.
conditions are at all like those in Massachusetts; might well be sub-
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stituted as far as possible for the present methods of much works
little work, or no work at all of a productive and managerial nature,
now found in connection with vocational agricultural school train-
ing; and that the project method of bringing agricultural science
immediately to bear on actual farm practice, in giving conunercial
agricultural enterprises conducted by the boys themselves, is a prom-
ising solution of our most pressing problem in this field of vocational
training. Most boys, like most men, learn best by being told and
showii on the field of action. This method offers the boy, all too
eager to quit school for work on reaching his fourteenth birthday,
a strong incentive to continue in school; because it bids fair to make
him an earner while still a learner. Boys like to fegl that as mem-
bers of the family theA are at least able to pay their own way.

I

STATE-AIDED DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE IN PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS.

1

Dick J. CROSBY,
Eipecia lint in igricullurn1 I:disci/Non of the L'nAS States Offlee of Ezperiment Stations.

Eleven States have appropriated funds to encourage the teaching
of agriculture in existing public high schools. Several. other States
have made provision for special agricultural schools or given money
for conducting teachers' training courses in which agriculture is
one of the subjects of instruction, but. these are not considered, in
this paper.

State aid varies in the different States from $250 to $3,000 to
each school. The number of schools receiving. State aid is usually
limited by the size of a lump-sum appropriation, and this ap-
propriation varies from $10,000 in Massachusetts to $125,000 in
Minnesota.

The requirements to be met by thk schools receiving State aid
vary greatly in the different States, but in the main they include
the employment of teachers having speqial training for their work,
provision for suitable laboratories and raboratory equipment, land
for educational work in agriculture, and the giving of Courses of
study approved by the State authorities in charge.

As a system for the 'development of agricultural and industrial
education, State aid p&wsses -many advantages over any system
depending solely upon local initiative. In the first place, it usually
insures better Duipment, especially laboratories. Secondly, State
aid carries witftioa certain amount of State supervision, and this
can more easily bp made expert supervision than where everything
concerning courses of study!and methods of teaching are left to
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town or county superintendents. And, finally, State aid will greatly
stimulate the introduction of agriculture, home econonoies, and farm
mechanics into our public high schools, and contribute Materially to
the success and permanence of this work. This will be accomplished
because higher salaries will be paid and better teachers retained.

HIGH-SCHOOL AGRICULTURE WITHOUT STATE SUBSIDY.

W. II. FRENCH,
Michigan .4 yr-tett/tarot Chilelle. Eaml Lunuirsq. Mich.

If education is to " fit for complete living,- or if it into give one
power, we must admit in the first instance that' the high-school
graduate is not fitted for life. and in the second instance if he has
power it is only in the'` potential" form.

In order to give the product of the publicschooi real power', or
active power, the work of the schoolroon must ire attached to the
activities of human life through the introduction of such courses as
will enable the student. in the process of his training, to apply prin-
ciples to the acflial solution of some of life's p2Aleins. In other
words, vocational courses will afford an opportunity fov shell appli-
cation and at the sonic time enable the student In discover his own ,

aptitudes and develop a real purpose in life before. he leaves the
public: school.

The traditional course of study need not he discarded; in fact. it
must not he discarded, but It may be modified. This paper dis-
cusses the relation of the high school, which has been culled the
people's college," with more or less of truth, to the great ptoblem of
the use and conservation of natural .resources.

the children enter the high,achoal on the average at 14 years of
age, in the midst of the adolescent period. If it is true that the
period ,from 14 to .18 years is the formatives period, then it would seem
perfectly logical that during such time he should be introduced to
the activities of human life; and his true dtvelppment would consist
in relating his knowledge of literature, mathematics, science, and art
o the activities in which men 'and women engage. Probably the

eatest function of the high school is to open the door of opportunity
fore boys and girls and give them somewhat of a vision of their

vs I I 'ties.
Ii bras been clearly shown in each State that there is an interest

on the part of the people in agriculture as a subject of 'Study; second,
that agriculture correlates nicely with other science subjects;
that we can

many

intellectual power through it; fourth, that the
liveS of many young men are redirected and turned toward. agricul-
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lure; fifth, that practical results in farming processes in the coin-
murrity are, secured.

111,6
If agriculture is to be presented in the most successful way, the-

courses should be introduced slowly, backed by properly organized
public sentiment, and without such a forcing process as would be
entailed by the offering of a State subsidy fo the high.schools taking
up this work. Moreover, the teachers shduld he adequately trained;
the course must he long enniigh to develop some definite results,
logical in its arrangement and proper in its content.

The intellectual element has always been dominant in education;
and while we may give physical, moral, intellectual, and industrial
instructionand in my judgment all these courses should be given-
still in the work of public education the intellectual element must
continually he dominant. We an, not introducing courses in agri-
culture nwrely in order to turn out trained farmers, but we are intro-
ducing these courses in order that the student may relate general
science to agricultural science and leave the school with an intelligent
knowledge of the application of the scientific principles and with a
'vision of what lie can do in the application of those principles in
:ulna] farm activities. What the country needs is intelligent farm-
ers, professional farmers, or men who are artists in their line.

IA PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS SHOULD AGRICULTURE BE TAUGHT AS
AGRICULTURE OR AS APPLIED SCIENCE ?

I.By W MU A M It. HART,
ProfrAnor Af .4 griewItural Education, If asnoehoxeltv .4orleullural College, .1mherat, Maas.

The conflict betwen theory and practice is inevitable. Theory, on
the one hand, is only a way of exgressing in general terms one's idea
about a group of facts or thelOasons for a course of action. On the
other hand, practice is only the customary way of doing things. The
method finds its chief justification in tradition.

Instruction in agriculture has two distinct phases. One involves
the process of learning the art of doing things connected with flit
field, the garden. the barn and feed yard, the orchard, the meadow
the wood lot, and the tool house. The other phase of agricultural in-
struction relates to the sciences on which these several arts depend
for their explanation. Art and science, instead of being opposed,

.e more intimately connected in the study of agriculture than in
other subject now offered in, the schools, unless it is language.

The 'tality of language. as a school 'study through the centuri t is
due to e intimate blending of the two arts of speaking and wri g'
with the two sciences of grammar and logic. When we once be-
come conscious of this indissoluble tie between the arts of cohmitt- '--
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nication and the sciences of hunia.4 thinking, no school reform will
ever lay violent hands on grammar and logic.

Agriculture is much more complex. Instead of embracing only
two, it has a large group of arts. Instead of being explained by
only two sciences, agriculture lays tributh on nearly eery science
known to man. And when the teacher of either agriculture or of
science once becomes, conscious of this ganglionic 'tie between the
agricultural arts and all of the sciences he will teach science less
" for the sake of science" and more "for the service of man."

The human-interest aspect of the physical and hiologi.cal sciences
is what ma)ces certain substances like soil, ii'ater, and air, and a
few plants :did animals, agricultural. TO teach these things apart,
from theirluman interest makes them simply objects of science and
not agricultural' 7t *mild therefore appear- dial from (he stand-
p t of the close 'elation of the larmvarts to 'the sciences, or from
the standpoiht of Vinnan i41ter4t, agricultureshould olie taught as
agriculture and not as an appliedscience: i

11.-By (. F. WARREN,
Profr.mor nf Farm Slaufsgemcnt, Cornell Unlverallo, Wined, Y. 1-.,

Since agriculture is based on all the sciences, ome tItit-sons have
argued that it can best be taught 'by having the principles presented
in the separate sciences rather than by having a new subject. This
argument may sound logical, but it is utterly impractitable. Our
textbooks of science are not written by persons who know much
about agriculture. As soon as they go beyond a few very general
illustrations they are more likely to empliiisize some popular halal
Phan to give real scientific principles. Agriculture is a new and At
rapidly growing science. To keep all the textbooks up to date
would be an impossible task. It will be difficult enough to keep the
textbooks on agriculture up to 'date Without having to revise the
agricillture in the science books every year.

Perhaps no er1or is mnore prevalent than the idea that agricul-
ture is nothing but the application of other sciences..,Even.some
agricultural colleges still fail to grasp the idea that agriculture is

4ai it if a science. Probably half . eaching of agriculturb.
is not the application of any science-except he science of agricul-
ture. The laying of a tile drain is not physics._ The training of
a colt is not zoology. The grading and packing of apples is not
botany.

Any 86°61 course that pretends, to prepare for farming must
teach the. usual sciences and ought to include in these. as many agri-

(cultural. illustratigns, as possible, tkut to try to rziP' agricultural
trainintivabout. agriculture as a septirate subjects like Hamlet .

I., with left out.



SOCISI Y OF COLLEGE TEACHERS OF EDUCATION.

WHAT "SHOULD THE DIFFERENCE Bg'rWEEN GRADUATE AND
UNDERGRADUATE WORK IN EDUCATION.

EI)WARJJ F. BUCHNER,
Professor of Ellun lion and Philosophy, Johns Hopkins rnirersilellollanors, Md.

Thor phrasing of the subject implies that our attitude toward
the ;topic is deliberative rather than legislative. Grudhate work
and education as a subject of advanced instruc 'on largely char-
acterized the university developments of the last arter of the
nIneteentl century: but while the two movements are c oinitant,
they are n t necessarily complementary.

Teaching,as an'art, and education as a body of knowledge per
taining to that art, are in many respects quite' unlike technical pro-
fessions, such as engineering, law, and medicine. In the latter,
the ,student may not practice before he has completed his training.
while at the same time the standards of this training are con-
stantly 'raised. On the contrary, the student who has entered col-
lege may interrupt the course of his training at alina,st any point
to go out to teach in some fashion. The irregular and accidental
experience thus gained is a large. part of the uncontrolled\ factors I
entering"in the training of the teacher.

viewed from ektreme angles, there is ground for die eoniction
entertained b74 some that .teaching and research are directly opposite
motivations in students. Thekcollege graduate tends to go at (met
into teaching, and trusts.to chance for succes.s. If education has
appeared in his college work,.it.:should have aimed to secure direct
beneficial result* for thestUdent, and not to have been measured by
any less utilitarian Siiindaids...

iGrad,pate work, on thR other hand, trains n,
!
fechnigee through

subject, miser, in additNn to demanding a :working knowledge of
facts, and an additkon by the student to the sum of knowNdge. The
trf genius of graduate work consists in the ability to weigh evidence.
But at Thep le time all graduate work is not entirely research. :

We §hoild ecogtlize a . differace between graduate and under-
graduate work in education in the resulto be Obtained, the scope
of the -subjeot.matter, and the methods of procedure, 'these three

. .11F 91
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points become six when it is remembered that we should include them
twice over in our consideration of the bearing of education on the
training of teachers and the attempt to hold education as a field of
knowledge, as objectively as possible.

Education as undergraduate' work helps the teacher in training
anticipate school problems as well as prepares the future citizen in
his collegiate youth to think clearly on the public and individual
values of schooling. In a restricted and quasi- professional way the
undergraduate work should include as 'much about education at; a
teacher should know. Everything that will throw light on the prob-
lems of those who have to bring constructive influences to hear ilium
amain beings normally belongs here. In graduate work the aim

sh d be the advance of education directly through a further train-
ing o teachers. Otherwise educational inquiry could l& carried on
by th who are not teachers, as has been done in some instances.
The practical bearing of this result is no more direct and extends
no further than the general connectionnbetween all knowledge and
all practice. What is known alxmt education is the excuse for teach-
ing it, and it is because of the ignorance of the undergraduate (as
future citizen or teacher) that this teaching should be performed.
What we do not know about education is reason enough for graduate
work, in the vensv that advance in instruction finally becinnes
research.

It is imperative that Let discera clearly thvnity in all education.
despite the variable forms and changes \OUR it is constantly ex-
hibiting. The detailed work, whether undergraduate or graduate.
but particularly the former, should therefore be so well balanced
with respect to the threefold knowreage of history, science, dnd tech-
nique as will guarantee to tho.student, within the range of ordinar
probability, an intellectual appreciation of this unity and a conse-
quent transfer thereof into professional ability. Every teacher needs,
therefore, a working knowledge of the history of educational theory
and practice, of the conditions of healthy human development, and
of the technique involving practice and public administration.

Varying distinctions are made between graduate and undergrad-
uate work, while -education has been slowly making its way as a
subject -for research. Statistics compiled 'by the United States
Bureau of Education and by the author indicate, among other things.
a recognition in practical school administration now given the college
graduate as a teacher.

DISCUSSION.

[In discussing Dr,. Buchner's paper, Charles DeGarmo, Profess r
of the Science and Art of Education, Cornell University, made the
following points, in littrt
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Graduate lend undergraduate s dies may he identical; they may
differ in degree only ; or they may di kind. The type of work to
be done by a 'student in education will vary, irs ffru lig to-leading
purposes; and. second, according to conditions of time, knowledge,
and experience.

Graduate work in education for the M. A. degree should be an ex-
tension of undergraduate study in this departmen.t. The NN:ork for
the doctor's degree in education ;hould he 'apportioned 'as follows:
One-third in educatimi proper; one-third psychology and bio-
logy; one-third in the social sciences. tirinInate walk 111 educstion
should be dolpinatediby the idea of research. but of a connected
'lither than of a detached character. The minors should, so far as
possible, be studied with their educational applications in view,
rather than as pure sciences; e. g., race psychology and modern logic
in their bearing upon the reconstruction of English grammtr. The
doctor's thesis should, of course, IT upon an educational theme, but.
so far as possible, be based upon oneor more of the fundamental
sciences. The course of a graduate student in education should,
aside from the thesis, be fairly well distributed over the important
fields and focused iipo such studies as history and principles of
education, administrationi etc. Before beginning their graduate
study in education. Ni ii(16litS who have never taught should he ad-
vised of the many advantages of-nt least a brief teaching experience.

RELATION OF NORMAL SCHOOLS TO DEPARTMENTS AN_ D SCHOOLS
OF EDUCATION IN UNIVERSITIES. g

1.By 4; EOR(ir, JANEA,

ncon of the Colicgc of Education, Unirrrsitjt of Alioncnota. 1l (nnrnpolfs.

Tn discuss this problem clearly it is convenient to think of the
normal school, with a two -veer course for high-school graduates
and of the university department, or school of education, with a
four-year course of general and special study, of which 'Mlle year
may be professionarwm:k in the field of adoration and allied sciences.
The standards here proposed are imniediately workable and to that
extent fall below the ideal.

The law and practice of certifient ion of leachers need revision.
The fundamental problem in the relation of normal schools and

departments or schools of education in colleyes and universities con-
cerns the preparation of high- school teachers. The general question
of the training of teachers for public high schools is one of the most
vital educational problems of the country. -The- teaching in higher
institutions isadmittedly much inferior to what it should be. Never-

...kw...me
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theless the average instruction in the college is at least respectable;
partly because the number of candidates is greater thkn the demand,
therefore a selective process is constantly functioning; partly be-
cause a knowledge of subject matter tends to balance the lack of
teaching ability, since the students are relatively mature, and able,
therefore, to make progress in the face of odds.

The hest teaching. in the public schools is found in the kinder-
garten and in the primary grades. Careful investigation seems to in-
dicate a greater efficiency in-the elementary schooPthan in any other
part of the system-of public education.

The teaching in the high school represents too often a training
which is 'not much beyond that of the pupils in the same school in
respect to years of study and is not infrequently almost lacking in
the qualities of special professional discipline.

Even the rural-school situation, bad as that is, does not seem at the
moment quite as difficult as is the problem of efficient high-school
teaching. Ina word, then. tree country school, the graded school, and
the college are all in a more hopeful position, as far as teaching is
concerned, than is the secondary school.

The men who are in charge of school systems have come to demand
three things of all candidates: First, a reasonable amount of native
teaching ability; second, a fair acquaintance with the subjects to be
taught ; third, a detnite idea of the nature of the school and some
acquaintance with schoolroom management and the ordinary routine
of instruction and government. Each of the is a perfectly legiti-
mate demand, and no one need beoiypercritical in asking on which
of them the greatest stress ip or shai'ild he laid. Public opinion sup-
ports to-day, in theory if not always in practice, the proposition that
both scholarship and professional training are necessary for the
teacher. The opportunity for 4ining should be adequate, organized
economically, and accessible.

The function of the normal school is primarily to prepare ele-
mentary-school teachers. The function of a department or school of
education in a college or university is to give a professional training
of higher grade. According tolithe soundest. theory and practice, no
serious overlapping of scope or field need develop, if higher institu-
tions of learning care to undertake this type of vocational discipline
and will giN'e to it the same support which is now extended to prepa-
ration for other lines of social set-vice, If colleges and universities
do not eqtiip themselves to train high-school teachers effectively, the
normal college idea is sure to spread and the Statkwill be called upon
to maintain a training school for higher teachers apart from its
university, at a certain loss in efficiency, economy, and accessibility.,
The relations of normal schools to departments or schools of education
in universities will be worked out first of all in reaped- to field or
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function in State system of public instruction. When this funda-
mental problem is solved other questions at issue will easily; be
answered. -

II.By CHARLES H. JOHNSTON.
Dean of the School of Education, the Unirernity of Kansan, Lawrence.

All discussions of our question, whether administrative or purely
educational, must be predicated upon the assumptions that the prepa-
ration of teachers is essentially analogous to other professional prepa-
ration; that the public school men cannot do without the teacher of
education; and that where different types of institutions organize to
prepare teachers, there must be some cooperative State plan put into
operation whereby needless duplication of function may he avoided,
and where the natural developments of these same institutions may
cobtinue as rapidly. as possible.

In the normal school, organization of content for presentation
rather than the dominant college ideal 'of organization for further
discovery for research is to be the aim. Inthe whole field of teacher
training the normal school has, by virtue of priority, a right. to enter.

As I see the problem. we professors of education have not succeeded
better than we have chiefly because we have had to work alone profes-
sionally. What is most needed in most universities is the active and
definite cooperation of the leaders among the scholars of the facul-
ties, particularly of those who combine their scholarly interests with
their intelligent concern for the high schools. The former apathetic
cooperation of our scholarly colleagues and specialists, who offer tech-
nical courses, such as tilt history and psychology of education, often
under protest, or who generally make a misnomer of some academic
course, has dampened the professional atmosphere both for ourselves
and our students. A genuine professional organization practically
within the present resources of our universities is 'possible; Then
hard but harmonius uninternipted' work for teachers will be, as it
ought long ago to have been, one of the specific aims of universities.
If the above account is correct. the normal - school insinuations that
the universities are not equipped for training teachers will no longer
hold. Consequently some plan for the coordination of the-pedagog.-

'ical functions of these two institutions becomes evidently necessary.

III.By ELMER E. JONES,
Profeanor of Ilistory and Phaotophy of Education, Untoersifij of Indiana, Bioamington.

The' marvelous development of interest in 4e scientific study of
education, which has developed in the past' decoke, has had a marked
effect upon the institutions devoted to the taining of practical
educators.

I would indicate some of the important. Ids for investigation
which appear to me to belong logically to the ormal school, though
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I would by no means limit these fields to the normal schools. First
of all, there is the whole field of method as applied to the instruction
of youth. second, no institution is better fitted to give us infortha-
tion concerning chihl groWth and developmept than the normal school.
Here is one of the largest and most importHnt fields of investigation
in education to-day. and yet how few of the normal schools are devot-
ing themselves to it. Third, there is no institution which is so well
equippet to initiate the novice into actual practice of teaching chil-
dreo as the normal school. No institution has so great an immediate.
responsibility as that of the normal school. because its gratin:hes are
set at once to the task of teaching childrendeveloping childhood for
the great complexity of adult life.

There may be sit oations in certain States wherein it is wise for
the normal scluxd to malertake the training of secondary teachors.
But it would scum' ble to do a minimum, of such work. Skill-
ful teachers in the t wo fields of work can not successfully exchange
positions. Knowledge of child life does not mean knowledge of
adolescent life, nor vice versa.

Departments and schools of education incorporate in their curri--
ctila bodies of knowledge as extensive and as profound as are to be
found in other similar departments, such as law. philosophy, or
medicine. The practical problems considered arc certainly as rich in
significance as those to be found elsewhere. For example,it is as
complex and difficult a problem scientifically to superintend a large
city system of schools as. to be governor of a State; yet, until recently,
it, has not, been deemed necessary for the city superintendent to have
the broad scholarship and the professional training that was expected
of one who looked for gubernatorial honors.

The relationship existing between normal schools and departments
and schools of education is thus rather clearly defined. Each has
its own special field of work, which, of course, is not ironclad and
never should be, hut. which is a product of evolution and no arbitrary
mechanism. The normal school has evolved in America, and in
foreign countries because educators felt the need of 'definite and

# specific training for teachers in the elementary schools. here is the
great function of the normal school; and its field is large stud pro-
found enough to engage the best. thought of our best scholars.
Schools of education in connection with colleges and uiversities
should supply the proper amount of professional training to those
who are regular students of other departments and who may wish to
teach. They should also furnish opportunity for research.
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UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES IN EDUCATION IN VARIOUS COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.

JAmEs Loma',
New York Unicsqrily.

According to the Report of the Commissioner of Education for
1010. 176 universities and colleges are offering, courses. in pedagogy.

The first chair of pedagogy in the United States was established
in the University Of Michigan in 1r,78. The tardy recognition by
colleges of the importance of pedagogy is due largely to the belief,
still prevalent among college professors, that the mastery of a subject
carries with it the ability to tench the subject, all pedagogical study
being therefore useless or worse than useless. The falsity of this
theory is now generally accepted. even in collegiate circles, and I
believe the time will soon conic when our graduate schools, which
are all largely professional schools for the training of teachers of
collegiate subjects, will not merely admit pedagogy to the graduate
rating, but will actually make the study of pedagogy a requirement
for advanced degrees. The Ph. D will then stand not only, for the
mastery of a subject. but also for ;Rime acquaintance with the prin-
ciples and methods of teaching it.

A. study of the courses offered by the different departments shows
such a diversity of subject. mat,ter and of method that I feel justified
in suggesting at this time the advisability of establishing a certain
standard course' in edu)ttiom as a minimum requirement for the
undergraduattt degree in education:

1. Educational psychologythat is, the elementary study of the
mental operation involved in the educative process.

2. General principles of education. history of education, and gen-.

eral method.
3. Special methods and devices combined N.:4th at least one term

of observation.
To these minimum requirements might lie added, if time per

mitted. a brief course in the history of education, covering the
modern educational reformers. Of course. a complete study of the
history of education is necessary for all advanced graduate work in
ledagogy. There should also be added to the minimum course,if
possible, a brief c( arse in class and school management, omitting..
all discussion of school administration, comparative school systems,
etc., as these do not touch the problems of the young teacher.

46590e-12T
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UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES IN EDUCATION IN VARIOUS COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES: OUTLINE OF A COURSE IN SCHOOL HYGIENE.

WILLIAM II. IDA.K.
Profeemor of Education, the Untrersity of ro-ointo.

.111y special purpose is to make an appeal for the requirements of a
course in school hygiene. covering at least 10 week:.; with three class
hours a week, for all degrees in education. 'lie need for such a re-
quirement has been forced upon me in seven years of study and
campaigning. as I have become more awl more astonished at the
ignorance or neglect. by teachers, principals, superintendents, and
even professors of education, of the child's health as the basis of
education, happiness. and sureess.

You would readily agree with me (1) that health is the first con-
sideration of education; (2) that many conditions in our schools do

not promote but even militate against the healthful development of
childhood; (3) that other problems must nut crowd to the rear those
immediate ones arising out of these conditions; and (.1) that the most
effectiVe way to make the advances now demanded by htalth con-
siderations is to educate our present, and espeCially our future.
teachers of all grades in the importance and in the practical methods

(if school hygiene: It behooves me, therefore, only to outline' a ten-.
tative course, that might meet some of the present needs.

The school of hygiene may conveniently be divided into six di-

visions:
I. Inspection for contagious diseases. The resjmnsibility for this

work falls upon the medical Profession.
II. Inspection (and .treatment) for developmental defects. In

this division are included errors of refraction, defective hearing.
adenoids, enlarged tonsil's, decayed teeth,- defects of posture, ner-
vousness, malnutrition, etc. here the responsibility is, about evenly
divided between theeducational and medical professions, except in
the few cities with complete systems of medield inspection.

- VII. Hygiene (or sanitation) of buildings and equipment. The
educational profession must be held responsible for this division,
with the aid of the architect, the sanitary engineer, and the doctor.

IV. Ilygiene of school management. In this division are in-

cluded such topics as the one or two session day, the length of the
school day for each grade, the length of recitation periods by grades
and by subjects, the alternation of recitation and study periods, the
time of day for the more difficult subjects, the time and use of re.
ee&ses and relaxation periods, luncheons, home study, hygiene of
discipline, keeping in, hygiene of methodss of teaching,,etc. The
relationg of this diVision affect every part of school work That vie
have evolved so few principles to guide ug here, other than ttaditional
and empirical rules, is not to the credit of our profession.

e '
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V. Exercise, play, games, and gymnastics. Dere we have the
division of PlrYsical education in- the narrow sense. Intiffligent in-
terest- in and enthusiasm for all-round physical education should
be kindled at our normal sch'ools and colleges.

VI. Teaching of .hygiene in elementary and secondary schools.
Ilygienepersonal.idomestic. ciyi old be the background sub -

-' -jest of all the courses in. the elementary and,secOndary curriculum,
and all teachers simuld he prepared to teach its essentials.
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UNDERGRADIYATE DEGREES IN EDUCATION IN VARIOUS COLLEGES

AND UNIVERSITIES: THEIR ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL RE-
QUDIEMENTS.

. ANNA' JAN1: NICKFAC.
President of Wilson College, Chain beret/iffy, Pa.

Departments of education will profit greatly by art attempt at
standardization of requirements and courses. This can be brought
about only by concerted action among those of is who teach
education. Indeed. until there is greater uniformity in the content,
of the chief eronrses offered in departments of education all discus-
sion of the minimum requirement fur degrees in education seetns
rather pr)tittop, The one marked exceptiOn to the vagujness,of
terminology faind in naming the courses as they appear in the cur-
ricula of the various collgest is That in the history of education7-an
important course, to which 1 should assign considerable more impor-
tance than does Prof. Lough.

To Prof. Lough's minimum requirements I should add a good pre-
liminary sourse in general psychology, which is a desirable prefequi.
site to the study of both educational psychology and principles of
education. Our present educational_ assets in the domain of special
methods seem to be more valuable than in that of general Method.

In colleges which offer any considerable nutnber of courses in edu-
cation counting toward the baccalaureate degree, a course in sec-
ondary education should be a part of the mininuml requirement for
any kind of certification of graduates for tettehing positions.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF EDUCATION AS A SCIENCE: THE PROBLEM
OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.

V. A. C. liF.MION,
Assoriate Professor of Education, entreraity of Wisconsin, Ma

In none of the divisions of edlication isthere greater difference of
opinion as to its aim anti s4ject. matter.. than in educational psy-
chology. The artieglation of this branch with general psychology in
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many institutions presents a difficult problem. Educational psy-
chology in its widest sense embraces the study of those phases of
mental life that concern education. It would thus include- 'pertinent
facts from general, genetic, social. and individual psychology., Does

it, however, not have a inure definite and specific field of its own?
If We define education in its simplest terms as the prices; of bring-

ing an individual from where lie is to whete he ought to be, its three
main problems emerge:

1. Where lie might to bethe end or aim of educationis the
problem of pi:inciples of education to be worked out for the various
types of schools and curricula and for the various periods into wbich
mental life falls.

. When, lie isthe nature of the individual at every stage of his
growthis the problem of biology, sociology, and psychology, gen=
eral, genetic, indk:idual, and social.

3. how lie is to be brought from where lie is to where he ought to
be gives the problems of methods of learning, on the one hand, and
means alai methods of teaching, on the other. Educational psy-
chology seems to be legitimately concerned not with the second prob-
lem, but with the third. Its essential field is methods of learning,
especially during school years and under school conditions.

The problem of educational p- ychology is distinelly different from
that of general or genetic psychak-igy. Each has a common object

the knowledge of mind and its law but the point of view is differ-

ent. To borrow a distinction made hy Aksmer, psychology is' con-

cerned with mental procats. educational psychology with mental
work. That educational Mr chologv his liege an important field for
investigation is shown by'lhe ecent studies of methods of learning
both by whilts and by children. Waste in eaucation appears to he
due more to inefficient methods of learning than to inefficient methods

of teaching.
The art of learning is nowhere adequately taught, though it is the

most valuable art one in acquire. Educational literature teems with
books, monographs, and papers on the art of instruction.,In con-

' trast to this wealth of material is the paucity of literature on the art
of study. The learning process has not yet received the serious
study it deserves. We know the processes only in broad outline from

psychology. Efficient methods of teaching will be discovered when
the problem of 'efficient and economical learning is solved, and only

Then. Hence educational psychology should focus attention not on
methods of teaching, but on Methods of learning. The teacher is to
teach children, not subjects. Actual school experiments will ulti-
mately be the basis on which the science will rest.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF EDUCATION AS A SCIpNCE: THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF EDUCATION.

4
WILLI M 1111,1 It.

1')ofrAPor of Ktlisco I jowl! PR ychnloye, the Ocorpc Wash inotoe Wa.hinoton,
Acting Prole:vow of 1:(Inco ional Nythorogy, 11oword t Hiremly, Iro,di moron,

1).

Education is not :1 pune science. hut a professional calling, and
as such it involves bot rare and applied sciences which (liter in
the fact, inter alia tat whereas the pure sciences select facts and
principles on the Isis of their logical congruity. the applied sciences
select them on thi, basis of the usox--to which they :iv put. tAlis .
esfaeblishing a cross classifimt ion. So far as teaching has a theoreti-
cal aspect. this aspect is represented by a group of applied sciences,
and these in turn are relanai to a grotty) of pure sciences. These
pure sciences a chiefly psycholopy. logic. sociology. and ethic:. It
is to be ad that seivnee should lie looked oppn both as an
organize oyly of knowledge and as possessing- an inductive and
tel exact method of investigation.

The present status of the prineiple's of education as an organized
body of knowledge shows much confusion. the term "principles of
education" apparently being used by many teachers as a blanket
itilarase. Allowing for the overlapping of courses and for inade-
quate correlation, it would no doubt be well within the mark to,,say
that from one - fourth to one-bilf of the student's -time in teachers'.
colleges and departments of talucati'on is wasted. and this all throup,h,
lock of organization. ,This is endoohtedly the most regrettable re-
sult thaj follows the present ,chaotic state of educational theory.

In defining the term "principles of education," the twofold nature
.of the teacher's problem should he considered. On the one hand is
the child. immatere. inexperienced. butlplastie and active: and on
?lie other hand is the currieulpm. representing the mature and sifted
knowledge. ideals, and ojexterity Of the race. The ;:sliieets of study
'resultiopi from the, dual nature of the teacher's problem are educe-

,' tional psychology for a scientific knowledge of the Mild, and .prin-
elides Of education) and principles of teaching for an adequate com-
prehension of the curriculum. The word " teaching" is commonly
applied to the process of the teacher's work; " education " to the
broader social relations and consequences of that work.

What are the topics that the principles ,of education should in-.
elude, and in what order should they be presented? The following
is a suggested outline:

1. Introduction to the field of education. For the purpose of
orienting the student, an introductory chapter would seem to be bet-
ter Slap an introductory course. The idea of a brief, general, diver-
sified course for general culture is not werthy oientertiainment.'
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2. Conduct controls. Human life in a blond sense may be regarded
as synonymous with conduct, and it may therefore be truly aid that
it is the function of education to supply conduct controls. These
are two in number hereditary and acquired. The effects of educa-
tion, to which the expression " acquired controls of conduct," may
be applied, may be grouped under the heads of habits. knowledge. and

emotional dispositions. In a general way we may say that these
three rubrics of education are imparted respectively by training, by
instruction, :)nd by inspiration. ti

3. The generalized effects of education. Most, if not. all, of these
conduct controls are to a certain extent generalized in their effects.
It may, indeed, be asked if it is not about time to relegate the phrase,
"doctrine of formal discipline to the historical side of educational
theory. This expression,- together with the conception underlying
it, rests on false psychology, and it should go the way of that psy-
chology. In the modern conception of psychology the old notion of
formal discipline causes confusion. It is out of harmony, and the
expression " the generalized effects of eddcation" serves the purpose
much better.

4. The aim of attention,
5. The elemental educational calne,s.
n. The curriculam.
7. The ralues of the studies.
R. The construction and c.recution of courses of study. The piv-

otal point of the course is the curriculum, which by a changed meta-
phormay be regarded as a condensed chart of civilization. But the
curriculum must be preceded by a rounded exposition of the aim of
education and by an analysis of the elemental educational values.
This analysis is of importance by reason of the fact that the
effectiveness of teaing depends not only upon the methods em-
ployed but also upon the goal in the teacher's mind. Moreover, for
social purposes the teacher should be an educational engineer, able
to give advice on the selection of studies% as thoroughly scientific

manner as that in which the chemist gives advice in his field,
In arranging these elemental values of education we must Answer

two questions, and ask and answer them in succession: f what
use is it to me to be educated? and (2) of whatii4se i. to others to

shave me educated?
With certain omissions we may answer the first question by saying

that education is of value to one because (1) it helps me to gain the
needs and conveniences of lifepractical or utilitarian value; (2) it
helps me to get along more harmoniously with. my fellowssocial-
izing value; (3) it helps me to gain social standing or prestige
conVentional value; and (4) it aids me in pilling pleasure pnd
satisfaction (a) by opening up new avenues of enjoymenteenti-

.
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mental. valueand (ii) by giving me understanding or insight
liberalizing or interpretative value.

With the aim and the elemental valves of education leading up to
lire curriculum.. the presentation of those principles that underlie
the construction of courses of study should lead down from it.

The class is then ready to proceed to the princip10of teaching.
Ilere educational progress on the side of the curriculum and the
course of study, and pari passu in the principles of education, can
be contributed to from the following four sources at least : (1) By
a historical study of the relation of the school atul sjciety; (2) by
utilizing the advances continually made in the pore sciences: (3) by
generalizing from existing educational practices; and (,4) by'formal
experimentation and quant it ive measurement. The Itkiences that
contribute the. direct comprehension of our civilization are.
marily. psychology. anthropology; sociology ( including ethics),
,economics, and pot it ical sciences. In connect ion" with formal
experimentation it. would be well, indeed, if, every school system of
considerable size would set apart one of its schools as .a model nor
-laboratory school with a well-trained education expert in charge.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF EDUCATION AS A SCIENCE: THE PRIN-
CIRLES OF EDUCATION. c.

Bum T. Il.ti.Dwm,
Professor of Edueu(ion. rhr rotrersitu of Trios, usi in.

If I interpret contemporary educational tendencies correctly. the
assertion can be made that the science of education is most effectively
developed and formulated t itroogh the efforts of sound fundamental ir
research in the problems of education as such. rather than through
the work of melt in other liehls.
I That the other applied sciences will not hand over our data
definitely' formulatvd may 1w illustrated more in detail by ay own
problem in this class the relationof mental development to physical
growth and physical defects; The life history of 200 boys and girls,
presented In Of) indivhlual.ctuwes, hated on over 5,000 measurements,
gives, among other things, a vivid picturepf the relationship between

o four or even n years older than short ones;
physical development- id chron (rival' age, showingthtvt stall chil-
dren are f ern
that they have their -characteristic pubescent changes: Orlier, and
therefore they should be treated physiologically as ohlenchildren than
their age in years would ndicate. The high variability of this group
indicates that averages are almost tiselesi in studying physical
growth. since each child is governed by his own inherent laws, ex,
pressigg physiological age. It would follow that We are justified in
making averages only wir we base tlja'average on the physiological,

ao.
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.age Instead of the chronological age, or. in other words. when we
find the average chronological age at which rapid acceleration begins
instead of when we find the average height, weight: or lung capacity
at a given age based on date of birth.

This evokes a new and vary important educational problem: Ilow
may we formulate a measuring scale for determining the physiologi-

ocal age of the child now that we have the Billet tests for his mental
age?' The individual-growth curves furnish splendid material for
the study of this probletn. The curves will also enable us in the
future to prophesy with considerable accuracy how tall a normal
child will be between 4 yeas of age and adult life, providing the
height is,known at any given interim. The same is true in general
weight, lung capacity. and weight-litight index. though' there are
more fluctuations here. The results al oAlemonstrate that children
from the wealthier class of people ay? better developed than those
reported by other investigations. and that these children's hei7ht,
weiglft, and lung capacity have actually been increased during their
scholastic age through systemati medical inspection and physical
training.

To recapitulate very briefly: We have conic- to a stage of develop-
ment in our field when it is necessary to differentiate between the,
philosophy of education and the scientific principles of education.
since the subject is not merely a critical discussion of facts anti
priuciples gathered from other .4-ienceS,neither is it merely a pro-
fession. It is an empirical science, with its own data. its own view-
point, its own problems and situations. its own history, and its own
practices and opportunities for experimentation. It is largely
through scientific experimentation that principles are established
and tried out, as indica d by the above type prithlems, the organ-

. ization of courses in ex erimental education, and the rstablishment
of experfmental schools.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF EDUCATION AS A SCIENCE: EDUCATIONAL
METHODS.

S. ut:HI-En PARKER.
Anioriatg profensor of Education, the nIrcesity of Chicago, 10.

This., discussion w'ill concern primarily principles rather tlpin
practices. .

For purposes of discussion, current principles of educational
method may be divided, froth the standpoint of source or origin, into
/our groups, as follows:
/ 1. Those principles which have becmile current at the result of a °
long historical tradition which is characterized by more or less sys-
tevaie a priori analysis and argument.
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2. Those derived from more recent developments in general psycho-
logical theory, such as the work of James and Dewey.

3. Those which are corollaries of the results of experithental
psychology.

4. Those which have been reached by direct experimental and
statistical investigation of actual schoolroom processes.

While ninny of the traditional a priori principles of method may
be traced hack almost indefinitely. their currency during the nine-
teenth century and since is due largely to the Rousseau tradition.
The PeStalozzian lrinciple#,Inutny of which are current to-day, were
to a considerable extent simply applications of Roinjseau's principle
of real experience as the starting point of instruction, combined
with the method of simultaneous oral class instruction. A second
Pestalozzian principle. namely. proceeding from the simple to the
complex. has been at the basis of methods of teaching many Af Ilie
sulijKts.-a-d these methods nre.st ill dominant in many places. When
we consider the Herbal-6:in elements in contemporar?tnethods. we
find two of the mist distinctive to be formal steps of instruction and
the principles of correlation. Finally, when we come to th

m m we
'roebe-0

lianwleents in conteporary ods. e find the most d netive
ones to I )e, first, the emphasis i or expression for general edu-
cative purposes, und. second. the emphasis on participationin a co-
operative social situation as a basis of. ANious refosin methods.

Such traditional a priori principles-constitute the largest part of
contemporary principles of method.

Three examples. namely: motor expression. the analytic synthetic
theory of learning. and the analyis of reflective thought, serve to
illustrate the second large source of principles-of educational method,
namely, recent deVelopments in general p:iychology, in which the
work and ifluence of such psychologists as William :lames and

(..'John Dewey are prominent. ,

The third Anirce of ininciples of 'educational method,is the work
in experimental psychology, discussed at length-in theyrevionmapper
by Prof. lIeninon.

The fourt7source of these Principles is the experimental and sta-
tistical investigation of actual schoolroom processes, such as writing,
spelling, reading, arithmetic, comyosition. etc.

ThXe investigations may be divided into two classes: First, those
which involve a minute analysis of the psychological processes in-
volved in the school activities; and, second, those which involve a_ .
statistical study of the correlations which exist between certain edu- -
cational methods and educational results, often without any very
definite psychological analysis or explanation of this correlation.

Mb-
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DEFINITENESS IN AGRICULTURE.

It. IIFSS.
Ruprrintendent of School... Cmok ;ton. ilinn.

Agricultbre is not a simple science, but a combinatio sciences,
each of. which is so closely linked with the other that we can not
know much of one without knowing something of the others. Science
is classified, systematized knowledge. Agriculture, being a group of
sciences, is easily taken to mean it group of subjects of general in-
formation rather than that systematized knowledge of subjects inter-
related and interdependent.

Agriculture, if taught with a clearly dafined and fixed purpose,
will not only store the. student's mind with facts and principles. but
set him aflame, create in him an insatiable desire t further investi-

..
gation. It will not only hold, but attract hint to naturo's workshop!
He will literally cling to the soil and become 011 investigator, an ex-
perimenter. a producer. ,

A course in agliculture should include a general survey of elemen-
tary agriculture, to la, followed by market and landscape gardening,
-forestry, agronomy, horticulture, bacteriology, and animal husbandry.
If these subjects are made concrete, it will vitalize all school work.
create interest. develoP strength, and prepare the student for the real
problems of life.

.

. .

It'has been said that all lines of activity in the United States have
made wonderful advances, but agriculture during the past forty or
fifty years has not kept pace with the advancement in other lines.
Why is this Let its see. How long have we been teaching agri-
culture in our higher 'institutions I Ilow many high schools have
been teaching' it for .10 years? And yet we expect this.phase of pub-
lic- school education to have made equal advancement with other lines
of investigation. How long have we been teaching physics, chemis-
try, ancient, medieval, and modern history, algebra, geometry, Latin,
German, and kindred subjects? Is it any wonder that agriculture
MI not kept pace?

Have we had in mind the same motives, the 'same definite results,
to be accomplished here iselsewhere in our high-school curriculum?

1013
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wheat. We must produce 2.22 times as much per act or increase-

our population will number 200,000,000. The demand then for bread

In 1910 the United States produced (9:),000.000 bushels of wheat, or

will be 1540.000.000 bushels. or we shall be compelled to substitute
other foods. This will that we shall produce 2.22 ime:i as much

a per capita production (it about 7.7 bushels. Tkenty years from now

mr acreage. We can not increase Our acreago to that etent we
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must increase our' product ion per acre. The average yield per acre
in the United States for the past 1(1 years has been but 14.:.! bushels,
while England produced an average of :1 bushels, Germany 30
bushels, and Denmark 47 bushels per acre. Shall we permit the
1-sited States to remain so far behind these countries, when we have
the richest soil, the finest climate, and the greatest educat iota system
in the world '? These countries have brought about this result through
better methods of seed selection. better cultivation. better soil man-
agement. and greater economical methods of marketing. Does this

. motive stand out prominently in our system of agricultural educa-
tion? 1}-44 does. let its be definite in our purpose and bring about
this result. We can. if we will.

WHAT tatcLE SAM CARRIES IN THE SECOND-CLAS MAIL: DOES THIS
HELP THE FARMERS OR OTHERINDUSTRIAL WORKERS?

J. IN . IlgsToN, Thrgident Stair Normal Schwa, Almlianto. P. flak., and MANLET J. WI:CRON,
tinforrintendr ti I of xchoofit. Eat. pi ter, h111111.

The Post Oflii. Department of the United States is the largest. the
most far-reaching. and the most Ibeneticial tiovernment-enterpris
in the world. Practically every citizen and resident of the country
comes in daily contact with some of its agencies.

The second-class mail constitutes about (;(') 11er cent by weight of
all -mail matter. Therefore a careful study of the content and value
of this class of mail is of special interest. The problems of the Post
Office Department are truly the problems of the Lxople.

In preparing this paper we secitri;Trcopies of representative news-
papers and other periodicals from every part of the country. In the
case of newspapers, facto papers. and cheap magazines, all the tic.at-

ter contained was carefullNliissitied and the nutgber of column
inches of each. class measured. The periodicals of the ordinary
magazine form were carefully dissittted, and the percentage of each
class of matter found by weight. The total number of copies cir-
culated by the periodicals which were measured reached 1.710.000,000
per year. More than half of these copies do not get. into the mail.
However, the ones measured constitute something like 15 per cent of
the total- weight of the second-class mail. Such an investigation,
certainly ought to give authoritative. data.
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Of the newspapers examined, 11 came from towns of 2,000 or less
population; 12 more came from towns of front 2.000 to 10.000; 8
came from cities of from 10.000 to 25,000; 10 came from cities of
from 25.000 to 15.000; and 211 from the larger centers. My error
was in securing so many papers published in'the larger places. for
these publications depend on the mails for the transportation of only
a small part of their issues. We are told by the circulating manager
of the Globe Democrat that about 30 per cent goes into the mail.
However, this error is made up by reason of the extremely large cir-
culation of these great dailies and their great bulk when sent through
the mails..

The results of the measurement of the newspapers are as foltows;
Per cent.

Judged as being of news value
Agricultural articles
Instructive articles 4. o
Illustrations and cartootA 1. it

t . Fiction judged as of literary value
Housekeeping. care of children. fashions. ete_ _
Sensational news, cheap stork's,
Miscellaneous M o

511.4

Advertising matter 3:1. 5

Patent medicine advertising 3.3
Classified advertising O. 2

Ligtur advertising .11

43.6

Average weight per copy (ounces) __ 3.82

Not more than 40 per cent of all newspaper matter is may wool'
While. The percentage of space in the country newspapers used for
advertising is greater than in city papers, being about 45 per cent.
The patent or ready-print sides of the country weeklies contain .a
larger "percentage of, patent medicine advetlising than any other
part of the second -class mail, and the reading n4er there !Hinted
is very trashy.

Ten farm papers were measured and 48 per cent advertising found.
The average weight per copy of the farm papers is 4.44 ounces per
copy. The reading, matter contained in this class of periodicals is
fairly free from trash. The subscription prices of thee farm papers
are very low, showing that the publishers do not depend at all on the
merit of their sheets to secure k large circulation, but prpbably the
majority of subscriptions are obtained through the aid of prizes and
clubbing offers. 'More than 90 per cent of the revenue of this class
of papers comes from the advertisers.
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Agricultural papers contain much information that is of interest
to the farmers. Their editors seem to feel their responsibility and are
fairly careful in regard to the advertisenwnts that are allowed in their
/columns. But their caution does not seem to be sufficient to keep out
the advertising of a large number of firms that do not seek to give
valve received. These questionable advertisements are a cltrirrient
to the farmers, for they encourage elpenditure for useless and inferior
goods.

The 19 high-class magazines examined show 36 per cent advertise-
ments. The other matter, is divided as follows: Fiction. 2247 per
cent : instructive articles. 24.6 per cent ; miscellaneous, 16.7 per cent.
These 19 magazines circulate Over 204.000,000 copies annually, and
average 4:32,000 copies per periodical per issue. The average .weight
of each copy is 9.74 ounces. The fiction is mostly of a high grade,
some of the best of our current literature. . Certainly no class of
American periodical is more deserving of praise and encouragement
than these higher-class magazines; they contain so much that is
valuable and so little that is objectionable.

On the whole, the second-class mail matter contains too much that
is valueless and even harmful to the public. My subject- directs at-
tention to its value to farmers and other industrial classes. What is
valuable to this class is valuable to the entire American public, and
what is harmful to them is 4j e harmful to the Nire public. except
that this class may not have the time. or take the time, carefull.
select their periodical literature, Of course, our fanners and other
working people should be protected from advertisements of spurious
goodS or goods on which they will spend money without securing
adequate returns.

With this idea in mind I would advocate that every publisher he
made definitely responsible for all that appears in the columns of
his publication. lie should be under bond to make good any loss
sustained by readers because, of quack goods advertised in his
columns.

I do not know how' sensational new articles, cheap fiction, and
other trash can be eliminated. Unfortunately there is a . demand
for this stuff, and as long as ,this demand exists there will be a
supply.

a



BUSINESS MEETING OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SI:PERIN-
-. MDENCE, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

St. Louis, February 28, 1912.

The following cities extended invitations for the meeting of the
department in 1913: Boston, Mass.: Detroit. Midi.: Oklahoma City.
Okla.: Palm Beach, Fla.: Richmond, Va., and Wasltington, D. C.
Upon the first ballot Philadelphia received 150 votes. Oklahoma City,
141; Buffalo, 10(1 ; Palm Beach. ST; Richmond, 84. On the second
ballot Philadelphia received 316: Oklahoma City, 195; Buffalo, 82.
Philadelphia, having received a majority of the votes, was fixed as
the place of meeting of the department for next year.

The committee on resolutions submitted the following nominations
of officers:
For PresidentSupt. F. B. Dyer, Cincinnati, Ohio.
For First Vice President Samuel Hamilton, Superintendent of

Schools, Allegheny Countt% Pa.
For Second Vice PresidentMrs. E. C. Ripley, _Assistant Superin-

tendent of schools, Boston, Mass.
For Secretary"ft. AV. Torreyson, State Department of Education,

Little Rock, Ark.
The nominees of the committee were elected without a dissenting

voice.
The following resolutions were unanimously irdopt;d:

RESOLUTIONS.

yoor committee on resolutions preseRts the following resolutions, which it
considers worthy of the attention and approval of the Department of Supe -
intendence:

1. Resolved, That we express our hearty appreciation of the sot erirnest,
professional character of the program presented before this, tllest meet-
ing In the history of the department,

2. Resoired, That this department recognize theTanatna-Pacitic International
Eip osItion. to be herd in San Francisco in 1915, as n great opportunity to exhibit
our educational progress. and that we urge the State. county, and city systems
of schools to promote and send such of their work as will reven I the develop-
ment of all phases of education throughout the Nation.

3. Resolved, That the members of this department who are charged with the
administration of public-schwl systems welcome and encourage VI fair and
candid investigations through commissions or other agencies Into the soundness
and effectiveness of the policies uud tuethods used and the results obtained, but

110
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that we condemn and resent all such Invest igittionS chose obvigms purposes are
to debase the systems or exalt the Invl'Sligators.

4. 1?rsol red, That we appn)ve the work.contemplat 1 in the bill now pending
in Csnigress providing for the creation of a Children's Bureau. but that we
believe that It can be done more efficiently and econotnienlly by the Bureau of
Education and that we hereby request Congress to appropriate sufficient funds
to the Bureau of liducation to enable it to do the work satisfactorily.

Itc.101 rud. furthrr, That this Itepart meat of Superintendence of the National
Education Association use every honorable means to secure from Congress a
recognition of the nationwide need for a great enlargement of the Bureau of
Education, and that we urge Congress to provide the revenne necessary to carry
Into effect the wise policies recommengled by the Commissioner of Education.

licrio/red, That the committee on uniform records and rel.orts appointed by
this department two years ago be (ISM inued in order to aid In the adoption and
use of their records and reports by'school officers.

7. Rcso/red, That we express kiur lomrty appreciation of rite hospitality of
St. Louts and the welcome extended to us by the board of education and teach-
ers. and that we estwcially thalik $opt. Iten Blewett for his courtesy and un-
tiring efforts to make this meeting successful. pleasant. and profitable.

Itesi,ect fat ly submitted.
1'11AINCIS It LAIR. ChairMaa,
NI. E. PEAssoN,
Item B. 'FE/TRICK.
CIIARI.ES S. CLARK,
Ilan t: NI. WATtiON.

Comm it re.

A resolution submitted by E. 0. Valle, calling for an expression-
of the department's appreciation of the action taken by variotr;; lan-
guage and philological associations relating to the idionetic key
alphabet adopted by the departnient last year. \Vas laid upon the
table.

A resolution submitted by Supt. Call, of Hartford. Conn.. prtivid-
ing for rescinding She action of the department at the Mobile meeting
adopting the universal systein of key notation, was carried, after a
motion to lay the same upon the table had been defeated.

.
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